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Abstract 
The human brain supports complex behavior by forming detailed models of statistics underlying real-
world experience, including vision, language, and movement, allowing us to correctly make predictions 
and plan our actions. These statistical models are central to human cognition, and failure to correctly 
learn statistical models has been implicated in several psychiatric conditions including schizophrenia, 
autism, major depression, and bipolar disorder. Despite its importance to both healthy cognition and 
disease, our understanding of how the brain learns statistical models continues to present a significant 
challenge to the field of cognitive neuroscience. 
Recently, network science has shown potential to advance our understanding of how we learn these 
models. For instance, transforming semantic relationships between English words into a graph allows 
characterization of common organizational motifs, and presence or absence of these motifs is shown to 
affect human learning. Further, brain activity itself consists of interactions between functionally diverse 
cortical regions. Network science is thus well suited to characterize neural mechanisms that support 
learning statistical models, including functional dynamics that take place during learning and the 
structural brain connectivity that underlies these dynamics. 
Here, we approach statistical model learning through complementary perspectives of human behavior, 
brain structure, and brain activity. First, we used diffusion-weighted imaging to identify variability in 
structural connectivity that accounted for individual differences in motor sequence learning. Next, we 
investigated the role of topology in graph learning, showing that learners exhibit quicker reaction times 
when sequences are drawn from modular versus lattice graph structure. Finally, we employed functional 
neuroimaging to identify neural correlates of graph learning, finding systematic differences in stimulus 
representations when subjects learned from a modular graph versus a ring lattice. 
This collection of studies adds to a growing body of knowledge regarding behavioral and neural 
correlates of graph learning. The studies highlight the crucial role of structural brain connectivity in 
facilitating sequence learning, and the extent to which graph topology shapes our expectations on simple 
learning tasks. Our results provide a window into how graph learning could serve to optimize the 
learnability of informational systems, as well as answer fundamental questions about how humans 
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ABSTRACT
BEHAVIORAL AND NEURAL CORRELATES OF GRAPH LEARNING
Ari Kahn
Danielle S. Bassett
The human brain supports complex behavior by forming detailed models of statistics un-
derlying real-world experience, including vision, language, and movement, allowing us to
correctly make predictions and plan our actions. These statistical models are central to
human cognition, and failure to correctly learn statistical models has been implicated in
several psychiatric conditions including schizophrenia, autism, major depression, and bipolar
disorder. Despite its importance to both healthy cognition and disease, our understanding of
how the brain learns statistical models continues to present a significant challenge to the
field of cognitive neuroscience.
Recently, network science has shown potential to advance our understanding of how we learn
these models. For instance, transforming semantic relationships between English words into
a graph allows characterization of common organizational motifs, and presence or absence
of these motifs is shown to affect human learning. Further, brain activity itself consists
of interactions between functionally diverse cortical regions. Network science is thus well
suited to characterize neural mechanisms that support learning statistical models, including
functional dynamics that take place during learning and the structural brain connectivity
that underlies these dynamics.
Here, we approach statistical model learning through complementary perspectives of human
behavior, brain structure, and brain activity. First, we used diffusion-weighted imaging
to identify variability in structural connectivity that accounted for individual differences
in motor sequence learning. Next, we investigated the role of topology in graph learning,
showing that learners exhibit quicker reaction times when sequences are drawn from modular
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versus lattice graph structure. Finally, we employed functional neuroimaging to identify
neural correlates of graph learning, finding systematic differences in stimulus representations
when subjects learned from a modular graph versus a ring lattice.
This collection of studies adds to a growing body of knowledge regarding behavioral and
neural correlates of graph learning. The studies highlight the crucial role of structural brain
connectivity in facilitating sequence learning, and the extent to which graph topology shapes
our expectations on simple learning tasks. Our results provide a window into how graph
learning could serve to optimize the learnability of informational systems, as well as answer
fundamental questions about how humans represent statistical structure.
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CHAPTER 1: General introduction
SCIENCE OF GRAPH LEARNING
The human brain supports complex behavior by forming detailed models of statistics underly-
ing real-world experience, including vision, language, and motor actions. From comprehending
spoken language to jazz improvisation, we depend on these mental models to correctly make
predictions and plan our actions. These statistical models are central to human cognition,
and failure to correctly learn statistical models has been implicated in several psychiatric
conditions including schizophrenia (Valton et al., 2019; Baran et al., 2018), autism (Arnett
et al., 2018; Karvelis et al., 2018; Stevenson et al., 2017), major depression, and bipolar
disorder (Janacsek et al., 2018; Stevenson et al., 2017). Despite its importance to cognition in
health and disease, our understanding of how the brain represents statistical models continues
to present a significant challenge to the field of cognitive neuroscience. One key difficulty is
the inability to link our understanding of neural representations with cognitive theories of
model-based learning. Graph learning (Lynn and Bassett, 2020) combines statistical learn-
ing, the study of how humans extract statistics from sequences of information, with graph
theory, the study of mathematical properties of networks, to investigate how graph-theoretic
properties of real-world relational patterns shape human statistical models. In this thesis, I
will discuss the use of graph learning to predict and understand human behavior on complex
statistical learning tasks, as well as how combining graph learning with neuroimaging can
provide insight into the neural mechanisms supporting this core cognitive ability.
DETERMINISTIC SEQUENCE LEARNING
To understand how humans learn sequences of information, one useful starting point is
how we learn deterministic sequences, where the brain learns to link information through
repetition of the same sequence of items. One only has to compare musical improvisation with
performing a written score to understand the distinction between deterministic sequences and
probabilistic sequences. In the former, a performer must learn what notes or sequences are
possible or appropriate. In the latter, they must learn to veridically reproduce the sequence
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of motor actions corresponding to the score. Motor sequence acquisition akin to playing
the piano has frequently been studied to better understand the neural mechanisms that
deterministically link actions together. In discrete sequence production (DSP) tasks (Verwey,
2001), subjects learn to produce a short fixed sequence of movements as quickly as possible
through repeated practice. To behaviorally assess learning, the subject’s response time is
measured in producing the entire sequence as well as for each element of the sequence.
One of the most consistent behavioral findings has been that humans reproduce these
sequences by breaking them into “chunks” of fewer elements. Response times are not
consistent across the sequence, but rather are increased on certain elements. These delays,
unique to each subject, are taken to indicate a cognitive cost of switching from one learned
chunk to another (Sakai, Kitaguchi, and Hikosaka, 2003). Interestingly, recent work suggests
that this chunking might be supported by a hierarchy of brain regions which, moving away
from the central sulcus, represents increasing abstraction, from movement to chunk to
sequence (Yokoi and Diedrichsen, 2019). This idea that humans group sets of movements
together in a chunk is similar to the concept of learning clusters in probabilistic sequence
learning, which we will discuss later.
The DSP task has also proven valuable in studying the neural pathways responsible for
sequence learning. By capturing fMRI data during task execution, functional connectivity
analysis can reveal networks of brain regions that support learning. Using this approach,
increasing autonomy of a visual-motor core of densely connected regions (Bassett, Wymbs, et
al., 2013) was found to accompany DSP learning, wherein during sequence acquisition, visual
and motor modules of brain regions (here a module is a group of brain regions exhibiting
similar BOLD time courses) exhibited high connectivity, subsequently disassociating from
one another as the sequence became overlearned (Bassett, Yang, et al., 2015). The crucial
role of visual-motor connectivity during learning suggests that functional differences in this
network between individuals might explain individual differences in learning. Indeed, baseline
measurement of visual-motor connectivity was found to predict individual differences in
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future learning, wherein higher autonomy of these systems predicted faster future learning
(Mattar et al., 2018).
Functional connectivity, in turn, is dependent on the brain’s underlying structural connectivity,
or the white matter pathways that allow information to pass between functionally distinct
brain regions. This structural connectivity can be estimated in individuals using diffusion
weighted imaging (DWI), an MRI technique which measures water diffusion to infer the
presence of water-impermeable myelinated axons. Perhaps unsurprisingly then, DWI-based
structural connectivity between these same visual and motor modules is a predictor of future
DSP learning rate (Kahn, Mattar, et al., 2017), where heightened visual-motor structural
connectivity is associated with faster learning. Together, these results suggest that DSP
learning depends on structural pathways to connect motor and visual hubs, which functionally
dissociate as the need for motor-visual coordination decreases with learning.
PROBABILISTIC AND STATISTICAL LEARNING
While deterministic sequences are frequently observed both in human and animal behavior (for
example, song birds must learn to reproduce deterministic patterns of sounds, see Brainard
and Doupe (2002)), many behaviors require modeling not a pre-determined sequence, but
instead a map of events and how those events can connect. For example, driving a car from
point A to B appears at first to require memorizing turn-by-turn directions. However, the
ability to pick the fastest route from A to B despite traffic, road closures, and other obstacles
depends on using a mental map to decide on alternative routes. Likewise, when listening to
a new song, our enjoyment depends on expectations of pitch sequences and song structure,
and how the artist satisfies or violates those expectations.
In many cases these expectations are not innate but learned by experience. Research in
the field of statistical learning has shown that humans are broadly sensitive to statistical
regularities. Infants as young as 8 months can learn to differentiate words from non-words,
based on transitional probabilities between syllables. In a seminal study by J. R. Saffran,
R. N. Aslin, and E. L. Newport (1996), infants listened to recorded speech where three-
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syllable words followed one another without auditory gaps. Syllable transition probabilities
provided the only cue to segment words: syllables within words corresponded to high-
probability transitions, whereas the start of a new word was marked by a low-probability
transition, mimicking a distributional cue observed in natural language. Infants were capable
of differentiating words from sequences of syllables which spanned word boundaries but had
nonetheless occurred in the recorded speech, a skill which likely plays a role in language
acquisition. Indeed, later studies showed this process to be remarkably domain-general:
adults can use the same probabilistic cues to segment a stream of speech into words and
non-words (Jenny R. Saffran, Elissa L. Newport, and Richard N. Aslin, 1996), and similar
learning processes occur with sequences of tones (Jenny R. Saffran, Johnson, et al., 1999),
shapes (Fiser and Richard N Aslin, 2002), scenes (Fiser and Richard N Aslin, 2002), and
movements (Hunt and Richard N. Aslin, 2001).
Can statistical learning mechanisms account for not only pairwise transitions between
elements, but higher-order organization? A study by Schapiro, Rogers, et al. (2013) showed
that clustering of elements in sequences could serve as a parsing cue. Subjects were presented
with a sequence of shapes, but in contrast to traditional statistical learning experiments,
each of the fifteen shapes could transition with equal likelihood to any of its four neighbors.
Boundaries instead were inherent in the arrangement of shape transitions: three distinct
modules or clusters, with shapes more likely to transition to another shape within the cluster
than outside the cluster. Despite identical transition probabilities locally between shapes,
learners could demarcate boundaries between the three clusters, suggesting that statistical
learning could produce models not only of local but of global structure.
Traditionally, statistical learning has focused on our ability to segment a sequence into
groups of elements linked by high transition probabilities, and separated from other groups
by low transition probabilities. However, as we have seen, global structure itself can serve
as a segmentation cue. Moreover, many real-world informational systems depend on non-
local organizational patterns. These systems include language (long-range dependencies in
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syntactic structure) and music (key transitions), and a comprehensive model of sequence
learning must be capable of capturing these non-local organizational patterns.
GRAPH LEARNING
Graph learning (Lynn and Bassett, 2020) has recently emerged as an approach to model how
humans both learn and represent the complex structure underlying temporal sequences of
events, by combining statistical learning with graph theory. In this approach, we define a set
of nodes (such as syllables or shapes) and edges relating the nodes (such as valid syllable
pairs). Edges may be unweighted (indicating possible transitions) or weighted (indicating
high- or low-probability transitions), and directed (indicating a transition in one direction
only) or undirected (allowing bidirectional transitions). A temporal sequence is then formed
as a walk on this graph, where each transition is determined by a set of rules operating on
the graph. For example, the word segmentation task in J. R. Saffran, R. N. Aslin, and
E. L. Newport (1996) can be viewed as a random walk on a directed, weighted graph (see
Karuza, Thompson-Schill, and Bassett (2016)), revealing its modular structure.
By turning to graph learning, we can investigate organizational properties inherent to many
real-world systems. Notably, this approach can also be viewed as a generalization of studies
on artificial grammar learning (Reber (1967), more recently Cleeremans and McClelland
(1991)) by allowing us a mathematical way to describe the structure in these grammars. We
have already seen that modular structure can be inferred from a temporal sequence (Schapiro,
Rogers, et al., 2013), and even the behavior reported in J. R. Saffran, R. N. Aslin, and
E. L. Newport (1996) can be viewed as an example of graph learning.
These results motivate new investigations into the conditions under which humans are
sensitive to modular structure. Much like in motor sequence learning tasks, response time
to a task associated with each event, for example, indicating whether an image is rotated,
can be taken as an index of expectations. A high response time indicates that the event
was unexpected, while an expected event will elicit a shorter response time. Karuza, Kahn,
Thompson-Schill, et al. (2017) took this approach to demonstrate that on a random walk
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over a modular graph, response times systematically increased when transitioning between
clusters, suggesting that learners were ‘surprised’ by a transition to another cluster, despite
equal transition probabilities for any individual node. Further, this cross-cluster surprisal
effect (the increase in response time at cluster boundaries) depended on local repetition:
both random walks and walks composed of Eulerian cycles (a cycle that visits every edge in
the graph exactly once) elicited a cross-cluster surprisal effect, whereas a walk composed of
Hamiltonian cycles (a cycle that visits every node in the graph exactly once) did not. This
cross-cluster surprisal effect was found robust to variations in topology (Karuza, Kahn, and
Bassett, 2019) and even persisted when subjects believed that images represented people,
and transitions between images represented relationships between people in a social network
(Tompson et al., 2019). Not only are humans behaviorally sensitive to modular structure,
they are also capable of forming better expectations of sequences derived from modular
structure. Kahn, Karuza, et al. (2018) demonstrated that subjects trained to respond to
sequences of motor response cues responded more quickly when the sequence was a random
walk on a modular graph compared to a lattice graph equated in number of nodes and edges,
despite identical uncertainty at any given node (uncertainty corresponding to the number of
edges emanating from each node).
Recent work (Lynn, Kahn, et al., 2020) has provided a theoretical foundation for both
the cross-cluster surprisal effect and the modular-lattice effect as an accuracy-complexity
trade-off by a resource-limited human brain. It can be shown that an optimal balance
between minimizing both encoding errors and computational complexity can be represented
by a maximum entropy model of people’s internal representations . This model predicts
both specific systematic biases (the cross-cluster surprisal effect) and that the modular graph
should conforms better to people’s expectations, minimizing error between their internal
model and the true underlying graph. Notably, this trade-off also predicts properties of many
real-world communication systems, such as word transitions, semantic relationships, and
even note transitions in music (Lynn, Papadopoulos, et al., 2020).
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COGNITIVE MAPS
How are these graph structures represented in the human brain? Current evidence suggests
that the medial temporal lobe, a system involved both in event representation as well as
spatial navigation (Schapiro, Gregory, et al., 2014), may be heavily involved. While neural
mechanisms underlying statistical learning remain unknown, significant progress has been
made in understanding neural substrates supporting spatial navigation (E. I. Moser, Kropff,
and M.-B. Moser, 2008). Place cells, found in the hippocampus, fire when an animal is at
particular locations in space (O’Keefe and Dostrovsky, 1971), whereas grid cells, found in the
entorhinal cortex, are so-named due to firing in periodic locations which form a hexagonal
grid when tiled over the environment (Hafting et al., 2005). Does this same system exist
in humans, and might it represent abstract cognitive maps Tolman, 1948, including graph
structures?
A human analog of the grid/place cell system has been hard to directly verify due to the
invasive nature of recording, but it nonetheless has been possible to infer grid cell-like activity
using fMRI during navigation in virtual environments by taking advantage of the alignment
of grid cells with one another (Doeller, Barry, and Burgess, 2010), and in some cases even
record from individual grid cells in humans with implanted electrodes (Jacobs et al., 2013).
In combination, current research suggests that the human brain contains grid cells, and may
support navigation similarly to their role in rodents.
A crucial question is whether the involvement of the grid/place cell system in humans is
limited to spatial navigation. Increasing evidence suggests that it subserves a number of
abstract navigational functions. For example, a signature of this system appears during
mental simulation of space even in the absence of imagined movement (Bellmund et al.,
2016). Recent studies suggest that abstract knowledge is represented with a grid-like code
(Constantinescu, OReilly, and T. E. J. Behrens, 2016), and that the medial temporal lobe
may even represent graph distance between items shown in a temporal sequence (Garvert,
Dolan, and T. E. Behrens, 2017). Together, these studies suggest that graph learning may in
7
fact be represented akin to navigation in the brain. However, future research is required to
understand what properties of the graph are represented, and how the brain encodes them.
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CHAPTER 2: Structural pathways supporting swift acquisition of new
visuomotor skills
This chapter contains work from Kahn, A.E., Mattar, M.G., Vettel, J.M., Wymbs, N.F.,
Grafton, S.T., and Bassett, D.S. (2017). “Structural Pathways Supporting Swift Acquisition
of New Visuomotor Skills.” Cerebral Cortex 27, 173–184.
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ABSTRACT
Human skill learning requires fine-scale coordination of distributed networks of brain regions
linked by white matter tracts to allow for effective information transmission. Yet how indi-
vidual differences in these anatomical pathways may impact individual differences in learning
remains far from understood. Here, we test the hypothesis that individual differences in
structural organization of networks supporting task performance predict individual differences
in the rate at which humans learn a visuo-motor skill. Over the course of 6 weeks, twenty
healthy adult subjects practiced a discrete sequence production task, learning a sequence
of finger movements based on discrete visual cues. We collected structural imaging data,
and using deterministic tractography generated structural networks for each participant
to identify streamlines connecting cortical and sub-cortical brain regions. We observed
that increased white matter connectivity linking early visual regions was associated with a
faster learning rate. Moreover, the strength of multi-edge paths between motor and visual
modules was also correlated with learning rate, supporting the potential role of extended
sets of polysynaptic connections in successful skill acquisition. Our results demonstrate
that estimates of anatomical connectivity from white matter microstructure can be used to
predict future individual differences in the capacity to learn a new motor-visual skill, and
that these predictions are supported both by direct connectivity in visual cortex and indirect
connectivity between visual cortex and motor cortex.
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INTRODUCTION
Human skill learning is a complex phenomenon that involves the fine-scale coordination
of disparate cortical and subcortical regions (Dayan and Cohen, 2011). This coordination
critically depends on the effective transmission of information across white matter tracts,
which link distant brain regions in cortico-cortical networks and cortico-subcortical loops
(Lynch and Tian, 2006). Lesions or injuries to these interconnected tracts – particularly in
motor and visual systems – can directly cause deficits in skill learning (Ding et al., 2001).
The exact extent of these deficits is difficult to predict, largely due to the fact that white
matter tracts form a complex interconnected network (Sporns, Tononi, and Kötter, 2005).
Damage to this network can have broadly distributed repercussions on processing, causing
loss of information transmission (Scantlebury et al., 2014), or detrimental alterations in
transmission patterns (J. J. Crofts et al., 2011).
The interconnected nature of white matter tracts not only complicates response to injury,
but it also forms a fundamental substrate for individual differences in brain anatomy that
may have non-trivial effects on cognition and behavior. White matter connectivity displays
large-scale differences across individuals (Bassett, J. A. Brown, et al., 2011), being modulated
by age (Betzel et al., 2014), gender (Tunç et al., 2016; Ingalhalikar et al., 2014), genetics
(Hong et al., 2015), and prior experience (Sampaio-Baptista, Khrapitchev, et al., 2013; Scholz
et al., 2009). How these individual differences may account for individual differences in
skill learning is not fully understood. Gaining such an understanding could directly inform
therapeutic interventions to enhance recovery of motor skills after brain injury (Tomassini
et al., 2011), and furthermore could potentially inform training paradigms to enhance
motor-visual expertise in healthy individuals (Neumann, Lotze, and Eickhoff, 2016).
Here, we examine if connectivity networks defined by diffusion MRI are predictive of individual
differences in the rate at which subjects acquire a simple visuo-motor task (Wymbs and
Scott T. Grafton, 2015). In a discrete sequence production (DSP) task, subjects perform a
sequence of finger movements based on visual cues (Rhodes et al., 2004). Once the correct
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key for each movement is pressed, the visual cue for the next sequence element is presented
without delay. Consequently, a DSP task allows subjects to develop exceptionally fast,
contiguous movements, much like an expert pianist performing a keyboard arpeggio. Efficient
acquisition of this specific visuo-motor skill requires a gradual autonomy of visual and motor
functional subnetworks (Bassett, Yang, et al., 2015; Bassett, Wymbs, Rombach, et al., 2013),
(Fig. 2.1A–B). Initially, a person relies on the visual cue to perform a finger movement, an
action that requires integration between motor and visual cortices; however, once a sequence
becomes overlearned, a subject has mastered direct motor-motor associations where a given
finger movement is the cue for the next finger movement.
These functional network changes may depend on underlying structure, shown to be a
fundamental driver of brain dynamics at rest (Becker et al., 2018; Goñi et al., 2014; Honey
et al., 2009) and during task performance (Hermundstad, Bassett, et al., 2013; Hermundstad,
K. S. Brown, Bassett, Aminoff, et al., 2014; Jarbo and Verstynen, 2015; S. M. Smith, Fox,
et al., 2009; Osher et al., 2016). Furthermore, individual variability in behavior has been
linked to differences in structural networks (Johansen-Berg, 2010), and IQ and motor speed
have been associated with greater white matter connectivity (Y. Li et al., 2009) and fractional
anisotropy (FA) (Hirsiger et al., 2016). Prior work in word learning tasks also suggests that
increased myelination, axonal diameter, and fractional anisotropy in tracts implicated in
task processing are associated with better performance (López-Barroso et al., 2013; Wong
et al., 2011). Building on these prior studies, we hypothesized that individuals with greater
structural connectivity in motor and visual cortices (and particularly in primary motor and
visual cortices) would show faster learning rates than individuals with less connectivity.
We also set out to test whether these structural differences remained constant over the 6
weeks of practice (Le Bihan and Johansen-Berg, 2012) or changed appreciably with training
(Scholz et al., 2009; Blumenfeld-Katzir et al., 2011; Taubert, Villringer, and Ragert, 2012).
Finally, due to the prevalence of physically extended sets of polysynaptic connections in the
visual-motor system, we hypothesized that individual differences in long distance walks on
the graph of structural connections between visual and motor cortex would correspond to
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individual differences in learning rate.
To address these hypotheses, we examined diffusion tensor imaging data acquired from 20
healthy young adult subjects over the course of 6 weeks of training on the DSP task (Bassett,
Wymbs, Rombach, et al., 2013; Bassett, Wymbs, Porter, et al., 2014; Bassett, Yang, et al.,
2015; Wymbs and Scott T. Grafton, 2015). Subjects were scanned in 4 separate sessions,
including a scan on day 1 before training began and then a scan approximately every 2 weeks.
Between scanning sessions, subjects practiced a set of ten-element sequences at home using
a program installed on their laptop computers, and behavioral performance was assessed
by calculating the movement time (MT) for each sequence defined as the duration between
the first button press and the last button press in the sequence. The learning rate for each
participant was computed as the first exponential drop-off parameter in a double-exponential
fit of the MT as a function of trials practiced across the entire 6 weeks of training. To compare
individual differences in learning rate to the organization of white matter connectivity, we
generated structural networks from the 4 diffusion tensor imaging scans using a deterministic
fiber tracking algorithm (Fig. 2.1C), which provided estimates of the number of streamlines
connecting pairs of cortical and subcortical regions derived from brain atlases (Fig. 2.1D). We
observe three main results: individual differences in learning rate are significantly correlated
with white matter connectivity in visual (but not motor) cortex, these relationships are
consistent across the 6 weeks of task practice, and individuals with faster learning rates also
show greater walk strength linking motor and visual cortices, a measure suggesting increased
strength of polysynaptic pathways.
MATERIALS AND METHODS
Participants and Experimental Design
Participants: Twenty-two right-handed participants (13 females and 9 males; mean age, 24
years) volunteered and provided informed consent in writing in accordance with the guidelines
of the Institutional Review Board of the University of California, Santa Barbara. All had














Figure 2.1: Structural connectivity in motor and visual networks of interest. (A–
B) Previous research suggests that increased skill on the discrete sequence production (DSP)
task requires concerted functional network changes in distributed regions of motor (A) and
visual (B) systems (Bassett, Yang, et al., 2015; Bassett, Wymbs, Rombach, et al., 2013); see
Table 2.2 for region names. (C) To assess structural correlates of individual differences in
learning rate on the DSP task, we performed deterministic diffusion imaging tractography on
4 scans dispersed evenly throughout the 6 weeks of training. (D) We constructed structural
networks using diffusion imaging tractography and the 111 cortical and subcortical regions
in the Harvard-Oxford atlas to examine individual variability in connectivity strength. We
also show that our results are robust across atlases, replicating our findings in the 90 cortical
and subcortical region parcellation of the automated anatomical labeling (AAL) atlas.
excluded two participants because one participant failed to complete the experiment and the
other had excessive head motion (persistent head motion greater than 5mm during the MRI
scanning). We also had technical problems for two participants and were unable to collect
DTI data during the pretraining session for Scan 1. Finally, for one additional subject, Scan
1 was removed due to the total of estimated streamlines differing by more than 3 standard
deviations from the subject mean. Therefore, the structural analysis includes 17 participants
for Scan 1 and 20 participants for Scans 2–4.
Experimental setup and procedure: The DSP training protocol occurred over a six week
period with four MRI scanning sessions spaced two weeks apart on Day 1, Day 14, Day 28,
and Day 42 (Fig. 2.2A). On Day 1 of the experimental protocol, the participants completed
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their first MRI session, Scan 1, and the experimenter (N.F.W.) installed the training module
on the participant’s personal laptop and taught them how to use it for at-home training
sessions. Participants were required to do the training for a minimum of 10 out of the 14
days in each 2-week period between the subsequent scanning sessions for Scans 2-4. All
participants completed the full expected training regimen; none completed less than 10 full
training sessions.
In their at-home training sessions, participants practiced a set of 10-element sequences using
their right hand in a discrete sequence production (DSP) task (Mattar et al., 2018; Bassett,
Yang, et al., 2015; Bassett, Wymbs, Rombach, et al., 2013; Bassett, Wymbs, Porter, et al.,
2014; Wymbs and Scott T. Grafton, 2015). Sequences were presented using a horizontal
array of five square stimuli, and the key responses were mapped from left to right, such that
the thumb corresponded to the leftmost stimulus and the pinky finger corresponded to the
rightmost stimulus (Fig. 2.2B). A square highlighted in red served as the imperative stimulus,
and the next square in the sequence was highlighted immediately after each correct key press.
If an incorrect key was pressed, the sequence was paused at the error and restarted upon
the appropriate key press. Participants had an unlimited amount of time to respond and
complete each trial.
Each practice trial began with the presentation of a sequence-identity cue that identified one
of six sequences. These six sequences were presented with three different levels of exposure,
in order to acquire data over a larger range of learning stages while controlling for the effect
of scanning day (Table 2.1). The two extensively trained (EXT) sequences were identified
with a colored circle (cyan for sequence A and magenta for B), and they were each practiced
for 64 trials during every at-home training session. The two moderately trained (MOD)
sequences were identified by triangles (red for sequence C and green for D) and each practiced
for 10 trials in every session. The two minimally trained (MIN) sequences were identified by
black outlined stars (filled with orange for sequence E and white for F) and only practiced
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Figure 2.2: Overview of training, task paradigm, and MT estimation. (A) Training
Schedule. Subjects underwent four scans, each approximately two weeks apart. Subjects
practiced once a day for at least 10 days between each scanning session. (B) Subjects viewed
a screen on which stimuli were displayed. Each sequence was preceded with the display of
a sequence identity cue, which informed the subject which of six sequences would follow.
During the sequence, subjects saw five horizontally arranged squares. For each element of
the sequence, one box was highlighted for the subject, providing information on the key to
press. Upon completion of the task, a fixation cross was displayed for a short Inter-Trial
Interval (ITI), and every 10 trials performance feedback was provided. The squares were
spatially mapped onto a key-pad, one corresponding to each finger in addition to the thumb
(see insert). (C) Double exponential fit of MT to the number of trials practiced. The fit is
shown for the fastest learner, the slowest learner, and the mean across all subjects.
ten trials that reported the number of error-free sequences and the mean time required to
complete them.
During each of the four MRI scanning sessions, we collected functional Echo Planar Imaging
EPI data and structural imaging data from MPRAGE and DTI scans. In the functional runs,
participants performed 300 trials of the self-paced DSP task using the same block structure
with feedback as the at-home practice sessions, but the sequences were presented equally for
a total of 50 trials for each of the six trained sequences. We have previously reported results
from functional analyses (Mattar et al., 2018; Bassett, Yang, et al., 2015; Bassett, Wymbs,
Rombach, et al., 2013; Bassett, Wymbs, Porter, et al., 2014; Wymbs and Scott T. Grafton,
2015). In this paper, we analyze the structural data and examine individual variability in
structural connections among the distributed motor and visual regions of interest that were
derived directly from the functional neuroimaging studies of this same dataset (Bassett,
Yang, et al., 2015). In this previous work, a set of motor and visual regions that formed
functional modules were identified in a data-driven fashion whose task-based modulation
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tracked the effects of training. Here we build on the identification of these regions of interest
by studying their structural connectivity derived from diffusion imaging.
Scan 1 Scan 2 Scan 3 Scan 4
MIN sequences 50 110 170 230
MOD sequences 50 200 350 500
EXT sequences 50 740 1,430 2,120
Table 2.1: Number of trials practiced of each sequence type at the start of each scanning
session.
Estimating Learning Rates for Individual Participants
For each sequence, we defined the MT as the duration between the time of the first button
press and the time of the last button press. For the set of sequences of a single type (i.e.,
sequence A,B,C,D,E, and F), we estimated the learning rate by fitting a double exponential
function to the MT data (Schmidt and Lee, 2011),(Rosenbaum, 2014) using a robust outlier
correction in MATLAB (using the function “fit.m” in the Curve Fitting Toolbox with option
“Robust” and type “Lar”): MT = D1e−tκ +D2e−tλ , where t is time, κ is the exponential
drop-off parameter (which we called the learning rate) used to describe the fast rate of
improvement, λ is the exponential drop-off parameter used to describe the slow, sustained
rate of improvement, and D1 and D2 are real and positive constants. The magnitude of
κ indicates the steepness of the learning slope: individuals with larger κ values have a
steeper drop-off in MT, suggesting that they are faster learners (Dayan and Cohen, 2011;
Yarrow, P. Brown, and Krakauer, 2009). The decrease in MT has been used to quantify
learning for several decades (Snoddy, 1926; Crossman, 1959). Several functional forms have
been suggested for the fit of MT (Newell and Rosenbloom, 1993; Heathcote, S. Brown, and
Mewhort, 2000), and variants of an exponential are viewed as the most statistically robust
choices (Heathcote, S. Brown, and Mewhort, 2000). In addition, the fitting approach that we
used has the advantage of estimating the rate of learning independent of initial performance
or performance ceiling. For the purpose of measuring effects on learning rate, we used the
average value of κ for the two extensively-trained sequences, for which we had the greatest
number of trials practiced (Table 2.1).
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While we do not have explicit information on the computing power of each subject’s laptop,
the learning rate that we study is independent of the starting MT, the ending MT, and the
mean MT. Instead, it is a measure of the rate of change in MT. Thus, any differences in
computing power cannot be used to explain the results. Moreover, we should mention that
error rates on this task are on the order of 1× 10−3 (Bassett, Yang, et al., 2015), and error
rates are not significantly correlated with learning rates (r = 0.34, p = 0.13) (Bassett, Yang,
et al., 2015).
Neuroanatomical Data and Associated Methods
In this section, we briefly describe the neuroanatomical data acquired from participants,
as well as computational methods associated with data preprocessing, structural network
construction, and statistical analyses.
Data Acquisition
All scans were acquired on a 3T Siemens TIM Trio scanner with a 12-channel phased-array
head coil at the University of California, Santa Barbara. Each data acquisition session
included both a diffusion tensor imaging (DTI) scan as well as a high-resolution T1-weighted
anatomical scan. The structural scan was conducted with an echo planar diffusion weighted
technique acquired with iPAT using an acceleration factor of 2. The diffusion scan was
30-directional with a b-value of 1000s/mm2 and TE/TR = 94/8400 ms, in addition to two b0
images. Matrix size was 128×128 with a slice number of 60. Field of view was 230×230mm2
and slice thickness was 2mm. Acquisition time per DTI scan was 9:09min. The anatomical
scan was a high-resolution three-dimensional T1-weighted sagittal whole-brain image using
a magnetization prepared rapid acquisition gradient-echo (MPRAGE) sequence. It was
acquired with TR = 2300 ms; TE=2.98 ms; flip angle = 9 degrees; 160 slices; 1.10mm
thickness.
DTI Preprocessing
DTI is both highly sensitive to subject movement (Yendiki et al., 2014) and susceptible to
directional eddy currents, which can cause distortions in the brain volume (Jezzard, Barnett,
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and Pierpaoli, 1998). To address these issues, we performed the following data preprocessing
using the FMRIB Software Library (FSL v5.0.8) (S. M. Smith, Mark Jenkinson, et al.,
2004; Mark Jenkinson, Beckmann, et al., 2012). First, individual subject masks of the brain
were created with the Brain Extraction Tool (BET) (S. M. Smith, 2002) for use in later
registration and correction tools, which require an accurate estimation of the spatial extent
of the brain. We applied the EDDY correction tool (Andersson and Sotiropoulos, 2016)
which simultaneously models both motion effects and eddy current distortions, and corrects
them relative to a b = 0 image collected at the beginning of the scan.
Next, subject scans were transformed into a common space to compare regional connectivity
between subjects. Using FMRIB’s Linear Image Registration Tool (FLIRT) (M. Jenkinson
and S. Smith, 2001; Mark Jenkinson, Bannister, et al., 2002), scans were registered to the
anatomical T1 image, and then the anatomical scan was in turn registered to the Montreal
Neurological Institute (MNI) space MNI152 template using FMRIB’s Nonlinear Image
Registration Tool (FNIRT). Motion correction also impacts the effective b-matrix directions
since the rotated images are no longer aligned with the scanner; therefore, we used the output
of EDDY to rotate the b-vectors to match the changes induced by the motion correction
procedure (Leemans and Jones, 2009).
Using DSI-Studio (http://dsi-studio.labsolver.org), orientation density functions (ODFs)
within each voxel were reconstructed from the corrected scans in native diffusion space
in order to minimize sampling distortions (Cieslak and S. T. Grafton, 2014). We then
used the reconstructed ODFs to perform a whole-brain deterministic tractography using
DSI-Studio (Yeh et al., 2013). We generated 1,000,000 streamlines per subject, with a
maximum turning angle of 35 degrees(Bassett, J. A. Brown, et al., 2011) and a maximum
length of 500mm(Cieslak and S. T. Grafton, 2014). By holding the number of streamlines
between participants constant, we use the number of streamlines that connect brain region
pairs as an estimate of the strength of the connection and examine individual variability in
structural connectivity(Griffa et al., 2013).
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Motor Visual
L,R Precentral gyrus L,R Intracalcarine cortex
L,R Postcentral gyrus L,R Cuneus cortex
L,R Superior parietal lobule L,R Lingual gyrus
L,R Supramarginal gyrus, anterior L,R Supercalcarine cortex
L,R Supplemental motor area L,R Occipital Pole
L Parietal operculum cortex
R Supramarginal gyrus, posterior
Table 2.2: Brain areas in motor and visual systems derived directly from functional neu-
roimaging studies of the same task (Bassett, Yang, et al., 2015).
Network Construction
To examine the relationship between structural connectivity and individual differences in
learning rate, we constructed networks for each subject where nodes are atlas regions and
edges are the measured connection strength between region pairs (Hagmann et al., 2008).
The nodes of the network were derived from spatially-defined regions of a brain atlas, and
we utilized two complementary atlas parcellations to confirm that our results are not specific
to the particular regional boundaries chosen by one atlas. First, we used the Harvard-Oxford
atlas to allow for direct comparison to functional network studies of this same task (Bassett,
Wymbs, Rombach, et al., 2013; Bassett, Wymbs, Porter, et al., 2014; Bassett, Yang, et al.,
2015), and we combined the Harvard-Oxford cortical and subcortical atlases into a single 111-
region atlas by giving cortical labels precedence whenever a single voxel was assigned to both
a cortical and subcortical region. In our intra- vs interhemisphere analysis, we exclude the
brainstem region from this atlas since it crosses the midline. As a complementary parcellation,
we chose the anatomically-defined AAL atlas, originally developed in Statistical Parametric
Mapping (SPM) (Tzourio-Mazoyer et al., 2002), which divides each brain hemisphere into
45 regions. For both atlases, we used a version in MNI-space that was then warped into
subject-specific native space using FNIRT. Across both atlases, the edges of the network
were derived from streamlines that started and ended between the region pair and excluded
streamlines that passed through one or both of the regions.
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Weighted connectivity matrices were then generated from the atlases and DTI reconstructions
such that the matrix W contained elements Wij whose values were equal to the number of
streamlines with end-to-end connectivity between regions i and j. All diagonal elements in
the matrix were set to 0 to eliminate self-connections. To correct for differing region sizes,
each matrix element was divided by the sum of the volumes of regions i and j (Hagmann
et al., 2008). That is, Bij =
Wij
vis+vjs
where vis is the number of voxels in region i for subject
s. The resultant connectivity matrix for each subject and scan was then normalized to give
a connection strength A such that Aij =
Bij∑
i,j Bij
, ensuring that all scans had identical total
connection strength.
Network Statistics
Based on the functional analysis of this dataset (Bassett, Yang, et al., 2015), we examined
whether individual variability in structural connectivity among distributed regions of the
motor and visual systems was correlated with learning rate (Mattar et al., 2018). For both
of these systems, we calculated the mean connection strength within the system by averaging
the weights of all edges connecting pairs of nodes within the system (see Table 2.2). We
report our results both at the single-scan level as well as an average over the 4 scans of each
subject. Results are consistent in the two cases.
To analyze the impact of indirect connectivity between motor and visual regions, we computed
walk strength, a measure of the connection strength between two regions that accounts for
indirect paths of varying walk lengths. Here, a walk is defined as a path from one point in
the graph to another that may pass along the same edge more than once (Fig. 2.6A). Given
a graph G and its adjacency matrix A, An provides the connection strength between all
pairs of nodes when examining walks of length n (Estrada and Hatano, 2008). For instance,
streamlines directly connecting primary visual cortex to primary motor cortex would be a
walk of length 1, whereas the combination of streamlines connecting primary motor cortex
first to thalamus and then to primary visual cortex would be a walk of length 2. Note that
the term “length” is used in a topological sense, where walks with more steps are considered
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to have longer length (Jonathan J Crofts and Desmond J Higham, 2009). We base our
analysis on a similar metric, communicability, which is defined such that walks of all lengths
contribute to network communication, but longer walks increasingly contribute less. For an





Hatano, 2008). In a weighted graph, an additional normalization is needed to prevent highly
connected nodes from unduly dominating the estimate (Jonathan J Crofts and Desmond J
Higham, 2009). A typical solution is to divide all weights Aij by
√
didj where di is the
degree of node i, given by di =
∑∞
k=1Aik(Desmond J. Higham, Kalna, and Kibble, 2007).
While communicability provides a single metric of communication between nodes, it does not
provide information on the contributions of specific walk lengths. To address this limitation,
we define the walk strength as the normalized strength of walks of length n, which is given as




2 and D = diag(di), or the matrix whose diagonal is given by the
values di.(Jonathan J Crofts and Desmond J Higham, 2009).
Statistical Testing
Analysis was performed in Python using a collection of freely available packages: Numpy/Scipy,
Pandas, stastmodels and Jupyter. Correlations reported throughout the paper are Pearson
correlations at an α level of 0.05. Data was corrected for multiple comparisons using
Bonferroni, False Discovery Rate (Benjamini and Hochberg, 1995), and the form p < 0.05n ,
where n is the number of comparisons.
RESULTS
Visual Streamline Connectivity Correlates with Learning
Our general aim was to uncover the structural network correlates of individual differences in
learning rate for a common visuo-motor task (Wymbs and Scott T. Grafton, 2015). Because
direct connections between motor and visual cortices are not present at this large scale,
we separately consider connectivity within motor areas and within visual areas previously
identified in a functional analysis of this dataset (Mattar et al., 2018; Bassett, Yang, et al.,








































































































































































































Figure 2.3: Correlations between mean connection strength and learning rate
across all scanning sessions. (A) We observe a significant correlation between the
average strength of connections linking visual regionss and the learning rate. (B) No such
relationship is observed for connections linking motor regions. The correlation between
learning rate and visual-visual connectivity is largely driven by intrahemispheric (C) rather
than interhemispheric (D) connections. (E-H): We observe the same relationships in the
AAL atlas as in the Harvard Oxford atlas for each subset of connections.
individuals with greater mean structural connectivity in motor and visual cortices would
show faster learning rates (κ; see Methods) than individuals with less connectivity. We
observed a highly significant correlation between visual-visual streamlines and learning
rate across all subjects (Pearson correlation coefficient r = 0.50, with corresponding one-
tailed p-value of p = 0.0125, significant after Bonferroni correction; Fig. 2.3A). In contrast,
we observed no significant correlation between motor-motor streamlines and learning rate
(r = 0.07, p = 0.389; Fig. 2.3B).
Within the subset of connections linking visual regions with one another, we expected that
connection strength within a given hemisphere would be particularly relevant given that
interhemispheric transfer of information is not as relevant in this task as it is in other
tasks manipulating perceptual reference frames (Bernier and Scott T. Grafton, 2010) or
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narrow visual fields (Doron, Bassett, and Gazzaniga, 2012). Consistent with our hypothesis,
we found that the observed correlation between the visual-to-visual connection strength
and learning rate was largely driven by intrahemispheric streamlines (Pearson correlation
coefficient r = 0.68, p = 0.0005; Fig. 2.3C), while no significant correlation was observed
among interhemispheric connections (r = 0.01, p = 0.512; Fig. 2.3D).
We verified these same relationships in the AAL atlas (Fig. 2.3E–H). The structural connection
strength among visual-visual region pairs accounts for individual variability in learning rate.
It is again more pronounced in both overall visual (r = 0.44, p = 0.027) and intrahemispheric
visual-visual connectivity (r = 0.62, p = 0.0002), while no significant correlation is observed
either in motor-motor connectivity (r = 0.03, p = 0.449) or in interhemispheric visual
connections (r = 0.10, p = 0.666).
Reliability of Connectivity-Based Predictors of Learning
Connection Strength Connection Strength Connection Strength Connection Strength




























































































































































































Figure 2.4: Connectivity-Learning relationship by scan (A–D): The structural con-
nection strength between intrahemispheric visual-visual region pairs accounts for individual
variability in learning rate, and this relationship is stable across the four scanning sessions.
This relationship is significant after Bonferroni correction for Scans 2, 3, and 4 in the
Harvard-Oxford atlas, with near significance in Scan 1. (E-H): We replicated these results
within the AAL atlas, showing significance in all four scan sessions.
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Next, we asked whether individual differences in the white matter connections that pre-
dicted learning rate would remain constant (Le Bihan and Johansen-Berg, 2012) or change
appreciably (Scholz et al., 2009; Blumenfeld-Katzir et al., 2011; Taubert, Villringer, and
Ragert, 2012) over 6 weeks of practice. We performed the same analysis as before but
individually applied to each scan, restricting ourselves to the set of visual intrahemispheric
connections (Fig. 2.4A–D). Across the four scan sessions, we observed a positive relationship
between the visual-to-visual connection strength and learning rate: the p-values for scans 2,
3, and 4 all pass a Bonferroni correction for n = 4 tests and scan 1 was close to significant
at p = 0.05. Pearson correlation coefficients and corresponding p-values for scan 1 were
r = 0.41, p = 0.050, for scan 2 were r = 0.72, p = 0.0002, for scan 3 were r = 0.61, p = 0.002 ,
and for scan 4 were r = 0.71, p = 0.0003. These results suggest that the connectivity-learning
relationship remained constant over 6 weeks of practice.
In addition to being robust across scanning sessions, the connectivity-learning relationship
is also robustly observed when we segregated the brain into 90 (rather than 111) regions
using a separate atlas. Specifically, using the automated anatomical labeling (AAL) atlas,
we observed a significant correlation between learning rate and intrahemispheric visual
connection strength across all four scan sessions after Bonferroni correction for n = 4 tests
(Fig. 2.4E–H). Pearson correlation coefficients and corresponding p-values for scan 1 were
r = 0.51, p = 0.011, for scan 2 were r = 0.62, p = 0.002, for scan 3 were r = 0.61, p = 0.002,
and for scan 4 were r = 0.54, p = 0.003.
The scan-independent relationship between learning rate and visual-to-visual connectivity
suggests the possibility that visual-to-visual connectivity itself is consistent across the 6
weeks of training, consistent with previous reports in other learning contexts (Le Bihan
and Johansen-Berg, 2012). To directly assess the reliability of visual-to-visual connectivity,
we performed two separate analyses: one at the level of white matter streamlines and the
second at the level of fractional anisotropy across voxels. First, we computed the intraclass
correlation coefficient (ICC)(Shrout and Fleiss, 1979) to assess the reliability of visual
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connectivity across scanning sessions across the subset of subjects present for all four scans
(n = 17). Using a two-way ANOVA on visual-to-visual connection strength, we found no main
effect of scanning session (F (3, 48) = 1.35, p = 0.27). Furthermore, the ICC is extremely
high (ICC(1,1) = 0.83), which indicates the high reliability of visual-to-visual connection
strength across scanning sessions. Additionally, we performed voxel level univariate analyses
to test for reliability of fractional anisotropy across the whole brain over the 6 weeks of
learning. A repeated measures ANOVA was calculated across the four DTI scan sessions. An
f -omnibus test demonstrated no significant effects (p > 0.05, FDR corrected). In addition, a
paired t-test between scans 1 and 4 was performed. There were no significant differences
of FA values (p > 0.05, FDR corrected). These results support the conclusion that white
matter microstructure remains consistent over the 4 scans, supporting the observed inter-scan
reliability of our results.
Anatomical Specificity of Connectivity-Learning Relationship
To better understand the relationship between intrahemispheric visual connectivity and
variability in learning rate κ, we examined which visual region pairs were driving this
effect. This examination had the added benefit of assessing whether different connections
predicted behavior differently: although a positive trend was expected given the results in
Fig. 2.3, it is possible that a few smaller regions might show the opposite relationship. To
address these questions, for each visual region pair we calculated the Pearson correlation
coefficient between the subject learning rate and the mean connection strength between the
two regions across scans (see Fig. 2.5A). We found significant correlations (uncorrected)
between learning rate and individual differences in the connections between five pairs of
visual regions: right intracalcarine and right cuneal cortex (r = 0.64, p = 0.0012), right
cuneal cortex and right occipital pole (r = 0.42, p = 0.032), left intracalcarine and left cuneal
cortex (r = 0.56, p = 0.005), left supracalcarine and left occipital cortex (r = 0.38, p = 0.049),
and left supracalcarine and left lingual gyrus (r = 0.4, p = 0.039). Only the first of these












































































































































Figure 2.5: Anatomical specificity of visual-to-visual connection strength correla-
tion with learning rate. (A) Significant correlation coefficients (uncorrected) between
connection strength and learning rate κ for intrahemispheric visual regions are shown in
colored boxes. We note relationships that pass a correction for multiple comparisons of the
form p < 0.05n , where n is the number of comparisons. Gray boxes were not included in
the analysis, representing either duplicate entries or interhemisphere connections. (B) The
reconstructed streamlines are shown for the only region pair that survives FDR correction:
the connection between right intracalcarine cortex (green region) and right cuneal cortex
(purple region).
Role of Indirect Connectivity in Learning Prediction
Our results have revealed structural correlates in direct connections within visual and motor
regions; however, prior fMRI studies have linked changes in learning rate to functional
connectivity between motor and visual areas (Mattar et al., 2018; Bassett, Yang, et al.,
2015). To examine structural predictors between regions, we turn to recently developed
mathematical techniques in the domain of network science that allow us to directly examine
the effects of indirect connectivity (an estimate of polysynaptic transmission potential across
extended physical distances) in brain networks. Specifically, we compute variable walk
lengths between any two nodes in a network. Direct connections are a walk length of 1, while
connections that pass through one intermediary region have a walk length of 2; connections
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that pass through two intermediary regions have a walk length of 3, and so on (Fig. 2.6A).
We hypothesized that as we examined sufficiently long walk lengths, the connectivity between
motor and visual regions would become increasingly correlated with individual differences in
learning rate.



















































Figure 2.6: (A) Indirect connections between regions of interest can be quantified by walks
on a structural network. Consider a toy graph in which paths exist from the source (S)
to the target (T ). The eventual flow of information between S and T will not only be
influenced by direct connections, but also by indirect walks of length greater than one. (B)
Correlation between individual differences in motor-visual connection strength at increasing




2 )n) and individual differences in learning rate κ. The
correlation becomes significant at a walk length of n = 15. The red line indicates the p = 0.05
significance level calculated from the expectation of Pearson correlation coefficients in normal
data; the black line indicates the p = 0.05 significance level calculated from a non-parametric
permutation based null model in which node labels have been shuffled uniformly at random.
Our results confirm this hypothesis, demonstrating that the length-specific connectivity
between motor and visual regions was increasingly correlated with individual differences in
learning rate as walk length increased. As shown in Fig. 2.6, at walks of length 15, individual
differences in walk strength between motor and visual regions were significantly correlated
with individual differences in learning rate (Pearson correlation coefficient r = 0.39, p = 0.004).
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As walk length continued to increase, the correlation approached an asymptote which can be
observed at n = 40 with r = 0.56, p = 0.005. We confirmed these assessments of statistical
significance using a non-parametric null model wherein we shuffled node assignments to
“visual” or “motor” sets, thereby choosing a random set of pseudo visual-motor edges. We
examined the correlation at walks of n = 40 on repeated null model samples, and constructed
a 95% threshold for the correlation coefficient from the null distribution. We observed that
walks of length n = 18 and beyond all exceeded this threshold, and at n = 40 our data was
significant compared to the null model at p = 0.008. These results indicate the importance
of indirect connections between motor and visual cortices in facilitating the learning of a
visuo-motor task.
DISCUSSION
In this study, we assess whether individual differences in structural connectivity can account
for individual differences in learning a visuo-motor task. Participants practiced a set of
ten-element sequences over a six-week period, and we collected structural imaging data during
four MRI scanning sessions spaced two weeks apart. We mapped structural connectivity
between brain regions in large networks of interest in motor and visual systems, identified by
prior assessments of functional neuroimaging data during task performance (Bassett, Yang,
et al., 2015). We observed a significant correlation between visual (but not motor) structural
connectivity and learning rate across participants, and this relationship was consistent across
the 4 scanning sessions. Interestingly, this correlation was strongest in direct connections
among visual regions within the same hemisphere. However, an assessment of network walk
strength also revealed a significant correlation between the strength of indirect connections
between motor and visual cortices and individual differences in learning rate, suggesting the
potential importance of physically extended polysynaptic information transmission for skill
acquisition.
The Relationship Between White Matter Microstructure and Human Behavior.
Our primary hypothesis posited that individual variability in white matter microstructure
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connecting task-relevant regions would account for individual differences in skill acquisition.
Consistent with our hypothesis, we observed a significant relationship between intrahemi-
spheric connections among visual region pairs and variability in learning rate on a discrete
sequence production task practiced over the course of 6 weeks. Previous studies have offered
preliminary evidence to suggest that structural differences in specific brain regions (although
not networks) correlate with individual differences in skill learning (Tomassini et al., 2011;
Tuch et al., 2005). Our work extends these previous studies by demonstrating that the degree
of connectivity within visual regions is correlated with individual differences in learning
rate on a simple motor-visual task. While previous studies have focused on regional or
tract-specific changes in fractional anisotropy (FA) in white matter, we demonstrate that
tractography-based approaches capture individual differences in white matter that directly
support skill acquisition. Of note, we do not observe longitudinal changes of fractional
anisotropy in our study population over the course of training, suggesting that our diffusion
measures of connectivity are remarkably stationary. Not surprisingly then, we found a remark-
ably consistent relationship between individual differences of connectivity and learning rate
across all four DTI scanning sessions. While both tractography and FA-based approaches can
reveal important structural differences, a tractography-based approach allows us to leverage
network-based tools to understand brain- and system-wide dynamics.
Although we expected structural variability in both visual and motor systems would correlate
with individual variability in learning rate, we only found a significant relationship with
intrahemispheric connections among visual regions. We speculate that this may be due to
the nature of the motor task itself. The participants learned to quickly press one of five
buttons following a visual cue. This specific action (a button press) is not a particularly
novel movement for these participants, all of whom have already developed a wide variety
of dexterous skills such as typing. Due to the ubiquity of this action over the course of
development, the structural connectivity within motor cortex may already be at a ceiling,
obscuring any correlation with learning. Alternatively, it is possible that changes in motor
connectivity with learning may only be measured at smaller spatial scales. In contrast to the
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simple button press, the more challenging skill that the subjects mastered was the spatial
mapping between visual stimuli and motor commands. It is intuitively plausible that the
ability to learn this mapping efficiently is fundamentally dependent on visual resources for
detailed encoding of spatial information. Indeed, a wide range of visuo-motor tasks have
demonstrated strong reliance on occipital areas in mapping arbitrary stimuli with specific
motor responses as well as sequences of responses (S. T. Grafton, Woods, and Tyszka,
1994; S. T. Grafton, Hazeltine, and Ivry, 1995; Diedrichsen and Kornysheva, 2015; Wiestler,
Waters-Metenier, and Diedrichsen, 2014).
Structure is Consistent Across Scanning Sessions. Our results demonstrated a rela-
tionship between individual variability in learning rate and connection strength between
visual regions that was consistent across the four scanning sessions. This consistency is
particularly interesting in light of prior work showing changes in brain network connectivity
as a function of experience-dependent plasticity (Lindenberger, S.-C. Li, and Bäckman,
2006; Pascual-Leone et al., 2005). Indeed, researchers actively debate the time scales at
which these structural changes occur (May, 2011; Holtmaat and Svoboda, 2009; Keller and
Just, 2016) and whether these changes can be detected using current diffusion weighted
imaging techniques (Thomas and Baker, 2013; Lövdén et al., 2013). Some of the most
well-known experience-dependent plasticity changes have been reported from motor learning
tasks (Zatorre, Fields, and Johansen-Berg, 2012). Using multi-week training paradigms in
juggling, some of these studies have identified both volumetric changes in visual and parietal
cortices (Draganski et al., 2004; Scholz et al., 2009) and fractional anisotropy changes in
the posterior intraparietal sulcus (Scholz et al., 2009). Complementary work has examined
structural correlates for professional piano players, identifying volumetric differences in motor
and parietal regions (Gaser and Schlaug, 2003) as well as structural connectivity differences
in DTI data within the corticospinal tracts that connect motor cortex with the brainstem
and spinal cord (Bengtsson et al., 2005). These training induced changes may arise from
activity-dependent myelination (Fields, 2015), which in turn may contribute to the observed
changes in functional connectivity during long-term motor learning (Sampaio-Baptista, Fil-
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ippini, et al., 2015). However, unlike juggling or extensive piano practice, our participants
did not train on a complex visuo-motor task, but instead, they learned a pairing between
a visual cue and a required finger movement for a set of six sequences. In the context of
this fine-motor training, we observed a stable relationship between visual connectivity and
subject learning rate across all four scans, independent of the number of trials practiced.
A Putative Role for Physically Extended Polysynaptic Connections. Because prior
work in functional neuroimaging has linked changes in learning rate to functional connectivity
between motor and visual areas (Mattar et al., 2018; Bassett, Yang, et al., 2015), we directly
assessed indirect connectivity defined as a variant of network communicability that we called
walk strength. This metric computes variable walk lengths where paths between two nodes can
have increasing numbers of intermediary steps. For example, a two-step walk could be taken
from visual cortex through thalamus to motor cortex. We found that as walk length increased,
individual differences in motor-visual connectivity were increasingly correlated with learning
rate. These results suggest a role for physically extended sets of polysynaptic connections
between motor and visual cortices that support the acquisition of this visuo-motor skill. Such
a role is consistent with previous work in computational neuroscience highlighting the role of
highly structured circuits in sequence generation and memory (Rajan, Harvey, and Tank,
2016; Hermundstad, K. S. Brown, Bassett, and Carlson, 2011). Indeed, in computational
models at the neuron level, architectures reminiscent of chains (Levy et al., 2001; Fiete
et al., 2010) and rings are particularly conducive to the generation of sequences. Our results
complement these insights at small spatial scales to suggest that long-distance (chain-like)
paths at the large scale of white matter tractography are supportive of sequence production.
In future, it may be interesting to assess the generalizability of these results across other
sequential learning tasks, and to determine the degree to which additional measurements of
indirect connectivity (Goñi et al., 2014) may differentially relate to learning rate, performance
accuracy, and reaction time (Tuch et al., 2005).
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Methodological Considerations
First, it is important to note that in this study, we rely on DTI and white matter tractography
to estimate subject-specific and whole-brain structural connectivity. However, it is important
to note that DTI-based tractographic reconstructions present a number of limitations. Among
these is the tendency of current methods to present false positives and false negatives when
compared to histological studies (Thomas, Ye, et al., 2014; Reveley et al., 2015). However,
diffusion imaging remains the only reliable method for studying human white matter structure
noninvasively. Moreover, we expect potential tractography biases to be consistent across
subjects, allowing us to accurately access individual differences in white matter architecture
and its relationship to behavior. Second, it is also important to note that it is not possible
using these techniques to decipher the number of synapses present along the tracts between two
regions, nor is it possible to decipher the number of synapses present along long-distance paths
in the network. Thus, while the data supports a role for physically extended polysynaptic
pathways, it does not directly speak to their microstructure. Third, it is important to note
that while we hypothesized that interhemispheric connections would be less important for
this task than for other tasks that require the manipulation of perceptual reference frames
(Bernier and Scott T. Grafton, 2010) or that utilized a single visual hemifield (Doron, Bassett,
and Gazzaniga, 2012), it is nevertheless possible that interhemispheric connections also
play a role. It will be important in the future to implement higher resolution diffusion
imaging to clarify the potential role of interhemispheric connections in the learning of this
novel visuo-motor skill. Fourth, it is interesting to ask whether the structural drivers of
individual differences in learning rate are anatomically co-located with observed changes in
functional connectivity during task performance. In fact, evidence suggests that this is not
the case, and that instead regions that show individual differences in structural connectivity
that are predictive of individual differences in learning rate are not the same as the regions
that display changes in functional connectivity with training (Bassett, Yang, et al., 2015).
Together, these data suggest that further study is needed to understand the relationships
between individual differences in structural connectivity and functional connectivity, and how
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they relate to gross changes in behavior or to individual differences in learning rate. Finally,
we note that the lack of longitudinal changes in the strength of connectivity (measured both
with fractional anisotropy and with the number of reconstructed streamlines between pairs
of large-scale brain regions) could be explained either by neuroscientific or methodological
factors. It is important to note that with this particular data set, we are unable to determine
the origin of this consistency with complete confidence.
Conclusion
We identified variability in structural connectivity that accounts for individual differences in
learning rate over six weeks of training on a visuo-motor skill. Our analysis revealed direct
connections among intrahemispheric visual regions as well as indirect connections between
visual and motor cortices that suggests an underlying mechanism for differences in behavior.
Clinically, these results offer novel biomarkers that may prove useful in predicting the time
scales of motor rehabilitation following stroke and brain injury. In particular, because
individuals with greater visual connectivity show swifter learning rates, a clinician may be
able to predict the rate at which a patient will re-learn a motor skill after a stroke based on
the degree to which their visual system (and its indirect connections with the motor system)
remain intact. More generally, our results may inform personalized training paradigms for
healthy individuals; individuals with greater visual connectivity – and greater strength of
indirect connectivity between motor and visual systems – may require less training to obtain
the same proficiency as an individual with lesser connectivity and greater training. While
speculative at this point, these possibilities motivate future work in clarifying the utility
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SUPPLEMENTARY INFORMATION
Parietal and Occipital Regions Mediate Indirect Connectivity
In the main manuscript, we report an assessment of indirect connections between visual and
motor systems. This analysis provides information about the strength of connectivity of
distant regions through walks of length greater than one. However, it is also important to note
that this analysis does not provide information about the exact paths that these walks take,
or the influence that any particular intermediate region may hold on the structure or strength
of the walk. To determine which intermediate nodes might influence these walks, we extend
the notion of betweenness centrality to clusters of nodes. More specifically, we recall that the
weighted betweenness centrality g for a node v is given by g(v) = 1(N−1)(N−2)
∑
a6=v 6=b σab(v)
where σab(v) := 1 if v lies along the shortest path from node a to node b, and otherwise





We define the shortest paths using the inverse of connection strength 1/A as an estimate of
distance (Goñi et al., 2014). With these definitions, we can compute gAB where A and B
are respectively the sets of motor and visual regions, and v is any node outside of these two
clusters. Next, we studied the anatomical distribution of gAB by averaging values of gAB
within each lobe while making sure to neglect the motor or visual areas in A and B.
We find that parietal and occipital areas both have the largest mean average betweeness
centrality. See Table S2.1. To test for the statistical significance of these effects, we performed
a non-parametric permutation test in which betweenness centrality values were assigned
to nodes uniformly at random without replacement. After 1000 such re-assignments, we
computed the distributions of mean betweenness in each lobe, and compared the true values
of betweenness centrality in each lobe to these permutation-based distributions. We observed
that the mean betweenness centrality in the parietal and occipital lobes was significantly
higher than expected under the null hypothesis: p < 0.001 for both lobes.
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Betweenness centrality, g Frontal Limbic Occipital Parietal Subcortical Temporal
Mean 0.0016 0.0164 0.0820 0.0607 0.0379 0.0152
Standard deviation 0.0030 0.0230 0.0677 0.0461 0.0588 0.0206
Table S2.1: Betweenness centrality per lobe in shortest paths between motor and
visual cortices. Here we show the betweenness centrality averaged over all nodes within a
lobe of the brain, for the shortest paths linking motor and visual cortices. Separate lines are
given for mean and standard deviation.
Temporal Stability of Structural Network Architecture Across Scans
In the main manuscript, we show that connection strength within a visual module of interest
is strongly correlated with learning rate across 4 scanning sessions. Here, we consider the
possibility that this correlation might change in a statistically meaningful way over the course
of training. To test for this possibility, we performed an ANCOVA in which we modeled
the scanning session as a covariate in the relationship between visual connection strength
and learning rate. We found no significant effect of scanning session (see Fig. S2.1 and
Table S2.2), suggesting that the relationship between connection strength and learning rate
is stable over the course of our experiment.
Source d.f. Sum Sq Mean Sq F Prob>F
scan 3 0 2.51803e-07 0.11 0.9556
streamlines 1 0.00005 4.52298e-05 19.27 0
scan*streamlines 3 0 6.04736e-07 0.26 0.8556
Error 69 0.00016 2.34703e-06
Table S2.2: Results from an analysis of covariance. We model the effect of scanning
session as a covariate in the relationship between learning rate and visual connection strength.
Importantly, we see no significant effect from the scanning session.
Learning Rate Predicted By Local and not Global Connectivity
In the main manuscript, we demonstrated that the strength of indirect walks between
motor and visual areas was correlated with individual differences in learning. However,
it is interesting to ask whether this finding is specifically driven by the local connectivity
between motor and visual cortices, or whether it is driven by a global property of the entire
graph (that is, connectivity patterns across the whole brain). To address this question, we
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Figure S2.1: Temporal stability of structural network architecture across scans.
Here we plot the relationship between visual connectivity and learning rate as a function of
scanning session: scan 1 (blue circle), scan 2 (green cross), scan 3 (red square), and scan 4
(purple star). Lines show best fit for each scanning session separately.
examined the characteristic path length, which is calculated as the mean of all shortest
paths: lG = 1n(n−1)
∑
i 6=j d(vi, vj) where n is the number of nodes and d(vi, vj) is the distance
between nodes i and j. We used 1/A as a distance metric between nodes (Goñi et al.,
2014). We find no significant correlation between characteristic path length and learning
rate (r = −0.076, p = 0.75), supporting the idea that our effect is localized to connectivity
between motor and visual regions.
Motor-to-Motor Connections Are Not Correlated with Learning Rate
While the analysis presented in the main manuscript demonstrated that average motor-
to-motor connectivity strength was correlated with individual differences in learning rate,
we nonetheless examined whether aggregating across all motor regions might be masking
individual region pair effects. We repeated the same analysis as within visual cortex to
examine individual edges and their relationship with learning rate. We found no significant
edges after applying a false discovery rate correction for multiple comparisons. These results
demonstrate that our findings are specific to direct visual connections, and to indirect
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connections between visual and motor areas.
Low Structural Variability Within Subject
To further quantify the reproducibility of the structural connections that we study in the
main manuscript, here perform an assessment of test-retest reliability. Specifically, we verify
that connection strengths estimated from repeated scans of an individual subject showed
significantly lower variance than scans of different subjects. To implement this analysis,
we computed the mean of the per-edge variance in strength, both for each scan and for
each subject. Next, we performed a t-test on the two groups (mean within-subject variance
= 4.63 × 10−9, mean within-scan variance = 1.18 × 1008, t = −24.13, p = 2.56 × 10−17).
These results confirm that between-scan variability is significantly lower than between-subject
variability, indicating that we are well-powered to observe the structural differences between
subjects.
Data for a Single Week is Insufficient to Fit Model of Learning Rate
We were interested to determine whether we could fit learning rates to shorter periods, and
thereby study individual differences in learning as they evolve at finer time scales. To address
this question, we examined the periods between pairs of scans, and estimated the changes
in learning rates over time. However, we found that stable estimates of learning rate were
impossible to obtain without using the majority of the data for a given subject. We plot
the size of the 95% confidence interval for the learning rate κ and show that the estimate
only stabilizes (i.e., displays narrow confidence intervals) after using half of the data (see
Fig. S2.2). As our estimates of the learning rate parameter are on the order of 10−2, this is
not an insignificant range. This fact precludes the possibility of fitting the learning rate in
the periods between scans, which would at most contain a third of the available data. While
individual subject estimates are not included, we mention that learning rate estimates show
very erratic behavior when using less than half the data for many of the subjects.
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Median Size of 95% Confidence Interval
Figure S2.2: Confidence interval size: We plot the median size of the confidence interval
across subjects for our learning rate parameter κ as a function of the percent of the movement
time data used. Use of small portions of the data lead to wide confidence intervals.
Asymptotic Behavior of Walk Length Reveals Large-Scale Structure of Network
In the main manuscript, we demonstrate that individual differences in the strengths of
walks of length greater than 1 between motor and visual cortices provide information about
individual differences in learning rate. It is interesting to consider the structure of the
matrix representing these longer walk lengths. Therefore, we provide a brief analysis of the
asymptotic behavior of walks of increasingly high length on the structural adjacency matrix.




2 and D = diag(di). Since S is
a symmetric matrix, we can write Sn = UTDnU where U is a matrix of eigenvectors of S. As
n approaches infinity, this becomes uTu where u is the eigenvector of S associated with the
largest eigenvalue, and therefore representative of large-scale structure in the matrix. These
observations support the notion that by studying longer walk lengths, we are studying the
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dynamics of large-scale structures in the human connectome, and moreover this large-scale
structure is important for human learning.
Alternative Indirect Connectivity Measures Show Similar Relationship to Learn-
ing Rate
Finally, we asked whether we could support our finding of the role of indirect connectivity in
learning by demonstrating that related measures of indirect connectivity provided similar
results. To address this question, we computed the indirect connectivity between motor and
visual regions by means of the random walk measure used in the method called Walktrap





i∗ − P tj∗
2
/dk. We find that the random walk-based motor-visual connectivity
correlates very strongly with learning, supporting our initial analysis (r = 0.64, p = 0.002).
These results suggest that the observed effect is not unique to walk strength, but is more
generally an effect of indirect connectivity.
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CHAPTER 3: Network constraints on learnability of probabilistic motor
sequences
This chapter contains work from Kahn, A.E., Karuza, E.A., Vettel, J.M., and Bassett, D.S.




Human learners are adept at grasping the complex relationships underlying incoming sequen-
tial input (R. N. Aslin and E. L. Newport, 2012). In the present work, we formalize complex
relationships as graph structures (M. Newman, 2010) derived from temporal associations
(Schapiro et al., 2013; Elisabeth A. Karuza, Kahn, et al., 2017) in motor sequences. Next, we
explore the extent to which learners are sensitive to key variations in the topological properties
(M. E. J. Newman, 2011) inherent to those graph structures. Participants performed a
probabilistic motor sequence task in which the order of button presses was determined by
the traversal of graphs with modular, lattice-like, or random organization. Graph nodes each
represented a unique button press and edges represented a transition between button presses.
Results indicate that learning, indexed here by participants’ response times, was strongly
mediated by the graph’s meso-scale organization, with modular graphs being associated with
shorter response times than random and lattice graphs. Moreover, variations in a node’s
number of connections (degree) and a node’s role in mediating long-distance communication
(betweenness centrality) impacted graph learning, even after accounting for level of practice
on that node. These results demonstrate that the graph architecture underlying temporal
sequences of stimuli fundamentally constrains learning, and moreover that tools from network




Our ability to interact with our environment necessitates that we parse complex stimuli into
smaller units, such as words and phrases in language input, or events in streams of visual
stimuli. This essential process relies at least in part on the statistical regularities present
around us, and often operates automatically and without any explicit, verbalizable knowledge
of underlying rules (R. N. Aslin and E. L. Newport, 2012). Statistical regularities can
be inferred from various sources of information, including but not limited to the temporal
order in which stimuli are experienced. As early as infancy, humans reliably detect the
probabilities with which one stimulus transitions to another (transition probabilities, such as
one syllable following another in spoken language) and the frequencies with which stimuli
temporally co-occur (co-occurrence frequencies) (Saffran, R. N. Aslin, and E. L. Newport,
1996). Similar forms of pattern sensitivity have been observed beyond the language domain,
including motor learning (Nissen and Bullemer, 1987; Hunt and Richard N. Aslin, 2001) and
visual event segmentation (Fiser and Richard N Aslin, 2002; Turk-Browne, Jungé, and Scholl,
2005).
Ongoing research examines which types of statistics induce learning – including statistical
associations between movements (Cleeremans and McClelland, 1991) and between non-
linguistic sounds (Furl et al., 2011). Moreover, evidence suggests that, depending on context,
learners can extract both adjacent and non-adjacent dependencies between stimuli (Elissa L.
Newport and Richard N. Aslin, 2004; Gómez, 2002). Taken together, these studies suggest that
second- or third-order statistical relationships may be encoded implicitly, and furthermore,
that higher-level organizational principles themselves might be implicitly learned. Indeed,
recent work has shown that temporal ordering of visual stimuli can convey the organizational
principle of modularity (Schapiro et al., 2013). This observation opens up the possibility of
studying whether certain organizational principles are more or less facilitative of learning,
and whether information embedded in certain organizational structures might be easier to
learn than information embedded in others.
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An ideally suited language in which to define such higher-order principles is network science
(M. Newman, 2010), an emerging interdisciplinary field that addresses the architecture,
dynamics, and design of complex systems composed of many connected parts (M. E. J.
Newman, 2011). The set of parts (network nodes) and connections (network edges) are
often parsimoniously encoded in a mathematical object called a graph (Bollobás, 2001). In
the context of learning, we can construct a graph that encodes the pattern of relationships
between objects, movements, or sounds. Prior theoretical work (Jarvis and Shier, 1999)
has addressed the relationship between graph structure and artificial grammars (such as in
Cleeremans and McClelland (1991)), and we build on this work by empirically addressing
the impact of graph-based properties. Recently Elisabeth A. Karuza, Kahn, et al. (2017)
capitalized on this approach to define a graph from which the temporal ordering of visual
stimuli was drawn. Learners exhibited a robust on-line measure of learned graph structure: a
surprisal effect defined as an increase in reaction time when transitioning between modules.
Importantly, this surprisal effect was dependent on the type of traversal through the graph,
and was more strongly pronounced when traversals through the graph provided redundancy
in local information.
While the manner in which a graph is traversed can influence learning, the nature of the
graph itself may serve as an even more fundamental constraint on the potential for humans to
learn organizational principles of information. Many real-world systems including language
(Goldstein and Vitevitch, 2014), conceptual knowledge (Bales and Johnson, 2006; Vitevitch,
2008), social groups (Palla, Barabási, and Vicsek, 2007), and societies (Girvan and M E J
Newman, 2002) display non-trivial higher-order structure such as clustering or hub-and-spoke
architecture that is relevant for how humans can optimally communicate, interact, and
ultimately survive in their environment. Moreover, our knowledge about these systems
unfolds and grows over time as we experience new parts (nodes) and their relations (edges).
Understanding the impact of such higher-order structure on learning could help to explain
why knowledge of some (natural or man-made) systems may be more easily acquired than
others, and why individuals differ in their capacity to learn them. It may also shed light
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on the question of how humans can generalize from local statistical information to develop
representations of broad-scale organizational patterns (Elisabeth A. Karuza, Thompson-Schill,
and Bassett, 2016).
Here, we examined whether the higher-order regularities of three graph structures influenced
implicit learning of statistical relationships among temporally ordered stimuli. Specifically,
we trained subjects on a self-paced Serial Reaction Time (SRT) task, where each trial was
drawn from a traversal through a graph. Each node represented a stimulus, and each edge
represented a possible transition between two nodes. Based on prior work demonstrating
learners’ sensitivity to higher-order statistics in SRT-like tasks (Cleeremans and McClelland,
1991), we hypothesized that learners would display sensitivity to graph structure as evidenced
by a surprisal effect. Next, we systematically varied graph structure to examine the impact
of graph topology on the acquisition of complex, multi-element motor sequences. We
hypothesized that learners would display increasingly rapid execution of button presses when
presented with modular graph structures in comparison to either random or lattice graphs.
The predicted preference for modular graphs is based on evidence across disparate fields of
scientific inquiry. Modular topologies are more frequently observed in real-world systems
than either random or lattice-like topologies (Steyvers and Tenenbaum, 2005). Moreover,
the clustering and hierarchy of modular graphs in natural systems can emerge in response
to constraints on network wiring costs (Mengistu et al., 2016), and similar constraints on
complexity may impact learnability itself. Indeed, we predicted that learning mechanisms
should be tuned to statistical features of natural stimuli (Hermundstad et al., 2014). Finally,
we hypothesized that learning performance would vary over different regions of the graph
based on both local and global properties. Local properties are those inherent in a single
node and its immediate neighbors, and global properties encompass organizational features
of the entire graph such as clustering or repeated structure. Together these properties can
be used to assess learners’ sensitivity to variations in the graph across topological scales.
Collectively, the results we report below suggest that learners extract and exploit the graph
topology defining temporal sequences of stimuli, and that topological features impact speed
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of acquisition.















































Figure 3.1: Experimental setup. (A) An example of the first few steps of a graph
traversal defined by a walk on the graph. Top: Each node is uniquely associated with a
key combination, and the sequence of key combinations is determined by a walk on the
graph. Bottom: A series of trials are presented to the participant. The red squares indicate
which keys to press on that trial. Colored arrows illustrate the edge from the graph at top
being traversed. However, the participant only is shown the five squares. (B) The mapping
between fingers and keys, and average reaction times for each key press. Top: A schematic
of the mapping between visual stimuli (squares) and response effectors (fingers). Bottom:
The average reaction time (RT) for each key or pair of keys across all data. The diagonal
elements of the matrix represent trials in which a single key was pressed, and the off-diagonal
elements of the matrix represent trials in which a pair of keys was pressed. (C) The three
graph structures that we examine in this study. From left to right, we show a modular graph,
a lattice graph, and a random graph with N = 15 nodes connected by E = 30 edges.
RESULTS
Setup: We recruited 381 unique participants: 109 participants for a first experiment, 59
participants for a second experiment, and 223 participants for a third experiment. Subjects
performed a self-paced SRT motor response task using a keyboard. Stimuli were five grey
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squares in a horizontal row; to indicate a target key or pair of keys that the subject was
meant to press, the corresponding square(s) would be outlined in red (Fig. 3.1A). The squares
corresponded spatially with keys ‘Space’, ‘H’, ‘J’, ‘K’ and ‘L’, such that the left square
represented ‘Space’ and the right square represented ‘L’ (Fig. 3.1B). These keys were chosen
so that the subject’s hand could ergonomically rest over all five keys at once. Sequence
Generation: The order in which stimuli were presented to the subject was prescribed by
either a random or a Hamiltonian walk on a graph of N = 15 nodes connected by E = 30
edges (Supplementary Table S3.1). Random Walk: For any two nodes that were not
connected by an edge, the transition probability was equal to zero. For any two nodes that
were connected by an edge, the transition probability was equal to 1 divided by the number
of edges emanating from the pre-transition node. Hamiltonian Walk: A walk composed of
a series of cycles, each of which visited every node on the graph exactly once. Each cycle was
randomly generated starting from a node adjacent from the endpoint of the previous cycle.
Graphs: We compared learning rates across 3 different graph topologies, each consisting
of 15 nodes and 30 edges: a modular graph, a lattice graph, and a random graph (Fig.1C).
Briefly, the modular graph consists of three clusters of five interconnected nodes. The lattice
can be thought of as a grid, wrapping around at its boundary. The random graphs differed
between subjects and had no consistent organizational principles besides constituting a single
connected component and maintaining the same number of nodes and edges as the other two
graphs. (See Methods for formal definitions.) For both the modular and lattice graphs, the
equal degree distribution coupled with a random walk leads to uniform pairwise probabilities
for all possible transitions from a given node in the graph. Experiment: We ran three
experiments, each consisting of two back-to-back stages that differed in which graph and
walk type was used to generate the stimulus sequence. The first experiment considered
learning on one of three distinct topologies (modular, lattice, or random) instantiated as
sparse graphs containing only a minority of possible edges between nodes; learning from
one of the structured topologies was followed by learning from a fully connected graph
structure, in an effort to identify any changes in learning driven by the addition of novel
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edges. Pragmatically, the experiment was operationalized with a within-subjects design.
Specifically, the first stage of the experiment used either a modular, lattice, or random graph
to generate a sequence of 1500 stimuli via a random walk on the graph. The second stage
of the experiment used a fully connected graph to generate a sequence of 500 stimuli via
a random walk on the graph (which amounted to a random stimulus order). With every
node connected to every other node (eliminating any informative structure of the input),
the fully connected graph allowed a comparison between previously trained edges and novel
edges. The second experiment consisted of 1500 trials of a random walk on a modular graph,
followed by 500 trials of a Hamiltonian walk on the same graph, allowing us to confirm that
learned differences transferred to a different walk type on the same graph structure. The
third experiment directly compared learning effects between graph types, accounting for
individual variability in baseline reaction times and learning rates using a within-subjects
design. Similar to the first experiment, the first stage of the experiment consisted of a
sequence of 1500 stimuli via a random walk on either a modular graph, a lattice graph, or a
random graph. However, unlike the first experiment, the second stage was another sequence
of 1500 stimuli via a random walk on one of the remaining two sparse structured graph
types. Analysis: We verified the surprisal effect using all modular graph traversals from
stage 1 (Experiment 1). The effect of modifying the graph topology through the addition of
novel edges was assessed using a sparse graph followed by a full graph in a between-subjects
design (Experiment 1). Our assessment of the sensitivity of the surprisal effect to a switch
from a random walk to a Hamiltonian walk was based on Experiment 2. Our comparison
of behavioral performance between the sparse graph types (modular, lattice, and random)
was based on a within-subjects design (Experiment 3). Finally, our comparison of local and
global graph properties was based on data acquired during the random walk traversal of a
sparse random graph (stage 1 of Experiments 1 and 3).
After determining differences in reaction time by key or key combination (Fig. 3.1B) (which
was then added as a regressor in all subsequent models; see Methods), we asked whether
participants displayed evidence of learning the probabilistic motor sequence. A commonly
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studied marker of motor skill learning is an exponential drop-off in movement time with
trials practiced (Heathcote, Brown, and Mewhort, 2000). We observed this drop-off, despite
our task being probabilistic rather than deterministic. Learners exhibited large decreases in
reaction time on average over the course of the first experiment. Across the initial structured
graph stage, we observed mean reaction time decreasing by nearly 500 ms (Fig. 3.2A, black
line. See Supplementary Figures S3.1 & S3.2 for additional information).
The observed overall decrease in reaction time with training suggested general improvement
in task performance. To explicitly evaluate learning based on graph structure, we tested
for the cross-cluster surprisal effect, a previously reported measure of graph learning on
modular graphs (Elisabeth A. Karuza, Kahn, et al., 2017). Briefly, the cross-cluster surprisal
effect is a significant increase in reaction time when a participant traverses an edge located
between clusters, in comparison to when a participant traverses edges within clusters. Using a
mixed effects model (see Methods), we observed a statistically significant increase in reaction
time across edges that connected two clusters (Fig. 3.2A,B; linear mixed effects model;
t(29) = 3.61, p < 0.002, expected increase of 63.6 ms; 95% confidence interval: 29.07 to 98.10,
see Supplementary Table S3.2). To provide an intuitive visualization of this finding, we first
note that the graph was symmetric across the three clusters; because the starting position
and traversal direction within the graph varied for each subject, the distinction between the
three clusters was arbitrary when comparing across subjects. We therefore remapped each
edge to the equivalent edge within a single canonical cluster, which visually highlights the
clear difference in reaction times for between- versus within-cluster edges (Fig. 3.2C).
The observed surprisal effect suggests that participants are sensitive to graph structure.
However, an alternative explanation is that the surprisal effect reflects a difference in
processing cost inherent to local repetitions associated with a random walk on the modular
graph. To either support or dismiss this alternative explanation, we asked whether the
surprisal effect would persist when we modified the walk to sample sparsely from each module
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Figure 3.2: Modular graph learning effects. (A) Mean reaction times (RTs) as a function
of trial number for stage 1 of Experiment 1, among participants exposed to the modular
graph. The red line indicates the mean for cross-cluster trials, and the black line indicates
the mean for all other trials, each binned in sets of 30 trials (n=30 subjects). (B) Mean
reaction times on correct trials for the modular graph. An increase in reaction time across
cluster boundaries can be seen, here visualized by yellower colors in the matrix elements
that sit between the larger blocks. (C) Mean reaction times collapsed across the symmetric
structure of the modular graph. All three clusters were structurally identical and starting
position was randomized between subjects, so we combine reaction times across the three
clusters into one ‘canonical’ cluster for visualization purposes only. The mean increase in
reaction time between clusters is more apparent, here visualized by yellower colors on the
edges that connect the top cluster with the two bottom clusters. (D) Relationship between
surprisal effect on stage 1 (random walk) and surprisal effect on stage 2 (Hamiltonian walk)
for each subject of Experiment 2. Subjects that displayed a strong surprisal effect in stage 1
likewise do so when the walk structure is changed (n=59).
Karuza, Kahn, et al., 2017) suggests that learners are unlikely to show a surprisal effect when
exposed to a Hamiltonian walk, where each node is only visited once per cycle. However,
if clusters correspond to a learned feature of the graph, then we expect that learners first
trained on a random walk (where we expect a surprisal effect) on a graph, and then exposed
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to a Hamiltonian walk (where we do not expect a surprisal effect) on the same graph, will
continue to show the surprisal effect.
In this experiment, subjects were first exposed to 1500 trials of a random walk on the
modular graph, followed by 500 trials of a Hamiltonian walk on the same graph. We were
interested to determine whether a subject’s surprisal effect in the first stage was correlated
with their surprisal effect in the second stage. Using a mixed effects model, we found that
our estimate for the surprisal effect was significantly reduced and not significant in the
Hamiltonian walk, with an estimated increase in RT of 7.16 ms (Supplementary Table S3.3;
linear mixed effects model; t(58) = 0.69, p = 0.49, 95% confidence interval: -13.17 to 27.49).
However, a subject’s coefficient for cross-cluster surprisal in the random walk was significantly
correlated with that in the Hamiltonian walk (Fig. 3.2D; t(57) = 10.089, p < 0.001, Pearson’s
correlation coefficient r = 0.8, 95% confidence interval: 0.69 to 0.88), suggesting a diminished
yet persistent effect of topological edge role after eliminating local repetitions. We verified
that this result was not the result of idiosyncrasies in assignment of motor actions to nodes
by performing a permutation test where the identity of cross-cluster edges was randomly
assigned (see Supplementary Fig. S3.3).
While the cross-cluster surprisal effect is a useful measure of how well a modular graph is being
learned, it is not a measure that generalizes to non-modular structures. To quantitatively
examine the learnability of graph structure across many graph topologies, it would be
useful to develop a generalizable measure of the learnability of single transitions from one
button press to another. In developing such a measure, it is important to note that two
potential explanations exist for improvement in response to a given target: (i) improvement
is node-dependent (for all edges leading to that node), or (ii) improvement is edge-dependent,
with the rate of improvement depending on the preceding node. Notably, the inclusion of
additional edges (with the same set of nodes) in stage 2 of Experiment 1 led to a large increase
in mean reaction time (Fig. 3.3A). To verify that subjects had learned the edges versus nodes
of the graph, we examined stage 2 of Experiment 1: when subjects were shown (and asked
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to respond to) a sequence of stimuli drawn from a fully connected graph. We labeled each
edge as either previously learned or not previously learned, based on the respective motor
action assigned to the endpoint nodes and whether the edge (sequence of motor actions) was
present in the graph learned by that subject in the first stage. We then estimated learner
sensitivity to new edges as measured by a change in reaction time, which we referred to as
the novel edge effect (see Methods). Using a mixed effects model, we found that subjects
were significantly slower when responding to edges that had not previously been seen, with
an expected increase of 25.5 ms (linear mixed effects model; Supplementary Table S3.4;
t(131) = 4.35, p < 0.001, 95% confidence interval: 14.01 to 37.0). This finding supports the
notion that subjects learn single edges in a graph. However, altering the number of edges in
the graph decreases predictability of transitions from a single node.
While subjects were faster on previously seen edges, this difference in reaction time could be
attributable to improvements in compound motor movements, rather than to the learning
of any higher-order structure. We therefore asked whether reaction time improvements for
sequences generated by each graph type might modulate this novel edge effect. In other words,
was it the case that subjects with greater sensitivity to graph structure would be more affected
by disruptions to it? Further, might this association between learning measures differ by
graph type? We estimated each subject’s learning rate (Elisabeth A Karuza et al., 2014), and
we also estimated the novel edge effect for each subject. We found that faster learners showed
a significantly greater novel edge effect in the second stage of the experiment than slower
learners (Fig. 3.3B; t(107) = 3.79, p < 0.001 Pearson’s correlation coefficient r = 0.34, 95%
confidence interval: 0.17 to 0.50). When subdivided by graph type (Fig. 3.3C), this effect was
significant for the modular graph (t(28) = 2.93, p = 0.007, Pearson’s correlation coefficient
r = 0.48, 95% confidence interval: 0.15 to 0.72) and the lattice graph (t(41) = 2.28, p = 0.027,
Pearson’s correlation coefficient r = 0.34, 95% confidence interval: 0.04 to 0.58), but not
significant for the random graph (t(34) = 1.31, p = 0.2, Pearson’s correlation coefficient
r = 0.22, 95% confidence interval: -0.11 to 0.51). Intriguingly, this pattern of results suggests
that subjects can more easily learn the regular structure of modular and lattice graphs, and
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display slower reaction times when expectations are violated. We note, however, that the
difference between the modular and lattice conditions and the random condition was not in
itself significant (modular and random: Fisher’s z = 1.18, one-sided p = 0.12, lattice and
random: Fisher’s z = 0.55, one-sided p = 0.29.)
Next, we tested whether certain graph structures facilitate learning more than others. We
predicted that sequences generated by the modular graph would be the easiest for participants
to learn, due to the graph’s segregated meso-scale structure. As subject groups were exposed
to different pairs of graph topologies, we performed three separate within-subject analyses
using the data from Experiment 3. Each analysis examined a pair of graph types, with
the order of exposure counterbalanced between subjects. For example, the first group
was composed of (i) subjects first exposed to a stream of stimuli produced by a random
walk on the lattice graph, followed by a stream of stimuli produced by a random walk on
the random graph, as well as (ii) subjects first exposed to a stream of stimuli produced
by a random walk on the random graph, followed by a stream of stimuli produced by a
random walk on the lattice graph. In the same manner, the second group corresponded to
modular/lattice, and the third group corresponded to modular/random. We separately fit a
mixed effects model to each group. We found that the modular graph elicited significantly
quicker responses than both the lattice (linear mixed effects model; t(70) = 2.35, p = 0.022;
expected difference of 34.89 ms; 95% confidence interval: -44.49 to -4.02) and random
(t(69) = 3.429, p = 0.001; expected difference of -34.89 ms; 95% confidence interval: -54.82
to -14.95) graphs (Fig. 3.3D,E). We did not find a significant difference between the lattice
and random graphs (t(68) = 1.48, p = 0.14; expected difference of 12.85 ms; 95% confidence
interval: -29.88 to 4.17). Models are summarized in Supplementary Table S3.5. These
findings support the hypothesis that the presence of meso-scale structure in modular graphs
impacts learnability.
In a final set of analyses, we investigated the extent of the influence of graph structure on





























































































Figure 3.3: Learning rate and edge surprisal. Impact of new edges on reaction time.
(A) Mean RT increases in stage 2 when new edges are added to the graph (trials 1501-2000).
Included for comparison are Experiments 2 and 3, where – respectively – only the walk or a
subset of edges were changed. In both cases the increase in RT is much smaller. (B) Per-
subject learning rate correlated with the novel edge effect, defined as the mean difference in
reaction time for a subject learning the second graph when responding to a novel edge versus
a familiar edge (see Methods; n=109). Learning rate, the model coefficient for log(trial), was
scaled amongst all subjects to the range [0,1]. The blue line is the least squares fit, with
the gray envelope indicating the 95% confidence interval. (C) Individual correlations shown
for the three types of graphs trained on in the first stage. Subjects exposed to the modular
and lattice graphs show a significant relationship (p < 0.01, n = 30 and p < 0.03, n = 43,
respectively), while those exposed to the random graph do not (p < 0.2, n = 36). Solid
lines represent least squares fits, and gray envelopes represent the respective 95% confidence
intervals. (D) Differences in reaction time by graph type, across graphs learned in sequence.
Each bar shows the number of milliseconds by which the modeled effect for the top listed
graph is faster. The increase in RT from lattice to modular, and from random to modular
graphs, are both significant to p = 0.02 and p = 0.001, respectively (See Supplementary
Table S3.5). Error bars indicate standard error as estimated in the mixed effects model.
Asterisks indicate significance in the mixed effects model. Group sizes: Lattice-Random:
n=70, Modular-Lattice: n=72, Modular-Random: n=71. (E) Examples of the graph types.
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topological features might also impact learning, in addition to the meso-scale features studied
in the previous section. First, we studied smaller scale topological features using degree, a
summary statistic of a node’s neighborhood defined by the number of edges emanating from
a node. Second, we examined large scale topological features using betweenness centrality,
which intuitively captures a node’s role in mediating long distance traversals through the
graph, and which is defined by the fraction of shortest paths that pass through a given node
(Fig. 3.4A). We studied the relation between reaction time and these statistics specifically
in the random graph exposures from the first and third experiment, where we observed the
greatest variability in degree and betweenness centrality over nodes. In all cases, we regressed
out the visits to a node, to separate the influence of network topology from the influence of
increased exposure. We found that node degree highly predicted the mean response time
on a node (Fig. 3.4B,D; Kendall’s τ = 0.072, n = 2655, p < 0.001), as did node betweenness
centrality (Fig. 3.4C,E; Kendall’s τ = 0.044, n = 2655, p < 0.001). These results indicate
that not only does meso-scale graph organization affect learnability, but so do smaller scale
topological features quantifying the number of edges in a node’s immediate neighborhood,
and larger scale topological features quantifying a node’s role in long-distance traversals
through the graph. Intriguingly, we observed an inverted relationship when we refrained
from regressing out the number of visits to a node, a fact that highlights the complex
relationship between topology and learnability. (For full results, and additional findings
related to other graph metrics, see Supplementary Fig. 4-7. Also note that degree and node
betweenness centrality were correlated in the graphs analyzed in this experiment – Kendall’s
τ = 0.669, n = 2655, p < 0.001 – indicating that nodes with dense local connectivity also
play an important role in long-distance traversals.)
DISCUSSION
In turning to a discussion of our results, we begin by grounding our experimental setup
and findings in the context of prior literature. Then in later sections, we turn our attention
to a discussion of more specific implications of graph architecture for learning. In this































































































Figure 3.4: Relation between small and large scale graph statistics and reaction
time. (A) Illustration of node betweenness centrality. We show shortest paths from a number
of nodes on the top to a node on the bottom, which all pass through the blue node. (B)
Relationship between node degree and reaction time (RT), after regressing out the number
of visits to a node, with each point representing a separate node, e.g., 15 points per subject.
The regression line shows least squares fit, and the gray envelope is the 95% confidence
interval. Reported correlation is based on Kendall’s τ (n=177 subjects). (C) Relationship
between node betweenness centrality and reaction time using the same approach as used
with node degree. (D) Mean reaction time shown as a function of degree, where the mean
was z-scored across the 15 nodes for a given subject. Error bars represent bootstrapped 95%
confidence intervals. (E) Mean reaction time as a function of node betweenness centrality
using the same approach as used with node degree.
(e.g., Cleeremans and McClelland (1991); for reviews see: Cleeremans, Destrebecqz, and
Boyer (1998), Robertson (2007)). While those studies (and much of the artificial grammar
learning work since Reber (1967)) have clear parallels to the present findings, our experiments
diverge in the fundamental question they address. While we similarly generate sequences
by “walking” along the edges of a graph, we additionally systematically manipulate the
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topological properties of the graph underlying motor responses. In contrast to the bulk of
the artificial grammar learning literature, which largely relies on an arbitrary finite-state
grammar, we instead apply organizational principles informed by graph theory to study
biases in human learning.
In the current study, we employed tools from the field of network science to determine whether
and how graph structure influences sequence learning. More specifically, our experiment
built upon previous work demonstrating that modular graph organization influences visual
statistical learning (Schapiro et al., 2013; Elisabeth A. Karuza, Kahn, et al., 2017). We
extended this line of inquiry to the motor domain by assigning unique button presses to
nodes of a modular graph, generating sequences via a random walk on that graph, and
asking whether learners exhibit similar behavioral effects at the boundaries between clusters
of nodes. Indeed, we found that learners displayed a sharp increase in reaction time when
transitioning from one cluster of button presses to another, indicating that they developed
implicit expectations about the underlying topology of incoming sequential input. The sum
of these results indicates that learners capitalize on modular structure in developing expertise
in executing complex motor sequences. We further generalized our observations to other
graph topologies, and showed that certain local-, meso-, and global-scale features of graph
architecture are associated with higher learning rates than others, suggesting a critical impact
of graph topology on motor skill acquisition.
One important and outstanding question is the following: What exactly forms the basis
for the observed increase in RT when switching between clusters in the modular graph?
One could imagine a scenario in which the importance of the topological role played by the
cross-cluster edges would lead to an optimization of the associated motor movements, and a
decrease (rather than an increase) in RT. Our expectation of an increase in RT was primarily
based on prior observations in similar tasks, particularly the visual perception task reported
in Elisabeth A. Karuza, Kahn, et al. (2017). The fact that we observe the same increase in
RT at cross-cluster edges in a motor task suggests that the surprisal effect is a general (rather
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than modality-specific) property of probabilistic sequential learning of modular structures.
Yet, its presence across task modalities does not equate to a cause. Here we describe several
possible mechanisms for the surprisal effect at a number of different explanatory levels.
One level of explanation begins with the underlying neural processes. Using a visual item
rotation detection task based on a graph traversal, Schapiro et al. (2013) measured the
distinguishability of clusters by asking subjects to mark natural ‘segmentation’ points. By
studying fMRI data acquired during the performance of the task, the authors found that
patterns of BOLD activity were more similar for items within clusters than for items between
clusters, despite the fact that visual stimuli were randomly assigned to nodes. Based on this
work, it is natural to ask whether a similar mechanism might apply to the processing of
targets for our motor response task. If so, then similar neural representations of nodes within
a cluster might allow for quicker responses to targets that are nearby in representational
similarity space. It would be interesting to test this possibility in a future study that combined
neuroimaging with the behavioral assay we provide in our study.
Neural processes aside, we have referred to the increase in RT at cross-cluster edges as a
surprisal effect based on prior work (Elisabeth A. Karuza, Kahn, et al., 2017). Nevertheless,
alternative interpretations – beyond surprise – also exist. For instance, the increase in RT
when entering a new cluster might be construed as analogous to the sequence initiation
cost commonly observed in SRT (Hunt and Richard N. Aslin, 2001) and DSP (Verwey,
Abrahamse, and de Kleine, 2010) tasks, where increases in RT are observed at the beginning
of separable chunks of responses. The idea that our observed surprisal effect may in fact
represent a preparatory cost is certainly plausible. However, it remains an open question
how a sequence initiation cost might generalize to a situation such as the current task in
which subsequences are less structured. Indeed, it would be interesting in the future to assess
evidence for a type of sequence initiation cost that reflects preparation for a regime of likely
(rather than fixed) responses.
The surprisal effect also shows strong similarities to the so-called switch cost observed in the
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task switching literature (Kiesel et al., 2010). In common parlance, the switch cost is an
increase in response time when learners are prompted to switch tasks between trials, where a
task might be reporting the color of a stimulus, or the magnitude of a number. Typically
each task is conceived of as having its own stimulus-response mapping, which is similar to
the discrete set of responses anticipated within each of our clusters. While many studies have
demonstrated the persistence of the switch cost even when subjects anticipate task order, a
few studies have importantly shown that a switch cost is still observed when participants
are led to implicitly learn a task sequence (Koch, 2001; Gotler, Meiran, and Tzelgov, 2003),
similar to the implicit presentation of modular structure in our current study. Moreover, the
relationship between task and sequence has been shown to be hierarchical (Schneider and
Logan, 2006), where both task and sequence interact with one another. This observation
provides a link to our current work where not only do the two interact, but the task (in the
form of a cluster) is defined by the sequence. In many real-world situations, tasks do not
have explicitly defined subtasks nor clear boundaries between those subtasks, and natural
divisions are only learned through experience. Thus, a comprehensive exploration of the
flexible interplay between task and task sequence might be a promising direction for future
research.
One final framing of interest relates to the dependence of RT on the local topology as
measured by the degree and betweenness centrality of the random graph. Both of these
metrics capture the distinctiveness of a node’s role within the graph. The degree reflects
the number of accessible nodes from a single node; the betweenness centrality reflects the
likelihood that a node will be necessary to traverse when moving between any pair of nodes in
the graph. Importantly, the modular graph also has important local structure, and the nodes
connecting two clusters in the modular graph (boundary nodes) serve a distinct role from
the nodes existing within a cluster. One possibility is that a similar mechanism underlies
the modulation of RT by the cluster structure and the modulation of RT by the degree
and betweenness centrality structure. For instance, boundary nodes in the modular graph
exhibit much higher betweenness centrality (0.22) than within-cluster nodes (0.04). And
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indeed, in both the random graphs and the modular graphs, higher betweenness centrality is
significantly associated with higher RTs when differences in degree are accounted for. Thus
one could conceive of the surprisal effect as a direct result of these graph properties. However,
our current experiment does not allow us to further explore this relationship, as subjects
only learned a single modular graph with two distinct classes of nodes. A potential future
direction would be to explore whether this is a general relationship across other graphs with
modular structure.
The primary aim of this study was to examine differences in learners’ sensitivity to distinct
graph structures, while holding constant the process through which these graphs were
traversed (i.e., via a random walk). By exposing participants to modular, lattice, and
random graphs, we sought to ascertain how higher-level structure might aid or impede motor
skill acquisition. Given that modularity is an essential organizational principle underlying
such varied systems as music (Gleiser and Danon, 2003) and social networks (Girvan and
M E J Newman, 2002; Tompson et al., 2019), we anticipated a privileged role for this form
of information structure, relative even to sequences generated from the highly structured
lattice graphs. In an initial between-subjects experimental design, we provided evidence that
learners tracked pairwise statistics, or edges linking nodes across all three graph structures.
However, the extent to which learners displayed sensitivity to novel edges was predicted by
learning rate only in the lattice and modular graphs. In other words, the overall timecourse of
learning throughout exposure to sequences generated by a random graph was not associated
with sensitivity to local transition statistics on subsequent measures. We therefore propose
that graphs featuring regular structural organization (i.e., lattice and modular) might serve
to boost knowledge of local regularities.
Further, by capitalizing on a complementary within-subjects experimental design, we directly
contrasted the acquisition of sequences generated by distinct graph structures. Compellingly,
learning rates for the modular graph condition were significantly faster relative to both the
lattice and random graph conditions. While the differences between the highly structured
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modular condition and the relatively unstructured random condition were perhaps to be
expected, the differences between the modular condition and the lattice condition were
uniquely insightful. In particular, nodes within the lattice and modular graphs were precisely
equated in degree. They only differed in their meso-scale architecture, wherein neighboring
nodes within the modular graph were densely interconnected with one another. While the
lattice graph was also highly structured, it lacked this key organizational property, to the
detriment of the learner, which demonstrates that the learned pairwise associations do not
capture the full scope of learners’ pattern sensitivity. Instead, we provide evidence that
learners clearly benefit from modularity when it underpins the generation of complex motor
sequences. Notably, our performance measure associated with modularity, the surprisal effect,
persisted even when altering graph topology and the walk taken upon that topology. However,
the effect observed when we considered an altered transition structure was significantly weaker
than the effect observed when we considered the original transition structure. We believe
that we have ruled out simple confounds, particularly in having shown that the relationship
between reaction time on the random and Hamiltonian walks is specific to those edges that
bridge clusters, and not an artifact of our analysis methods. However, ruling out these simple
confounds is not wholly satisfying, and it remains an open question whether the weakening
of the surprisal effect reflects limited training in the first stage of the experiment, or whether
learners discard their previous response biases as they adapt to the new statistical structure
of the second stage of the experiment. Regarding the first point, while sensitivity to statistical
structure emerges in a short time frame, persistence and generalization to new contexts
may require more extensive training. Likewise, it would interesting to retest our current
experimental setup, but without a shift to the Hamiltonian walk, to ask whether the break
itself disrupts previously learned statistics. We note that learned statistics are particularly
sensitive to contextual shifts(Gebhart, Richard N. Aslin, and Elissa L. Newport, 2009), and
therefore it is possible that the division between the two sections of the experiment was too
explicit given the short timeframe. Fully addressing this possibility will require further data
collection in future.
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The graph-specific effects that we observed indicated that meso-scale graph architecture
impacts learning. Yet, these data do not address whether meso-scale architecture alone is
privileged, or whether both smaller and larger scale topological features also play a role in the
learning process. Using the random graph exposures, which had the greatest variability in
multiscale network architecture, we studied (i) a measure of small scale topological structure in
the node degree, which captures the extent to which a given node is connected to other nodes
in a network, and (ii) a measure of large scale topological structure in the node betweenness
centrality, which incorporates information about the role of a node within the entire graph
by measuring its importance in shortest paths between other node pairs. We found that
nodes of higher degree and betweenness centrality were associated with lower reaction times,
as might be expected simply from the fact that learners would be more frequently exposed to
these nodes via a random walk through the graph. Unexpectedly, however, after regressing
out the number of times each node was visited, these relationships were inverted such that
nodes of higher degree and betweenness centrality were associated with higher reaction times.
This finding has important implications for how we understand the impact of smaller and
larger scale architecture on learning. Specifically, at small topological scales, we propose
that when learners are exposed to sequences generated by a heterogeneous topology such as
is present in random graphs, a trade-off exists between repeated exposure to a given node
(i.e., due to high degree) leading to a lower reaction time, and the complex representation
introduced by the high number of its neighbors leading to a higher reaction time. At large
topological scales, we similarly propose that a trade-off exists between repeated exposure to
a given node due to its location along shortest paths in the graph, and the complexity of the
possible paths along which it could be visited.
In our current study, degree and betweenness centrality were significantly correlated with
stimulus exposure. These nodes thus displayed a tradeoff between (i) familiarity, as modulated
by the frequency of exposure, and (ii) uncertainty, as modulated by the probability of the
future state being narrowly versus widely spread amongst motor actions. Understanding
this potential tradeoff remains an important area for future work. One tractable strategy
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could be to consider other, non-random walks on the graph that would allow a node to
exhibit both low familiarity and high uncertainty, or vice versa. It could also be useful
to consider graph topologies that would allow variation in betweenness centrality without
impacting degree, so as to disambiguate the effect of one versus the other. For example,
graphs could be constructed in which low-degree nodes serve as bridges between disconnected
areas of the graph, thus having high betweenness centrality. Separately modulating different
local statistics on the graph, as well as the type of walk used, could allow for an expanded
understanding of the topological drivers of the observed RT variation.
The separability of perceptual and motor learning in this and similar tasks continues to be a
matter of debate. For example, Deroost and Soetens (2006) found that, in the context of an
SRT task, stimulus-stimulus (i.e., perceptual) learning was limited to simple deterministic
sequences. After training participants on more complex probabilistic sequences, they did
not find evidence of perceptual learning. The separability of perceptual and motor learning
systems is a challenging issue and one that is not yet fully resolved (e.g., it is likely that one
system bolsters the other). Unfortunately, because the present set of experiments was not
designed to address this issue, we cannot make strong claims one way or the other. Thus, we
elect to maintain the most conservative interpretation of the data possible: our task involves
sequences of motor responses, so we frame our results as evidence of motor skill learning.
However, teasing apart perceptual and motor learning under this framework is a fascinating
area for future study. Especially when considering closely related prior work (Schapiro et al.,
2013; Elisabeth A. Karuza, Kahn, et al., 2017), we suggest that our observed pattern of
results is likely reflective of domain-general processes.
Methodological Considerations
We note a few methodological considerations that are particularly pertinent to this work.
First, there exists a broad literature on the theory of graph structure as well as on structures
found in natural stimuli. Here we sample only a small portion of possible graphs representing
stimulus relationships. We study two stereotyped graphs, one with meso-scale clustering
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(modular) and one with no meso-scale clustering (lattice). However, graphs can exhibit
other diverse topologies such as core-periphery structure, as well as other configurations
of both high and low clustering beyond those tested. Moreover, the graphs we examine
are all comprised of 15 nodes. While impractical for the current study, the relationships
between natural stimuli might best be represented by graphs composed of hundreds or even
thousands of nodes. Thus an open question is how these results generalize to both larger and
more diverse networks. Second, we collected no personal information on Mechanical Turk
participants. While we screened for eligibility using location and browser, we collected no
information on handedness, age, or prior typing experience. However, as our regression models
all incorporate per-subject baseline and learning rate effects, we expect minimal impact on
our results from any between-subject differences. Third, there exist several limitations to
using participants from Mechanical Turk, who might each be viewing the experiment on
different browsers and with different levels of accuracy and speed in their internet connection.
Fourth, it is possible that reaction time differences might be driven by recency priming.
We know that processing times are reduced for a stimulus recently viewed by the learner,
and that different nodes within a graph may be differentially affected. This is primarily a
concern for modeling the cross-cluster surprisal effect, where transition nodes may have not
been seen as recently as pre-transition nodes. However, Elisabeth A. Karuza, Kahn, et al.
(2017) found that low level perceptual priming effects did not fully account for the observed
cross-cluster surprisal effect. Moreover, all between-graph comparisons are dependent on
reaction time across the entire graph rather than between different classes of nodes. We
also note that excluding priming effects may be overly conservative, given that they may
serve as a local cue to graph organization. Fifth and finally, our study does not address
the question of how the exploration of graph structures in real stimuli is instantiated in the
brain. For future work, it would interesting to consider recent evidence that co-occurrence
of visual stimuli leads to increasingly similar neural representations in particular areas of
human neocortex (Messinger et al., 2001; Li and DiCarlo, 2008), and that these same areas
can encode associative distances between objects (Schapiro et al., 2013; Garvert, Dolan,
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and Behrens, 2017). These data suggest that an understanding of the sensitivity to the
topological properties of graph structures may have important implications in future for an
understanding of neural coding.
Conclusion
In conclusion, we note that our results highlight the importance of topological structure in
learning from a complex environment. We first demonstrate that learning of higher-level
statistics operates in the context of an SRT task. Related previous paradigms instead focused
on perceptual learning tasks without this complex motor component. Thus, our results
suggest that graph-based statistical learning mechanisms are unlikely to be modality-specific.
Second, we have examined the impact of systematic differences in graph organization on
learning. We find significant differences in subject performance on different graph types,
despite identical numbers of stimuli and possible transitions in each graph. In particular,
subjects show overall faster reaction times on sequences drawn from the modular graph.
Lastly, we begin to explore why sequences drawn from these graphs may be easier or harder
to learn, based on node-level statistics that topologically classify the node in relation to both
its immediate neighbors and its global role within the graph. Understanding the degree to
which these results generalize to other graph structures remains an important direction for
future research, as well as understanding whether these results can provide insight on the
organization of naturally occurring complex systems. Additionally, our current study does
not address the impact of long-term learning on the surprisal effect. Whether the increase in




All participants provided informed consent as specified by the Institutional Review Board
(IRB) of the University of Pennsylvania, and study methods and experimental protocols
were approved by the IRB. We recruited 381 unique participants to complete our study on
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Amazon’s Mechanical Turk, an online marketplace for crowdsourced work. Worker IDs were
used to exclude any duplicate participants, both within and between the three experiments.
The entire sample included 109 participants for the first experiment, 59 participants for the
second experiment, and 213 participants for the third experiment. No statistical methods
were used to pre-determine sample sizes but our sample sizes are similar to those reported in
previous publications (Elisabeth A. Karuza, Kahn, et al., 2017; Schapiro et al., 2013)
All participants were financially remunerated for their time. In the first experiment, par-
ticipants were paid up to $7 for an estimated 40 minutes: $2 for completing each of the
two stages, $1 for completing the entire task, and an extra $1 on each stage on which they
correctly answered at least 90% of trials. Experiment 2 provided the same payment as
Experiment 1, but with an estimated duration of 40 minutes. In the third experiment,
subjects were paid up to $11 for an estimated 60 minutes: $3 per stage, $1 for completing
the entire task, and $2 for >90% performance on each stage.
Experimental Setup
Subjects performed a self-paced SRT motor response task using a keyboard. Stimuli were
represented as a horizontal row of five gray squares; all five squares were shown at all
times during the main phase of the experiment. To indicate a target key or pair of keys
that the subject was meant to press, the corresponding squares would be outlined in red
(Fig. 3.1A). When subjects pressed the correct key combination, the squares on the screen
would immediately display the next target. If an incorrect key was pressed, or a key was left
out of a two-key combination, the message “Error!” was displayed on the screen below the
stimuli, and remained until the subject pressed the correct key(s). The squares corresponded
spatially with keys ‘Space’, ‘H’, ‘J’, ‘K’ and ‘L’, such that the left square represented ‘Space’
and the right square represented ‘L’. These keys were chosen to ergonomically rest underneath
the subject’s right hand on a QWERTY keyboard with their thumb above ‘Space’, index
finger above ‘H’, and so on (Fig. 3.1B).
The order in which stimuli were presented to the subject in Experiments 1 and 3 was
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prescribed by a random walk on a graph of N = 15 nodes connected by E = 30 edges. In
each graph, one of the 15 one- or two-finger key combinations was randomly assigned to
each node (Fig. 3.1A). A different graph (mapping of key presses to nodes) was generated
for each random walk. For any two nodes that were not connected by an edge, the transition
probability was equal to zero. For any two nodes that were connected by an edge, the
transition probability was equal to 1 divided by the number of edges emanating from the pre-
transition node. In Experiment 2, stage 1 consisted of a random walk as previously described.
The order of stimulus presentation in stage 2 was generated by a series of Hamiltonian cycles
through the graph. A single cycle consisted of every node in the graph being visited exactly
once, and each cycle was followed by another Hamiltonian cycle beginning from a node
adjacent from where the last cycle ended.
We studied the learning of 3 different graph topologies: a modular graph, a lattice graph,
and a random graph (Fig. 3.1C). The modular graph was characterized by 3 clusters of
5-nodes each, and a greater number of edges between nodes in a cluster than between nodes
in different clusters. Importantly, each node in the graph had exactly 4 edges, or a degree of
k = 4. Thus, for any two nodes that were connected by an edge, the transition probability
was equal to 25%. The lattice graph was similar to a ring lattice, in which nodes near one
another on the ring tended to be connected to one another. As with the modular graph, each
node had exactly 4 edges, or a degree k = 4, thereby creating a flat transition probability
of 25% between any two connected nodes. Random graphs were selected out of a possible
pool formed by creating 1500 instantiations of the Erdős–Rényi graph model, all of which we
guaranteed were fully connected and had radius of at least 3, meaning there was at least
one pair of nodes with a shortest path involving three edges. We then sorted the ensemble
by their estimated modularity (M. E. J. Newman, 2006), and we discarded graphs with
the highest and lowest 2.5% of modularity values. The same pool of random graphs was
used across all subjects within a given experiment, though the pool differed between the
experiments. In these random graphs, the degree of each node varied from k = 1 to k = 9,
and the transition probabilities varied accordingly. Finally, in the second stage of the first
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experiment, we used a fully connected graph as a point of comparison, in which any node
can transition to any other node. In this case, the degree of each node was k = 14, and the
probability of transitioning between any two nodes was 1/14 or approximately 7.14%.
We ran three separate experiments (see Supplementary Table S3.1). Each one consisted of
two stages that differed in which graph was used to generate the stimulus sequence. The
first experiment examined learning as the underlying structure transitioned from a regular
graph to a fully connected graph, and did so by comparing reaction times in response to
novel versus previously learned edges. The first stage of the first experiment used either
a modular graph (n=30), a lattice graph (n=43), or a random graph (n=36) to generate
a 1500-node random stimulus walk, while the second stage used a fully connected graph
to generate a 500-node walk (random stimulus order). In the second experiment, both
stages consisted of a walk over the modular graph. However, the first stage was a 1500-node
random walk, while the second stage was a 500-node Hamiltonian walk (n=59). The third
experiment employed a within-subjects design to directly compare learning effects between
the graph types, accounting for individual variability in baseline reaction times and learning
rates. Similar to the first experiment, the first stage of the second experiment consisted
of a 1500-node random stimulus walk from either a modular graph, a lattice graph, or
a random graph; however, unlike the first experiment, the second stage was a 1500-node
random stimulus walk on one of the remaining two graph types. For example, if a subject
was shown a sequence of stimuli produced from the modular graph in the first stage, then in
the second stage the subject would be shown a sequence of stimuli produced from either the
lattice graph or the random graph. For each of the six possible pairs of graphs we collected
reaction time data from at least 30 subjects (modular/lattice: n=36, modular/random: n=37,
lattice/modular: n=36, lattice/random: n=38, random/modular: n=34, and random/lattice:
n=32). In all cases, subjects were randomly assigned to experimental conditions. Assignment
was done in the experiment code, blinding experimenters to the condition assignment for
each individual participant. Subjects were only excluded if they failed to complete the study.
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Experimental Procedures
At the beginning of the first experiment, subjects were provided with the following instructions:
“In a few minutes, you will see five squares shown on the screen, which will light up as the
experiment progresses. These squares correspond with keys on your keyboard, and your job
is to watch the squares and press the corresponding key when that square lights up. This
part will take around 30 minutes, followed by a similar task which will take about 5 minutes.”
To incentivize accuracy on the task, subjects were informed that if they answered more than
90% of trials correctly, they would receive a $2 bonus. Subjects were also instructed “The
amount of time the segments take is not fixed, but the number of responses you have to
make is. Therefore, you should make your responses both quickly and accurately.” While
the reward was solely based on accuracy, workers had an implicit incentive to finish quickly
due to the fixed reward, allowing more time for other tasks on Mechanical Turk.
Before the full experiment began, subjects were given a short quiz to verify that they had
read and understood the instructions. If any questions were answered incorrectly, subjects
were shown the instructions again and asked to repeat the quiz until they answered all
questions correctly. Next, all subjects were shown a 10-trial segment that did not count
towards their performance; this segment also displayed text on the screen explicitly telling
the subject what keys to press on their keyboard. Subjects then began the 1500-trial stage.
A brief reminder was presented before the second stage, but no new instructions were given.
After completing the second stage, subjects were presented with performance information
and their bonus earned, as well as the option to provide feedback. The second experiment
used the same instructions as the first experiment, though the estimated time for the second
task was changed to 10 minutes.
The third experiment was nearly identical, except that the initial text was changed to reflect
the second structured walk: “In a few minutes, you will see five squares shown on the screen,
which will light up as the experiment progresses. These squares correspond with keys on your
keyboard, and your job is to watch the squares and press the corresponding key when that
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square lights up. This part will take around 30 minutes, followed by a similar task which
will take another 30 minutes.” This phrasing in the instructions ensured that learners would
differentiate between stages of the experiment, reducing the potential of carry-over effects
between learning of graph structures while still preserving the benefit of a within-subject
comparison. Both the quiz and 10-trial practice session were still present, and stimulus
presentation was identical to that used in the first experiment.
Mixed effects models were fit using the lme4 library in R (R v3.5.0, lme4 v1.1-17), using
the lmer function. Predictors were centered to reduce multicollinearity. All contrasts were
orthogonally coded. The observed correlation between fixed effects was less than 0.7. Random
effects were chosen as the maximal structure that allowed model convergence, as specified in
the next section. All tests were two-sided unless otherwise noted.
Analytical Approach
For every trial, we computed the reaction time based on the elapsed time from the last
button press. We only excluded trials for two reasons: subjects answered incorrectly on their
first attempt or the reaction time was implausible (under 100ms or over 5000ms, or more
than 3 SDs from their mean reaction time).
Effect of Targets on Reaction Time: Since performance was measured based on a
key press, it was important to determine whether biomechanical factors related to the use
of different fingers, or to different combinations of finger pairs, influenced reaction time.
We predicted that one-finger responses would show shorter reaction times than two-finger
responses, and that response time would vary based on the finger needed in the response.
We calculated the average reaction time for each key press or combination of key presses
across subjects and training stages (Fig. 3.1C). While we observed complex differences in
reaction time by finger, we also found robust differences in reaction time driven by the
number of fingers required, with one-key presses displaying a shorter reaction time than
two-key presses (paired two-tailed t-test for one- and two-finger means for each subject:
t(321) = 35.56, p < 0.001; mean difference: 228.86 ms, 95% confidence interval: 216.20 to
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241.52 ms). We observed that the relative ordering of keys or key combinations by reaction
time was remarkably well-preserved across subjects, and the difference was independent of
which graph was seen in the first stage of the experiment (random, lattice, or modular).
This observation suggests unique motor timing associated with each target (Supplementary
Fig. S3.8). To ensure that our findings were not systematically biased by differences in
reaction time across key presses, we included the target key press as a regressor in all
statistical models.
Learning Rate: Based on a subject’s reaction time profile across the session, we estimated
each subject’s learning rate from a linear mixed effects model. The learning rate estimate
was the per-subject random effect for trial number. A faster learning rate was captured
as a negative coefficient, which indicated that a subject’s reaction time decreased more
rapidly over time. The model was fit to the first stage of the first experiment, with formula
RT ∼ log(Trial) ∗ Graph + Target + (1 + log(Trial) | Subject), where Target represented
the key combination of the target node, controlling for biomechanical differences in motor
response, Graph was one of random/lattice/modular, and Trial was the sequential trial
number (1 to 1500). We verified experimentally that log(Trial) provided a substantially better
fit than Trial (See Supplementary Fig. S3.9). The log transformation served to increase the
normality of the data, although formal testing of the degree of normality was not performed.
Surprisal Effect: One measure reflective of meso-scale graph structure is the surprisal
effect, defined as an increase in reaction time when transitioning to a new cluster as compared
to any previous within-cluster reaction times (Elisabeth A. Karuza, Kahn, et al., 2017).
To measure this effect in our task, we fit a linear mixed effects model of the form RT ∼
log(Trial)∗EdgeType+Target+(1+log(Trial)∗EdgeType | Subject) to data acquired during
the first stage of the experiment on the modular graph where RT is reaction time, and where
EdgeType indicated whether an edge was within or between clusters. From this model, we
examined the model coefficient for EdgeType.
Surprisal Transfer: We fit the surprisal effect model separately to the stage 1 (random
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walk) and stage 2 (Hamiltonian walk) data from Experiment 2. We estimated the per-subject
effect of EdgeType as a measure of surprisal, and additionally examined the Pearson
correlation coefficient between each subject’s surprisal effect in stage 1 versus surprisal effect
in stage 2.
Novel Edge Effect: Next, we sought to examine whether subjects were specifically improv-
ing their performance at transitions present in the graph and therefore sensitive to violations
of the learned structure of the graph. We defined a LearnedEdge variable for all edges in
stage 2 that was true if an edge between the set of finger combinations had been present
in the first stage, and false otherwise. We then computed a novel edge effect measure as
the coefficient for learned versus unlearned edges in a linear mixed effects model fit to the
fully connected graph data using RT ∼ log(Trial) ∗ Graph ∗ LearnedEdge + Target + (1 +
log(Trial) ∗ LearnedEdge | Subject).
Graph Effects: In the third experiment, we investigated whether differences in meso-scale
structure affected learnability by quantifying reaction time differences due to graph type.
Since not all subjects were exposed to all graph types, we split the data into three groups
based on exposure: modular/lattice, random/modular, and random/lattice, with each group
roughly split by which graph was used for the first stage versus for the second stage. We fit
a linear mixed effects model to each of the three data subsets, in order to estimate whether
graph type was a significant effect in each model: RT ∼ log(Trial) ∗Graph ∗ Stage+Target+
(1 + log(Trial) ∗ Graph|Subject), where Trial varied between 1 and 1500, Graph was the
current graph of the two graphs that the subject saw, and Stage corresponded to either the
first stage or the second stage.
Node Effects: After determining the effect of graph type, we finally turned to quantifying
the impact of node-level statistics, or those that could explain reaction time differences within
a single graph. We examined several traditional graph metrics: degree, clustering coefficient,
node betweenness centrality, and edge betweenness centrality. The degree is defined as the
number of edges connecting to a given node, given by ki =
∑
j Aij where A is the adjacency
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matrix. The clustering coefficient can be defined as the fraction of possible edges between a
node’s neighbors, given by Ci = 2Liki(ki−1) where Li is the number of edges between any two
neighbors of node i. The node betweenness centrality is defined as the fraction of shortest






the number of shortest paths from node s to node t that pass through node v, and σst is the
total number of shortest paths in the graph from node s to node t. The edge betweenness






, where now e refers to an edge rather than a node.
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Overview of Experimental Design
We ran three experiments, each consisting of two back-to-back stages that differed in which
graph and walk type was used to generate the stimulus sequence (Supplementary Table S3.1).
The first experiment used either a modular, lattice, or random graph to generate a sequence
of 1500 stimuli via a random walk on the graph. The second stage of the experiment used a
fully connected graph to generate a sequence of 500 stimuli via a random walk on the graph
(amounting to a random stimulus order.) The second experiment consisted of 1500 trials of a
random walk on a modular graph, followed by 500 trials of a Hamiltonian walk on the same
graph, allowing us to confirm that learned differences transferred to a different walk type on
the same graph structure. The first stage of the third experiment consisted of a sequence
of 1500 stimuli via a random walk on either a modular graph, a lattice graph, or a random
graph. However, unlike the first experiment, the second stage was another sequence of 1500
stimuli via a random walk on one of the remaining two sparse structured graph types.
Reaction Time Comparison Between Experiments
We plotted the average RT per 10 trials across the entire experiment, comparing experiment
type, to confirm consistency of our data across experiments (Supplementary Fig. S3.1).
We find that learners showed very similar trajectories for the first stage, replicated across
the three experiments. We likewise observe similar performance for Experiments 2 and 3
in the second stage for the next 500 trials. Experiment 3 also demonstrates a plateau in
improvement for the trials 2000-3000, not evident in Experiments 1 and 2 due to their shorter
lengths. Note that due to walks derived from the fully connected graph introducing less
predictable transitions, as well as additional novel edges to learn, stage 2 of Experiment 1
shows a noticeably larger mean RT than the other two experiments.
Reaction Time Comparison Between Graph Types
We additionally plotted differences in RT by graph type across the entire experiment, pooling
data from all three experiments (Supplementary Fig. S3.2). We observe significantly more
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variability between graph types in stage 2, which may reflect inherent differences that are not
evident while learners are still adapting to the biomechanics of the task. Also note that there
is significantly more data for each individual graph type in stage 1. We find the differences
in stage 2 of interest, but given the large between-subject variance in performance, we have
solely based our analyses differences in RT between graph type on within-subject measures.
Persistence of Surprisal Effect
In the main manuscript, we showed that the magnitude of the surprisal effect on a random
walk in stage 1 was a strong predictor of persistence of the surprisal effect on those same
edges when the walk was switched to a Hamiltonian walk in stage 2. Specifically, we found
that a subject’s coefficient for cross-cluster surprisal in the random walk was a significant
predictor of that same subject’s coefficient for the cross-cluster surprisal in the Hamiltonian
walk (Fig. 2D; t(57) = 10.089, p < 0.001, Pearson’s correlation coefficient r = 0.8, 95%
confidence interval: 0.69 to 0.88). We note that one uninteresting possible explanation for
this effect is that it could be driven by the assignment of faster or slower motor actions to the
post-transition nodes for certain subjects, thereby leading to timing differences associated
with those nodes that carry over into the second stage of the experiment. To ensure that
such a potential explanation was not relevant to our study, we performed a permutation test
in which we randomly reassigned labels indicating which nodes in the graph we considered
to be ‘cross-cluster edges’.
In performing this permutation test, we wished to maintain constraints that existed in the
baseline modular graph. Thus, in performing the 1000 permutations, no two edges chosen as
‘cross-cluster edges’ within the same permutation could share a node with each other, but
were otherwise selected at random. In the permuted data, we again estimated the correlation
between the surprisal effect in stage 1 and the surprisal effect in stage 2, and we compared the
distribution of observed correlation values to the true value observed on the modular graph
(Supplementary Fig. S3.3). We found that out of 1000 permutations, only 20 led to surprisal
effect correlations greater than or equal to that observed under the true assignment, strongly
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supporting the notion that this persistence effect is reliant on the underlying cross-cluster
surprisal effect and is not an artifact of motor action assignment.
Node Statistics on Random Graphs
To quantify the impact of node-level statistics that could explain RT differences within a single
graph, we examined several traditional graph metrics, including degree, clustering coefficient,
node betweenness centrality, and edge betweenness centrality (see Analytical Approach in the
main manuscript for definitions). One significant confound for the random graph was that its
varied topology might lead to certain nodes being much more highly visited than other nodes,
and thus certain nodes might display differing RTs merely because the node had been visited
more frequently. In contrast, we were more interested in how less trivial aspects of the node’s
topological role might influence RT, so we regressed out the number of times a node had
been visited. We reported two statistics in the main text, node betweenness centrality and
node degree, which were significantly related to performance both before and after regressing
out the number of times visited. Here we report full results (both pre- and post- regressing
out times visited) for node degree (Supplementary Fig. S3.4), node betweenness centrality
(Supplementary Fig. S3.5), edge betweenness centrality (Supplementary Fig. S3.6), and node
clustering coefficient (Supplementary Fig. S3.7). For all four figures, we plotted the average
RT for each node/edge (z-scored within each subject) against the node/edge statistic. The left
panel displays results obtained when not regressing out times a node/edge was visited, and
the right panel displays results obtained after regressing out times a node/edge was visited.
Due to non-normality in node statistic distributions, we tested correlations using Kendall’s
τ . We find that all three node statistics show a significant correlation with RT once times a
node is visited is regressed out (node betweenness centrality: τ = 0.044, n = 2655, p < 0.001,
node degree: τ = 0.072, n = 2655, p < 0.001, node clustering coefficient: τ = 0.034, n =
2655, p = 0.014), but not edge betweenness centrality (τ = 0.002, n = 5310, p = 0.87). Only
node degree and node betweenness centrality are also significant without regressing out
times visited (node betweenness centrality: τ = −0.045, n = 2655, p < 0.001, node degree:
τ = −0.045, n = 2655, p = 0.001, node clustering coefficient: τ = 0.007, n = 2655, p = 0.61,
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edge betweenness centrality: τ = 0.002, n = 5310, p = 0.87). Intriguingly, the direction
of the relationship for node degree and node betweenness centrality and RT reverses once
the number of times visited is regressed out, suggesting both a significant impact of degree
and betweenness centrality on how often a learner is exposed to a given node, leading to
lower predicted RTs with increased exposure, but also an increased RT when times visited is
accounted for, suggesting that a more central role in the network makes a node harder to
predict.
Differences Between Targets
We examined whether different finger actions exhibited reliable differences in reaction time.
We subdivided the subjects from experiments one and three into three groups, based on
which of the three graphs (modular, random, or lattice) they had seen in the first stage of
either experiment, and averaged the per-target reaction times within each group. We plotted
the reaction times and found that the relative ordering was remarkably similar between the
three subject groups, spanning a range of nearly 500ms between the slowest and fastest
targets (Supplementary Fig. S3.8).
Nonlinear Effect of Trial
By fitting a simple mixed effects model RT ∼ Trial ∗ Stage+ (1 + Trial ∗ Stage | Subject) to
data from experiments one and three, we observed a significant effect of trial (linear mixed
effects model, t(108) = 12.34, p < 0.001, SE = 12.141). However, by visual inspection it is
clear that the relation between reaction time and trial is not linear. We compared modeling
of RT versus trial number as a linear fit versus as RT versus log(trial) (Supplementary
Fig. S3.9). We found that log(trial) provided a substantially better fit, as represented by the
AIC of RT ∼ Trial ∗ Stage+ (1+Trial ∗ Stage|Subject) versus RT ∼ log(Trial) ∗ Stage+ (1+
log(Trial) ∗ Stage | Subject): linear fit AIC = 2981849, log fit AIC = 2980365, df = 15). In
the remaining analyses in this study, we therefore fit all models to log(trial).
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Effect of Addition of Edges on Surprisal Effect
Here we ask whether the cross-cluster surprisal effect persisted for a motor response when the
topological role of that response within the network was altered. To address this question,
we analyzed data acquired from the traversal of the modular graph in Experiment 1. In
stage 1, we labeled edges as transition edges if their adjoining nodes were in distinct clusters.
In stage 2 when a fully connected graph was used, we kept the labels from stage 1 indicating
if an edge had previously served as a transition edge. We ignored all trials on edges not
present in stage 1, with the goal of eliminating any RT increase associated with the traversal
of a novel edge. We then plotted the average RT as a function of trial number for both stage
1 and stage 2, separating the trials according to whether they were transition edges versus
non-transition edges (Supplementary Fig. S3.10).
We observed consistently higher RTs on transition edges than on non-transition edges in
stage 1, representative of the surprisal effect. We also observed higher RTs in stage 2 for
(previous) transition edges than (previous) non-transition edges, though the effect was smaller
in magnitude. We quantified these observations by fitting a mixed-effects model to stage 2
data for Experiment 1: RT ∼ Target+ Trial ∗ (Transition in 1+ Edge in 1) + (1 + Trial ∗
(Transition in 1 + Edge in 1) | Subject). Here ‘Transition in 1 ’ marks whether an edge
corresponded to a prior transition edge, bridging two clusters in stage 1; similarly, ‘Edge in
1 ’ marks whether that edge had been present in stage 1 at all. We found a significant effect
for Transition Type, with an expected increase of 113.71 ms (linear mixed effects model,
t(30) = 2.1, p = 0.044, SE = 54.23, 95% confidence interval: 7.43 to 219.99; Supplementary
Table S3.6). This effect confirms that a significant difference in RT remains for transition
versus non-transition edges even after the addition of novel edges to the graph. Paired with
our other findings that the surprisal effect persists when the graph traversal is modified,
this result strongly suggests that the role of these edges between clusters of stimuli uniquely
positions them within the learning process, as they continue to incur different processing
costs even in scenarios such as a Hamiltonian walk or a fully connected graph where we
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would not expect such a difference to emerge on its own.
To verify that this effect was not driven by outlier timepoints, we refit the same model after
removing all trials whose RT was more than 3 SDs away from the mean for that subject
and transition type. The significant relationship between RT and Transition Type persisted,
with an expected increase of 132.33 ms (linear mixed effects model, t(29.6) = 2.5, p = 0.019,
SE = 29.63, 95% confidence interval: 74.26 to 190.40). These results indicate that the effect
is not explained by outlier timepoints.
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3.2. SUPPLEMENTARY FIGURES




















Figure S3.1: Reaction time comparison between experiments. Mean RT per 10 trials,
across trials for all three experiments. The three lines correspond to the three experiments.
The left half (trials 1-1500) corresponds to trials in stage 1, and the right half (trials 1501-
3000) corresponds to trials in stage 2. Experiments 1 and 3 only consisted of 500 trials for
stage 2.

























Figure S3.2: Reaction time comparison between graph types. Mean RT per 10
trials, across trials for all graph types used to generate walks. The left half (trials 1-1500)
corresponds to trials in stage 1, and the right half (trials 1501-3000) corresponds to trials in
stage 2. As the Fully Connected graph only occurred in experiment 1, there is no data for
trials 1-1500, or trials 2001-3000.
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Observed correlation:
Pearson's ρ = 0.8





























Observed correlations under permutation test
Figure S3.3: Permutation test for the persistence of the surprisal effect. We
performed a permutation test (1000 permutations) where we reassigned which graph edges
are labeled as ‘cross-cluster’ edges. We then recalculated the correlation between the surprisal
effect in stage 1 and the surprisal effect in stage 2 across all 59 subjects. We found that only
20 of the 1000 permutations led to a correlation value greater than or equal to that originally
observed. This result verifies that the observed persistence of the surprisal effect was not
due to individual idiosyncrasies in how subjects responded to the motor actions assigned to
















































Figure S3.4: Relation between node degree and reaction time. (A) Relationship
between node degree and reaction time (RT). The red regression line shows the least squares
fit with a gray 95% confidence envelope. Reported correlation is based on Kendall’s τ . (B)
The same relationship is plotted, however, the total times a node has been visited has been
















































Figure S3.5: Relation between node betweenness centrality and reaction time. (A)
Relationship between node betweenness centrality and reaction time (RT). The red regression
line shows the least squares fit with a gray 95% confidence envelope. Reported correlation is
based on Kendall’s τ . (B) The same relationship is plotted, however, the total times a node



















































Figure S3.6: Relation between edge betweenness centrality and reaction time. (A)
Relationship between edge betweenness centrality and reaction time (RT). The red regression
line shows the least squares fit with a gray 95% confidence envelope. Reported correlation is
based on Kendall’s τ . (B) The same relationship is plotted, however, the total times a node



















































Figure S3.7: Relation between node clustering coefficient and reaction time. (A)
Relationship between node clustering coefficient and reaction time (RT). The red regression
line shows the least squares fit with a gray 95% confidence envelope. Reported correlation is
based on Kendall’s τ . (B) The same relationship is plotted, however, the total times a node
has been visited has been regressed out from RTs. Data from n=177 subjects.
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Figure S3.8: Target reaction time across subject groups. We plotted the average
reaction time (RT) for each target, based on the keys required, across three separate groups
of subjects, divided based on graph type. Each of the three columns is a separate group of
subjects from the first stage of either experiment. Each box indicates median and quartiles.
We find a remarkably consistent biomechanical RT difference associated with each target.




















Figure S3.9: Log and linear trial fits. To best account for the impact of trial on reaction
time (RT) in subsequent models, we plot mean RT versus trial across both stages of
Experiments 1 and 3, for a total of 3000 trials. (A) Plot of Trial versus RT. We observe a
nonlinear relationship, with an initial sharp decrease in reaction time followed by a long tail
of slow improvement. (B) Plot of log(Trial) versus mean RT. In this semi-log space, the mean
relationship appears linear. We apply this transformation in all of our subsequent models.
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Figure S3.10: Surprisal effect maintained across changes in the underlying graph.
Mean RT across 30-trial bins after first separating the trials according to whether they were
transition edges versus non-transition edges in stage 1 of experiment 1. We ignored all
trials on edges that were not present in stage 1; thus, the data that we consider in stage 2
constitutes previously seen edges differentiated by the function that the edge served in stage
1. We observe a clear RT increase for transition edges in stage 1, as well as a smaller RT
increase for transition edges in stage 2. See text for statistical testing of this effect.
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3.3. SUPPLEMENTARY TABLES
Here we report the fixed effects from methods used throughout the paper (see Methods).
Experiment Stage Graph Walk Type Trials
1 1 Random/Lattice/Modular Random 1500
2 Fully Connected Random 500
2 1 Modular Random 1500
2 Modular Hamiltonian 500
3 1 Random/Lattice/Modular Random 1500
2 Random/Lattice/Modular Random 1500
Table S3.1: Summary of experimental design. We ran three separate experiments,
which varied in the underlying graph structure being traversed and in the type of traversal.
Graphs were either a modular, lattice, or random structure of 15 nodes and 30 edges, or a
fully connected graph of 15 nodes. Traversals were either a random walk or a Hamiltonian
walk.
Estimate Std. Err. 95% Conf. Int. df t Pr(>|t|) Sig.
(Intercept) 1037.87 43.76 952.10 1123.63 29 23.72 <0.001 ***
Trial -183.92 24.13 -231.21 -136.63 29 -7.62 <0.001 ***
Transition 63.58 17.61 29.07 98.10 29 3.61 0.0011 **
Trial:Transition -12.54 21.61 -54.91 29.82 30 -0.58 0.57
Table S3.2: Cross-cluster surprisal effect. To quantify RT difference for the cross-cluster
surprisal effect, we fit a mixed effects model to stage 1 modular graph data from Experiment
1, and modeled RT based on Trial Number (1-1500) and Transition (True or False, whether
a trial transitioned into a new cluster). Here we report fixed effects from the model. We
found the effect of transition to be highly significant. Significance codes: p-values equal 0
‘***’ 0.001 ‘**’ 0.01 ‘*’ 0.05 ‘.’ 0.1 ‘ ’ 1.
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Random Est. Std. Err. 95% Conf. Int. df t Pr(>|t|) Sig.
(Intercept) 961.96 32.58 898.10 1025.82 58 29.53 <0.001 ***
Trial -191.42 15.11 -221.04 -161.80 58 -12.67 <0.001 ***
Transition 27.90 13.44 1.56 54.24 58 2.08 0.042 *
Trial:Transition 34.73 14.71 5.89 63.57 55 2.36 0.022 *
Hamiltonian Est. Std. Err. 95% Conf. Int. df t Pr(>|t|) Sig.
(Intercept) 868.72 30.08 809.75 927.68 58 28.88 <0.001 ***
Trial -37.67 8.08 -53.51 -21.83 58 -4.66 <0.001 ***
Transition 7.16 10.37 -13.17 27.49 58 0.69 0.49
Trial:Transition 5.52 13.71 -21.35 32.39 57 0.40 0.69
Table S3.3: Surprisal effect transfer. To test persistence of a surprisal effect when the
walk type was changed, we fit a mixed effects model separately to stages 1 and 2 of Experiment
2, where subjects first saw a 1500-trial random walk on the modular graph, followed by a
500-trial Hamiltonian walk on the same graph. Here we report fixed effects from the model.
We find a significant surprisal effect for the data in the first stage but not in the second stage.
Significance codes: p-values equal 0 ‘***’ 0.001 ‘**’ 0.01 ‘*’ 0.05 ‘.’ 0.1 ‘ ’ 1.
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Estimate Std. Error 95% Conf. Int.
(Intercept) 965.26 21.59 922.94 1007.58
Trial -58.85 6.27 -71.14 -46.56
GraphRandom 34.80 50.38 -63.94 133.54
GraphModular 100.30 53.05 -3.68 204.28
LearnedEdge -25.50 5.86 -37.00 -14.01
Trial:GraphRandom 10.02 14.62 -18.63 38.67
Trial:GraphModular 31.15 15.40 0.97 61.33
Trial:LearnedEdge 28.37 6.96 14.73 42.02
GraphRandom:LearnedEdge -4.70 13.76 -31.67 22.27
GraphModular:LearnedEdge 12.68 14.40 -15.55 40.90
Trial:GraphRandom:LearnedEdge 2.12 16.39 -30.01 34.25
Trial:GraphModular:LearnedEdge 4.11 17.07 -29.35 37.58
df t value Pr(>|t|) Sig.
(Intercept) 106 44.70 <0.001 ***
Trial 107 -9.39 <0.001 ***
GraphRandom 106 0.69 0.49
GraphModular 106 1.89 0.061 .
LearnedEdge 131 -4.35 <0.001 ***
Trial:GraphRandom 107 0.69 0.49
Trial:GraphModular 107 2.02 0.046 *
Trial:LearnedEdge 1142 4.08 <0.001 ***
GraphRandom:LearnedEdge 134 -0.34 0.73
GraphModular:LearnedEdge 130 0.88 0.38
Trial:GraphRandom:LearnedEdge 1181 0.13 0.9
Trial:GraphModular:LearnedEdge 1134 0.24 0.81
Table S3.4: Novel edge effect. To estimate the change in performance when encountering
a novel edge, we fit a mixed effects model to all Experiment 1 stage 2 data, when subjects
were exposed to a fully connected graph. We modeled RT based on Trial Number (1-1500),
LearnedEdge (True or False, whether the edge was present in stage 1), and stage 1 Graph
Type (lattice, random, or modular). We find that learners show a significant increase in RT
on novel edges. Significance codes: p-values equal 0 ‘***’ 0.001 ‘**’ 0.01 ‘*’ 0.05 ‘.’ 0.1 ‘ ’ 1.
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Lattice
vs. Random Est. Std. Err. 95% Conf. Int. df t Pr(>|t|) Sig.
(Intercept) 928.42 23.31 882.74 974.10 68 39.83 <0.001 ***
Trial -105.20 7.40 -119.70 -90.70 68 -14.22 <0.001 ***
Graph -12.85 8.69 -29.88 4.17 68 1.48 0.14
Stage -124.33 8.69 -141.35 -107.31 68 -14.32 <0.001 ***
Trial:Graph 8.22 10.74 -12.83 29.27 68 0.77 0.45
Trial:Stage 136.73 10.74 115.68 157.78 68 12.73 <0.001 ***
Graph:Stage -118.06 93.23 -300.80 64.67 68 -1.27 0.21
Trial:Graph:Stage 2.87 29.59 -55.12 60.85 68 0.10 0.92
Modular
vs. Lattice Est. Std. Err. 95% Conf. Int. df t Pr(>|t|) Sig.
(Intercept) 909.21 28.25 853.85 964.58 70 32.19 <0.001 ***
Trial -107.82 6.90 -121.34 -94.31 70 -15.64 <0.001 ***
Graph -24.26 10.32 -44.49 -4.02 70 2.35 0.022 *
Stage -119.78 10.32 -140.01 -99.54 70 -11.60 <0.001 ***
Trial:Graph -1.70 10.90 -23.07 19.66 70 -0.16 0.88
Trial:Stage 136.67 10.90 115.31 158.04 70 12.54 <0.001 ***
Graph:Stage -315.25 112.99 -536.71 -93.78 70 -2.79 0.0068 **
Trial:Graph:Stage 5.75 27.58 -48.31 59.80 70 0.21 0.84
Modular
vs. Random Est. Std. Err. 95% Conf. Int. df t Pr(>|t|) Sig.
(Intercept) 928.62 26.87 875.96 981.28 69 34.56 <0.001 ***
Trial -111.83 7.21 -125.97 -97.70 69 -15.51 <0.001 ***
Graph -34.89 10.17 -54.82 -14.95 69 3.43 0.001 **
Stage -125.19 10.17 -145.13 -105.26 69 -12.31 <0.001 ***
Trial:Graph 4.03 13.55 -22.53 30.59 69 0.30 0.77
Trial:Stage 160.20 13.55 133.64 186.76 69 11.82 <0.001 ***
Graph:Stage -87.05 107.48 -297.70 123.61 69 -0.81 0.42
Trial:Graph:Stage -45.35 28.85 -101.90 11.19 69 -1.57 0.12
Table S3.5: Graph difference fixed effects. We fit a mixed effects model to the second
experiment, and modeled RT based on trial number (1-1500), experiment stage (1 or 2), and
graph type (lattice/random/modular). Here we report fixed effects from the model. We
find a significant effect of graph type for the modular/lattice comparison as well as for the
modular/random comparison on performance. We found no significant differences between
lattice and random graphs (see main manuscript). Significance codes: p-values equal 0 ‘***’
0.001 ‘**’ 0.01 ‘*’ 0.05 ‘.’ 0.1 ‘ ’ 1.
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Est. Std.Err. 95% Conf. Int. df t Pr(>|t|) Sig.
(Intercept) 1089.21 51.19 988.87 1189.55 29 21.28 <0.001 ***
Trial (scaled) -74.20 21.42 -116.18 -32.22 30 -3.46 0.0016 **
TransitionIn1 113.71 54.23 7.43 219.99 30 2.10 0.045 *
Edge In 1 -67.05 18.67 -103.65 -30.46 34 -3.59 0.001 **
Trial:TransitionIn1 -109.48 70.31 -247.30 28.33 50 -1.56 0.13
Trial:Edge In 1 49.33 26.33 -2.27 100.93 57 1.87 0.066 .
Table S3.6: Surprisal effect after a change in the graph model. We fit a mixed effects
model to stage 2 of Experiment 1, where subjects first saw a 1500-trial random walk on the
modular graph, followed by a 500-trial random walk on a fully connected graph. Here we
report fixed effects from the model. We find a significant increase in RT when an edge had
served as a transition in the first stage. Significance codes: p-values equal 0 ‘***’ 0.001 ‘**’
0.01 ‘*’ 0.05 ‘.’ 0.1 ‘ ’ 1.
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CHAPTER 4: Neural representations of motor and visual stimuli during
graph learning
This chapter contains work from Kahn, A.E., Szymula, K., Nyema, N., Aguirre, G.A., and




Human experience is built on sequences of discrete events. Consider the sequence of intersec-
tions along your morning commute, commands to bring up your email, and even syllables
composing the words we speak and hear. We learn not only each event, but also how the
events relate to one another in a pattern or network; we learn the entire path of the commute,
the order of steps on our computer, or the nature of language. In fact, failure to learn
structure is implicated in disease states such as schizophrenia and autism, where patients can
build inaccurate models of the world. Prior research has shown that regions of the human
brain encode event structure (Schapiro, Rogers, et al., 2013; Schapiro, Gregory, et al., 2014)
and that differences in network structure affect our learning of the events themselves (Karuza,
Kahn, Thompson-Schill, et al., 2017; Kahn et al., 2018). However, the precise brain regions
sensitive to these differences in network structure are still largely unknown. Here using fMRI,
we show that the network structure of a temporal sequence affects the decodability of neural
responses representing the stimuli composing the sequence. Healthy adult human participants
learned a set of stimulus-motor associations following one of two graph structures. The design
of our experiment allowed us to separate regional sensitivity to the structural, stimulus, and
motor response components of the task. As expected, whereas the motor response could be
decoded from neural representations in postcentral gyrus, the shape of the stimulus could
be decoded from lateral occipital cortex. The structure of the graph impacted the nature
of neural representations; when the graph was modular as opposed to lattice-like, BOLD
representations in visual regions of the brain better predicted trial identity in a held-out
run and displayed higher intrinsic dimensionality. Our results demonstrate that even over
relatively short timescales, graph structure determines the space of event representations,




Human experience is composed of events, words, and locations occurring not in isolation
but in sequences, following patterns that we must learn to predict. For example, heading
to work each day, your route is formed by a series of intersections, as could be conveyed by
turn-by-turn directions. Over time, you construct a mental map of not just the intersections
but the route. Likewise, when watching a film, a set of scenes, one after another in time,
is combined into a multifaceted set of interactions between characters and events. Our
ability to form such mental representations depends on pulling out hidden interactions, and
transforming them into a predictive model.
These statistical models are central to human cognition (Lynn, Papadopoulos, et al., 2020),
and such models allow us to accurately predict and respond to future events. Moreover, failure
to correctly learn statistical models has been implicated in a host of psychiatric conditions
including schizophrenia, autism, major depression and bipolar disorder (Janacsek et al.,
2018; Valton et al., 2019; Arnett et al., 2018; Karvelis et al., 2018; Stevenson et al., 2017;
Baran et al., 2018). Despite its importance to both healthy cognition and disease states, we
currently have have a limited understanding of how the brain represents a person’s statistical
model of their environment or experience. Addressing this gap can help us understand basic
human cognitive function, as well as potentially inform treatment for its dysfunction.
One promising approach has been to study how topological properties underlying event
sequences can influence human learning, by explicitly modeling a collection of events and
the transitions between them as a graph (Karuza, Thompson-Schill, and Bassett, 2016)
where nodes represent events and edges represent possible transitions between any two
events. A sequence of events can then be determined by a walk on that graph, and we can
assess the participant’s ability to predict upcoming items in the sequence by measuring
their reaction time to a cover task. Topological features that impact learnability include the
type of walk (Karuza, Kahn, Thompson-Schill, et al., 2017) and whether the graph contains
densely interconnected subsets or emphmodules of nodes (Kahn et al., 2018), a property
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characteristic of many real-world networks and shown to efficiently convey information
(Lynn, Papadopoulos, et al., 2020). Alongside such behavioral work, neuroimaging studies of
graph learning have demonstrated that neural activity patterns encode topological properties
including modularity Schapiro, Turk-Browne, et al., 2016 and graph distance (Garvert, Dolan,
and Behrens, 2017), suggesting that the human brain supports a capacity for graph learning
(Lynn and Bassett, 2020).
In contrast to prior work demonstrating differences between neural representations of items
within the same graph, we designed a study to ask whether neural representations of stimuli
systematically differed between different graph structures. In particular, given the ability
of modular structure to efficiently convey information (Lynn, Papadopoulos, et al., 2020),
we hypothesized that the presence of modular structure would lead to more robust neural
representations when compared to a ring lattice graph, an alternative chosen to control for
local degree while eliminating modular structure. To study this, we measured BOLD fMRI
activity while participants learned to predict and respond to sequence of abstract shapes. We
found that modular structure led to improved discriminability between the neural activity
patterns of the stimuli, as well as higher intrinsic dimensionality, when compared to the
ring lattice. These results demonstrate that neural activity patterns differ systematically
in response to different graph structures, and moreover, suggests that robust learning may
depend on our ability to extract highlight the role that organizational patterns such as graph
modularity play in shaping our understanding of the world.
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RESULTS
Thirty-four participants (11 male and 23 female) were recruited from the general population
of Philadelphia, Pennsylvania USA. All participants gave written informed consent and the
Institutional Review Board at the University of Pennsylvania approved all procedures. All
participants were between the ages of 18 and 34 (M=26.5 SD=4.73) were right-handed, and
met standard MRI safety criteria. Two participants were excluded because they failed to
learn the shape-motor associations (one failed to complete the pre-training; one answered
at-chance during the second session), and one additional participant was excluded because
we did not accurately record their behavior due to technical difficulties.
Task
Each participant completed 2 sessions of a visuo-motor response task in an MRI scanner
while BOLD activity was recorded. The visuo-motor task consisted of a set of shapes, a set
of motor responses, and a graph which both served to map the shapes to responses, and to
generate trial orderings. Each node in the graph was associated with a shape and a motor
response. For the former, we designed a set of 15 abstract shapes (Fig. 4.1a, left) to be
visually discriminable from one another and to evoke activity in the lateral occipital cortex.
For the latter, we chose the set of all 15 one- or two-button motor responses on a five-button
response pad (Fig. 4.1a). We assigned participants to one of two conditions: a modular
graph condition (n = 16) and a ring lattice condition (n = 15) (Fig. 4.1b, left). Each trial
corresponded to a node on the graph, and trial order was determined by a walk between
connected nodes. A three-way association between node, shape, and motor response was
created, at random, for each participant: each of the 15 graph nodes was assigned a unique
shape and a unique motor response, both chosen at random from the set of shapes and the
set of motor responses, respectively (Fig. 4.1b, right). The mappings of shapes and motor
responses were independent of one another, and randomized between participants, allowing
us to separate the effects of shape, motor response, and graph.
The experiment extended over two days, with session one occurring on the first day and
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session two occurring on the second day. Session one consisted of five task runs, and each
run consisted of a training block and a recall block. Session two consisted of eight runs of
four recall blocks each (Fig. 4.1c, top). During each training block, five squares were shown
on the screen, horizontally arranged to mimic the layout of the response pad. On each trial,
two redundant cues were presented: (i) a shape was shown in all five squares, and (ii) the
associated motor response was indicated by highlighting one or two squares in red. Either cue
alone was sufficient to pick the correct response. The shape was displayed 500 ms earlier than
the motor movement in order to encourage participants to learn the visuo-motor pairings.
Participants completed 300 trials at their own pace; each trial would not advance until the
correct motor response was produced. Once produced, the shape for the next trial would
immediately appear, and 500 ms later the squares corresponding to the next required motor
response would be highlighted. During each recall block, the shape alone was displayed in the
center of the screen, and participants were given two seconds to produce the correct motor
response by memory. No motor cue was given, unless the participant answered incorrectly;
in the latter case, the correct response was shown below the shape for the remainder of the
two seconds (Fig. 4.1c, bottom).
Behavior
We measured response accuracy to verify that participants learned the task structure and
the visuo-motor associations. For participants to attain high response accuracy during the
training blocks, they must simply respond to the motor commands presented to them; in
contrast, for participants to attain high response accuracy during the recall blocks, they
must correctly learn the shape-motor associations. In the training blocks of session one, we
observe a mean accuracy of 89.1% by run five, suggesting that participants can produce the
motor response with high accuracy when explicitly cued (Fig. 4.2a, left). In the recall blocks
of session one (Fig. 4.2a, center), we observe a mean accuracy of 74.4% by run five (chance is
6.67%), indicating that participants can also produce the motor response with some accuracy
despite the absence of any motor cue. At the beginning of session two, the recall accuracy
was slightly lower at 70.8%, but by the end of session two, the recall accuracy was 96.0%,
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Stimulus and Response sets
1. Modular 2. Ring Lattice
One- or two-button motor responses15 shapes
Each shape and response mapped to a node.
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Figure 4.1: The structure of the graph learning experiment incorporating visual
stimuli and motor responses on two graph topologies. (a) Participants are trained
and tested on a set of 15 shapes (left) and 15 possible one- or two-button combinations on a
response pad (right). (b) The order of those trials, and how the shapes and motor responses
relate to one another, varied between participants and across the two graph conditions. Each
participant is assigned to one of two graph structures: modular or ring lattice (left). Then,
each of the 15 shapes and motor responses is mapped to one of the 15 nodes in the assigned
graph (right). To control for differences among shapes and responses, each mapping is
random and unique to each participant. (c) Session one (top left) is comprised of five runs of
a training block followed by a recall block. Session two (top right) is comprised of eight runs
of four recall blocks each. Each block is composed of a series of trials, following a random
or Hamiltonian walk on the assigned graph. In training blocks (bottom left), participants
are instructed as to which buttons to press (i.e., those indicated by the red squares). To
encourage participants to learn shape mappings, the shape appears 500 ms prior to the motor
command. In recall blocks (bottom right), the shape is shown and participants have two
seconds to respond. If they respond correctly, the shape is outlined in green; if they response
incorrectly, the correct response is shown.
demonstrating robust recall of motor responses (Fig. 4.2a, right). Collectively, these data
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Figure 4.2: Participant behavior in the graph learning experiment. (a) Participant
response accuracy. Markers indicate the mean values and error bars indicate the 95%
confidence intervals across participant averages for each block and run. (b) Participant
response times for correct trials. Markers indicate the mean values and error bars indicate
the 95% confidence intervals across participant averages for each block and run. In both
panels a and b, the blue (orange) line indicates quantities calculated from data acquired from
participants assigned to the modular (ring lattice) graph condition. The black line indicates
the mean across both graph conditions. In both panels, we show quantities calculated for
session one training (left) and recall (center) blocks, as well as session two recall blocks
(right).
stimuli over a two-day period.
Whereas response accuracy allows us to assess the learning of visual-motor associations,
response time allows us to assess each participant’s expectations regarding event structure
and the underlying graph that encodes that structure. If a participant is able to learn the
underlying graph structure, then they can predict which shapes might be coming next (those
directly connected to the current shape in the graph), and will respond quickly. Consistent
with this intuition, we find that response times steadily decrease during training, from
approximately 1.18 s during run one to 1.01 s during run five (Fig. 4.2b, left). During the
recall blocks, response times depend on the participant’s ability to (i) predict upcoming
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stimuli and (ii) recall the shape-motor association. We find that response times decrease
during the recall blocks of session one (1.07 s on run one to 1.00 s on run five, Fig. 4.2b,
center) and of session two (from 0.97 s on run one to 0.89 s on run eight, Fig. 4.2b, right),
demonstrating improvement in prediction and/or recall speed.
Representational Structure in Motor Cortex Follows Response Patterns
Given the behavioral evidence for participant learning, we now ask how motor response,
shape, and graph are represented in the brain. We begin with the motor component of
our task. Prior work suggests that we should be able to decode consistent, subject-specific
patterns of activity associated with each of the 15 one- and two-finger motor responses in
both primary and somatosensory motor cortices (Ejaz, Hamada, and Diedrichsen, 2015;
Yokoi, Arbuckle, and Diedrichsen, 2018). We hypothesize that we can reliably decode the
associated motor movement from the neural pattern on any given trial, and that the distance
between those neural patterns should be preserved across participants.
To measure the representation of stimulus information in the brain, we decode stimulus
identity from patterns of evoked BOLD activity using multi-voxel pattern analysis (MVPA).
Each stimulus evokes a pattern of brain activation, which can be viewed as a point in
high-dimensional space, where each dimension corresponds to BOLD activation in a voxel.
For each of these activation patterns, we can use a trained classifier to predict what trial was
being experienced by the subject, and we can assess the veracity of that prediction using
cross-validation to predict trials in a held-out run (see Methods). We examined classification
accuracy in left, right, and a bilateral postcentral gyrus region of interest (ROI) by training
a classifier on data from the respective laterality corresponding to seven of the runs, and
testing our prediction on the remaining run. Data consisted of LS-S β weights resulting from
a contrast of the regressor for each trial to a nuisance regressor of all other trials. Because
participants responded with their right hand, we expect greater classification accuracy in left
than right hemisphere, and we expect greatest classification accuracy when utilizing both
hemispheres.
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As expected, we can predict the identity of the current trial with an accuracy above chance
for all 31 participants. That is, the BOLD patterns evoked within each subject in response
to finger movements are highly consistent across trials and highly distinct for each movement.
Prediction accuracy is above chance for the left hemisphere postcentral gyrus ROI and
a bilateral postcentral gyrus ROI, but not for all subjects using the right hemisphere
postcentral gyrus ROI (Fig. 4.3a). Specifically, we find that left-hemisphere classification
accuracy is significantly higher than right hemisphere classification accuracy (paired t-test;
t30 = 4.65; p < 0.00002). Interestingly, classifying using data from both hemispheres does not
provide a statistically greater accuracy than classifying using data from the left hemisphere
alone (paired t-test; t30 = −0.51, p = 0.6). These results demonstrate that trial information
is robustly represented in postcentral gyrus, and that we can decode this information.
We observed that classification accuracy varies from 5.9% to 17% across subjects in the
bilateral postcentral ROI. What drives these differences in classification accuracy? We
hypothesized that individual differences in task performance may impact classification
accuracy. We therefore asked whether our ability to classify trials for a participant was
dependent on that participant’s mean response time or mean response accuracy. To answer
this question, we used the participant behavior on the recall blocks in session two, which
represents post-training task performance (Fig. 4.3b). We found that response time was a
significant predictor of classification accuracy, such that classification accuracy was higher
for participants with higher average response times (OLS; β = 0.0191, SE = 0.009, t27 =
2.13, p < 0.43). We do not observe a relationship between classification accuracy and response
accuracy (OLS; β = −0.06, SE = 0.081, t27 = −0.73, p = 0.47). Given that the postcentral
gyrus encodes information about motor movements, it is not surprising that the timing of
those movements impacts our ability to decode their evoked activity.
Our classification results suggest that evoked patterns of activity are highly reliable across runs
within single subjects. Prior results suggest that activation patterns can be highly variable
between subjects (Ejaz, Hamada, and Diedrichsen, 2015), but that the relationships between
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activation patterns are conserved. That is, the distance between representations should be
consistent between subjects, even if the specific voxel-wise patterns differ. To assess the
preservation of inter-representation differences across subjects, we estimated a representational
dissimilarity matrix (RDM) for each subject using a cross-validated Euclidean metric (see
Methods). In this matrix, we let i, j index pairs of movements, and the ij-th matrix element
indicates the dissimilarity of movement i’s representation from movement j’s representation.
We then averaged the RDMs across participants (Fig. 4.3c), separately for the two graph
conditions (modular and ring lattice). We find that differences in motor representations are
preserved across participants and graph conditions, and reflects the movements involved:
representations of two-finger movements are consistently more dissimilar to representations of
one-finger movements than they are to themselves (independent t-test; t = 9.45, p < 3×10−15)
and likewise one-finger movement representations are more dissimilar to two-finger movements
than they are to themselves (independent t-test; t = 4.70, p < 2× 10−5).
Although we chose to consider the postcentral gyrus motivated by prior work, we also
performed an exploratory analysis to identify other regions whose RDMs were highly similar
across participants. For each participant, we conducted a whole-brain searchlight where
for each voxel we computed the mean RDM in the neighborhood of that voxel, giving us a
105-dimensional vector for each voxel composed of the upper right entries in our 15-by-15
RDM. We then calculated the correlation coefficient between that vector and the mean
vector of the same voxel in the remaining 30 participants. Finally, we took the mean of these
correlations across all subjects. This process is similar in principle to that of estimating
a lower bound on the noise ceiling (Nili et al., 2014). The resulting map should highlight
voxels that display similar representational dissimilarity patterns across participants, without
making any assumptions about the representations themselves or about the dissimilarity
pattern. We find two regions that exhibit high intersubject similarity: a region encompassing
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Figure 4.3: Motor responses can be decoded in the postcentral gyrus. (a) Above
chance classification accuracy for all participants in left and bilateral postcentral gyrus.
Colors indicate graph condition: modular or ring lattice. Boxes show 25%, 50%, and 75%
quartiles. Whiskers show the range of the data, with outliers indicated by diamond markers.
The dotted line indicates chance performance of 6.67%. (b) SVM classification accuracy in
postcentral gyrus is correlated with mean response time in the recall blocks of session two.
Lines indicate linear regression fits and shaded envelopes indicate 95% confidence intervals.
(c) Representational dissimilarity matrices (RDMs) were calculated for each subject using a
cross-validated Euclidean metric, and averaged across subjects. Here we show the average
RDM in left postcentral gyrus, with rows ordered by the motor command (see key at left of
panel). The upper triangle presents data for the modular condition and the lower triangle
presents data for the lattice condition; diagonal elements are equal to 0 for both conditions.
High values indicate dissimilar patterns. (d) In the postcentral gyrus, the representational
dissimilarity matrices are highly similar across subjects when ordered by motor response. Here
we ran a searchlight to identify regions showing consistent representations across subjects.
Shown is the average Pearson r when the RDM in the neighborhood of a voxel is correlated
with the average RDM of all other subjects in that neighborhood. We observe two regions
of high consistency: one centered on motor cortex (shown here), and one centered on the
cerebellum.
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Representational Structure in Visual Cortex
Following our decoding of motor responses, we asked whether visual regions housed reliable
encodings of shape identity both within and between participants. Our stimuli were chosen
to produce differentiable representations in the lateral occipital cortex (LOC) (Drucker and
Aguirre, 2009). In prior work, the LOC was shown to exhibit task-dependent decorrelations in
the neural representations of shape stimuli (Mattar et al., 2018). We therefore hypothesized
that if the architecture of the graph altered the perception or encoding of stimuli, then we
would see that dependence in LOC. The LOC was localized for each subject using a general
linear model (GLM) which contrasted BOLD responses to a novel set of shape stimuli in
the same parameter space as the shapes and responses to phase-scrambled versions of those
shapes. The two largest clusters from the localizer were intersected with a surface-defined
LOC ROI. We ordered the voxels in this intersection by their z-statistics from the localizer
contrast, and chose the 200 voxels with the highest z-scores from each hemisphere to define
left and right ROIs, and the top 600 voxels to define a bilateral ROI.
As before, we first wished to verify that trial-to-trial stimulus representations were consistent
within subjects. We find that we can predict stimulus identity on a held-out run remarkably
well across all participants and ROI choices (Fig. 4.4a). We averaged the classification accuracy
across all 8 folds and observe that it is greater than chance (6.67%) for all participants. We
also observed higher classification accuracy in participants trained on the modular graph than
in participants trained on the lattice graph (Fig. 4.4b) (Mixed ANOVA, F (1, 29) = 14.14,
p < 8× 10−3).
To evaluate whether classification accuracy differed by graph, we fit a linear regression model
predicting classification accuracy from both response time and graph condition (Fig. 4.4b).
We find that graph condition (modular versus ring lattice) is a statistically significant
predictor of classification accuracy (OLS, estimated increase of 5.3% for modular graph,
t27 = 2.15, p < 0.042, 95% CI: 0.002 to 0.104), suggesting that there are fundamental
differences in learned representations between the two training regimens. In contrast to our
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findings in the postcentral gyrus, the classification accuracy in LOC is not predicted by
response time (OLS, β = 0.024, t27 = 1.13, p < 0.27, 95% CI: -0.019 to 0.067).
Given the reliable patterns of activity in LOC, we next computed a mean RDM in the
LOC across subjects as in (Fig. 4.3c), but arranging the RDM by shape rather than by
motor command. Crucially, this RDM is not a reordering of the mean motor response
RDM, as the correspondence between shapes and motor responses is distinct for each subject.
In computing the mean RDM, we averaged data separately for modular and ring lattice
conditions. Across both graphs, we find a consistent distance relationship between shape
representations, as indicated by the symmetry between the upper and lower triangles of
Fig. 4.4c). This finding suggests that the LOC’s sensitivity to individual shape features is
shared across subjects.
Our analyses thus far have focused on the LOC to test our hypotheses. Now, we turn to
an exploratory analysis assessing whether other areas of the brain display RDMs that are
consistent across subjects. We computed the correlation between a single subject’s RDM and
the average RDM across all other subjects, in the neighborhood of each voxel (Fig. 4.4d). We
then take the mean of this correlation estimated for all subjects. We observe a single region
of high between-subject similarity. As expected, this region is centered on the LOC and
extends posteriorly through early visual cortex. Interestingly, we observe no other regions
where RDMs are consistent between subjects when arranged by shape.
Graph Effects
Organizing the RDMs by stimulus shape and by motor command reveals two sets of regions
in which patterns of representational dissimilarity are shared across participants. This inter-
subject similarity is likely driven by immutable aspects of stimulus identity: for example,
one- and two-finger movements for the motor response, or oscillation frequency and angle for
stimulus shapes. Now we turn to the final dimension along which representations could be
ordered in our experiment: that of the graph. In particular, we reorganized the RDM by
graph node and observe no clear region in which representational structure is shared across
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Figure 4.4: Shape stimuli can be decoded in the lateral occipital cortex. (a)
Above-chance classification accuracy for all participants in left, right, and bilateral LOC
(lateral occipital cortex) ROIs. Colors indicate graph condition: modular or ring lattice.
Classification accuracy differs significantly between conditions (Mixed ANOVA, F (1, 29) =
14.14, p < 8× 10−3). Boxes show 25%, 50%, and 75% quartiles. Whiskers show the range
of the data, with outliers indicated by the diamond markers. Dotted line indicates chance
performance of 6.67%. (b) In LOC, graph type predicts SVM classification accuracy (OLS,
t27 = 2.15, p < 0.042, 95% CI: 0.002 to 0.104), whereas reaction time is not a significant
predictor (OLS, t27 = 1.13, p < 0.27, 95% CI: -0.019 to 0.067). Lines indicate linear regression
fits and shaded envelopes indicate 95% confidence intervals. (c) Representational dissimilarity
matrices (RDMs) were calculated using a cross-validated Euclidean metric and then averaged
across subjects. Here we show the average RDM in left LOC, with rows ordered by the
shape stimulus (see key at left of panel). The upper triangle presents data for the modular
condition and the lower triangle presents data for the lattice condition; diagonal elements
are equal to 0 for both conditions. High values indicate dissimilar patterns. (d) In the visual
cortex, the RDMs are highly similar across subjects when ordered by stimulus shape. Here
we ran a searchlight to identify regions showing consistent representations across subjects.
Shown is the average Pearson r when the RDM in the neighborhood of a voxel is correlated
with the average RDM of all other subjects in that neighborhood. We observe one region
of high consistency, centered bilaterally on LOC and extending posteriorly to early visual
cortex.
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participants (Fig. 4.5a). This variation is perhaps intuitive, as graph structure is experienced
indirectly through a sequence of steps between stimuli, and also variably in the sense that
each participant experienced a different walk through the network. Hence, it is natural to
expect high variability in how each participant encodes the graph structure.
High intersubject variability can exist alongside high intrasubject reliability. We measure
intrasubject reliability by the consistency of RDMs across runs within each subject. We
performed a similar procedure to our earlier searchlight, with the one key difference being
that we estimated the correlation between the RDM for each run and the mean of the RDMs
for the other runs, in the neighborhood of each voxel. This approach provided us with a
consistency map for each subject, and similar to before, we averaged these consistency maps
across subjects (Fig. 4.5b). We observe two regions of high consistency that overlap with the
motor and visual regions previously observed to exhibit high inter-subject reliability; that is,
all regions where we observe high intra-subject reliability are also the regions in which we
observe high inter-subject reliability. This finding suggests that any consistent representation
of graph structure may spatially overlap with stimulus shape or motor response encoding.
Consistent with this suggestion, we observed in Fig. 4.4a,b that graph type is a significant
predictor of classification accuracy in LOC whereby higher classification accuracy exists in the
modular condition. One possible explanation is that trial types are more distinguishable from
one another due to more distinct representations; when a subject experiences the modular
graph, the representation of shape one may simply be further away from the representation
of shape two in representational space. To evaluate this explanation, we calculated the
average distance between representations in the bilateral LOC ROI by computing a Euclidean
distance RDM for each run, and then taking the mean of the upper-right off-diagonal elements
for each subject. We observe that discriminability is significantly greater in the modular
graph than in the lattice graph (independent sample t-test; t=3.04, p=0.005).
Another possible explanation is that trial-to-trial replicability may be higher when a subject
experiences the modular graph; shape one may evoke a more consistent neural representation
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on each appearance. To evaluate this possible explanation, we calculated the average consis-
tency of representations in the same bilateral LOC ROI by taking the mean representation
for each run and trial type, and then calculating the mean distance of that representation
from the representations of the other runs (Fig. 4.5c). We observe that patterns are more
consistent in the modular graph than in the lattice graph, as evident in lower distances be-
tween trial repetitions (independent sample t-test; t=3.60, p < 0.002). Taken together, these
two findings suggest that the modular graph leads to more distinguishable and consistent
trial representations, which in turn may drive the heightened classification performance.
A third possible explanation for the greater classification accuracy observed in the modular
graph is the representation’s dimensionality. If one graph topology allows a participant to
encode representations in a higher dimensional space, then those representations could also
be made more distinct from one another. Note that our ability to classify trials using an SVM
relies on finding a hyperplane separating the trial types. Intuitively, if the trial types lie in a
higher-dimensional space, then finding a separating hyperplane becomes an easier task than
if the trial types lie in a low-dimensional space. To determine whether dimensionality plays a
role in LOC’s representations, we compute a quantity called the separability dimension, which
measures the fraction of binary classifications that can be implemented using our trial types
(see Refs. Rigotti et al. (2013) and Tang et al. (2019) and Methods for details). Consistent
with our intuition, we find that dimensionality is higher in the modular graph condition than
in the ring lattice condition (Fig. 4.5d). Interestingly, this difference is apparent in LOC
where we observe a difference in classification accuracy between graph conditions, but not
present in the postcentral gyrus where we observe no difference in classification accuracy
between graph conditions (Supplemental Fig. S4.1).
DISCUSSION
Humans are remarkably adept at learning the complex networks of interactions underlying
phenomena such as language or music (Lynn and Bassett, 2020). Both behavioral and
neural evidence have shown that the way we learn and represent stimuli is modulated by
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Figure 4.5: Effects of graph structure on representation. (a) We do not observe
similar representations of graph structure across participants. Here we ran a searchlight
to identify regions showing high similarity in how graph nodes are represented relative to
one another. Shown are the mean values when the RDM in the neighborhood of a voxel is
correlated with the average RDM of all other subjects in that neighborhood. We computed
this quantity separately for both graph conditions and then averaged the two maps. (b)
Two regions exhibit heightened within-subject consistency of representational dissimilarity
matrices: visual cortex (top) and motor cortex (bottom). Both panels present the mean
correlation (Pearson’s r) between RDMs among runs for each subject. (c) Subjects in the
modular graph condition show higher average distance between representations of different
trial types (left) and lower average distance between representations of the same trial type
(right). The inter-representation distance here is the mean of the off-diagonal elements
of the Euclidean distance RDM for each subject. Higher values indicate that trial type
representations are more distinct from one another. Meanwhile, the intra-representation
distance measures how invariant a representation is across repetitions of the same trial
type. Low values indicate consistent evoked activity. (d) The separability dimension of
the representations in LOC; we observe a consistently higher separability dimension in the
modular condition than in the ring lattice condition.
the temporal structure in which we experience those stimuli, and that humans may learn
to represent the interaction network itself. For example, when stimuli are grouped into
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clusters, a phenomena commonly observed in natural settings (Lynn, Papadopoulos, et al.,
2020), learner reaction times to those stimuli are modulated by whether adjacent stimuli
are situated in the same cluster, even when all transition probabilities (and thus predictive
information) are held constant (Karuza, Kahn, Thompson-Schill, et al., 2017). This effect is
shown to be robust to types of stimuli (Tompson et al., 2019) and significant topological
variation (Karuza, Kahn, and Bassett, 2019). Moreover, learners are faster at responding
to a sequence with such clusters compared to a flat lattice topology (Kahn et al., 2018),
suggesting humans can learn properties of graph structure such as modular organization,
and leverage that structure to create more effective predictions. Converging neuroimaging
evidence has shown that neural representations of stimuli are appear to encode properties of
such interaction networks, including cluster identity (Schapiro, Turk-Browne, et al., 2016)
and graph distance between items (Garvert, Dolan, and Behrens, 2017). To date, however, it
is unclear how such graph-induced representation structure differs when the same elements
are arranged in a distinct organizational pattern.
In the current study, we addressed this question by training human subjects to respond to
sequences of paired visual and motor stimuli, in order to test whether representations of those
stimuli differed when we performed a controlled manipulation of the sequence. Specifically,
each subject learned a sequence based on either a modular graph or a ring lattice graph, in
both cases with no explicit knowledge of the underlying graph. Subjects underwent one day
of training followed by a second day where they were asked to produce the motor responses
associated with a sequence of the visual stimuli. We found that we could reliably decode
stimulus identity from neural representation in both postcentral gyrus and lateral occipital
cortex. Further, we observed consistent representation structure of our stimulus set across
subjects in these regions, when comparing motor response in postcentral gyrus and visual
stimulis in lateral occipitial cortex. Within lateral occipitial cortex, but not postcentral
gyrus, our classification ability was modulated by graph type, with the modular graph
leading to significantly higher classification scores than did the ring lattice graph. This
classification difference due to graph was accompanied by changes on representation structure:
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modular representations were both more consistent across trials and more separable between
different trial types than were representations from the ring lattice graph. Finally, we found
that representations in lateral occipital cortex from the moudular graph exhibited higher
separability dimension than did those from the ring lattice graph. Altogether, these results
demonstrate how graph structure can modulate learned neural representations of stimuli, and
that modular structure appears to induce more effective representations of discrimination of
stimuli than does ring lattice structure.
Modular graphs enable effective neural representations
There is strong theoretical justification to expect more robust representations to arise
from the modular graph. It has been shown that, from the perspective of information
theory, hierarchical graph organization facilitates efficient transmission of information, a
property shared by many real-world networks such as those of word transitions, semantic
relationships, or social relationships (Lynn, Papadopoulos, et al., 2020). This results in
part from heterogeneity, where heterogeneous networks exhibit higher entropy, and thus
communicate more information on average, but also from the expectations that humans form
about clustered structures, where their predictions tend to ‘stay within’ the same cluster, and
thus are better capable of predicting upcoming stimuli in modular networks, as compared to
a lattice (Lynn, Kahn, et al., 2020). In the current study the modular graph composed of
three clusters of five nodes is more highly clustered than the ring lattice (average clustering
coefficients of 0.7 and 0.5 respectively, where the clustering coefficient of a node is the fraction
of its neighbors that themselves are neighbors), and indeed, we find that participants form
more robust representations of stimuli from the modular graph. In other words, the modular
graph is more similar to graphs encountered in the real world, to which our expectations are
tuned, and is also better capable of conveying its structure.
Modular graph structures exhibit higher dimensionality
We additionally observed that modular graph representations exhibit higher dimensionality.
Dimensionality has been shown to correlate with both faster learning and more efficient
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embedding of stimuli (Tang et al., 2019). Here, we contribute the finding that more efficient
graph structures lead to higher dimensionality. It is tempting to connect this with the ability
to separate modular graph into clusters, which allows for higher-dimensional embedding by
coding for cluster. The nature of this higher-dimensional encoding remains a topic for future
study, perhaps by investigating a variety of graphs with and without hierarchical structure.
Graph-dependent adaptation decorrelates shapes
Decorrelation of neural responses among stimuli is a frequently suggested learning mechanism
of neural adaptation (Wang et al., 2003; Gutnisky and Dragoi, 2008), allowing the brain
to become attuned to task-relevant distinctions between stimuli. Such an effect has been
specifically observed in BOLD responses to visual stimuli in the lateral occipital cortex:
Mattar et al. (2018) found that training on two classes of stimuli caused representations
evoked by the two classes in the lateral occipital cortex to decorrelate from one another.
Such increased neural separability of stimuli may underlie a behavioral need to discriminate
between important classes of stimuli.
In the current study, all subjects learn the same set of 15 previously unseen shapes. Basic
visual properties of the shapes are expected to drive BOLD response in the lateral occipital
cortex (Drucker and Aguirre, 2009). However, if these properties alone drive BOLD response,
then we would expect similar representational structure between activity patterns in both
modular and ring lattice subjects. Instead, we find that we can more accurately classify
stimuli from neural representations when participants experienced sequences determined by
the modular graph than when they experienced sequences determined by the ring lattice,
suggesting that BOLD responses are driven by non-visual factors. This classification difference
is accompanied by two observed differences in pattern distance: First, activation for a given
trial type is more stable across trials in the modular graph than in ring lattice, as evidenced
by the lower mean pattern distance between trial repetitions. Second, activation is more
distinct between trials of different types: the average distance between different trial types is
higher in the modular graph. In summary, we observe that graph structure drives a difference
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in representation fidelity, inducing both more reliable and more separable patterns.
Motor cortex displays strong organizational patterns
RSA has been commonly applied to understand how neural representations of stimuli are
encoded. Rather than asking which neurons or voxels encode a stimulus, we can study how
the patterns of neurons or voxels relate across stimuli, and can compare neural distances to
those predicted by real-world stimulus properties, elucidating which real-world properties
drive the brain’s organization. For instance, the same single-digit finger movement in different
people elicits vastly different patterns of neural activation in primary motor cortex, while
the relationship between activity patterns of different fingers is highly conserved across
people (Ejaz, Hamada, and Diedrichsen, 2015). The same study then demonstrated that
everyday usage patterns predicted motor representations better than musculature, a result
fundamentally about relationships rather than the movements themselves, and similar findings
have been shown for motor sequences as well (Yokoi, Arbuckle, and Diedrichsen, 2018).
In the current study, we recorded neural activity of both single- and multi-finger movements,
and found that these relationships were highly preserved between participants and between
graphs (Fig. 4.3c). Strikingly, in the postcentral gyrus we found a clear separation of one-
finger and two-finger response patterns, where one-finger response patterns are similar to
other one-finger response patterns, and two-finger response patterns are similar to other
two-finger response patterns. We note that our ROI encompasses a larger area than Ejaz,
Hamada, and Diedrichsen (2015), and studies of multi-finger sequences, while distinct from
multi-finger movements, have observed that these increasingly complex movements elicit
distinct representations in areas further from than central sulcus (Yokoi, Arbuckle, and
Diedrichsen, 2018). Further investigation is necessary to confirm whether our dissimilarity
patterns are driven by differences in cortical location of one-finger and two-finger motions.
LIMITATIONS
Prior work on learning modular structure has found that graph information such as cluster
identity is represented in the medial temporal lobe (MTL) (Schapiro, Gregory, et al., 2014;
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Schapiro, Turk-Browne, et al., 2016), an area also shown to encode distances between items
(Garvert, Dolan, and Behrens, 2017). In the current study, we did not observe any graph-
dependent effects in the MTL, but instead in the lateral occipital cortex. There are a number
of reasons that may give rise to this difference. First, prior studies, to our knowledge, did
not show evidence that graph structure was directly encoded. Metrics such as distance and
cluster identity pool over many trials, and may allow for greater power to detect graph-related
effects in the presence of noise. Indeed, the MTL is prone to low SNR fMRI signals due to
anatomy. This can be improved on by imaging with a reduced FOV, but at a limitation of
our ability to infer graph effects elsewhere in the brain. Additionally, our task is relatively
complex. Behavioral work on graph learning has frequently required participants to learn
image orientations (Karuza, Kahn, Thompson-Schill, et al., 2017; Schapiro, Rogers, et al.,
2013) or to anticipate motor responses (Kahn et al., 2018) but here participants must learn
a mapping between both images and motor responses. Indeed, participants are still learning
the shape-motor response pairings up through the end of the second session, as response
accuracy continues to increase (Fig. 4.2b, right). It may be that with the complexity of
the task, requiring participants to learn not only visual stimuli but the stimulus-motor
response pairings as well, that participants are capable of learning structure in the sense of
decorrelating stimulus representations when grouped into modules better than in the ring
lattice, but nonetheless would require additional training for the MTL to detect temporal
regularities. Given that plasticity in the lateral occipital cortex can be driven by demands of
stimulus discriminability (Mattar et al., 2018), additional training may be needed for the
hippocampus to extract temporal statistics.
CONCLUSION
In this study, we expand on prior behavioral evidence in graph learning, where graphs
with modular structures produce faster response times in learners, suggesting those learners
can form more accurate predictions. Learners were successfully able to learn and recall a
mapping of 15 novel shapes to motor movements, combining behavioral paradigms from prior
graph learning work. We observed that modular graphs enable more consistent and distinct
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representations when compared to a ring lattice, and in turn allow better prediction of what
a participant is responding to using machine learning. This representational difference was
present in the lateral occipital cortex, a region sensitive to properties of the visual stimuli
used in this task, and was accompanied by increased dimensionality of representations, an
effect known to accompany effective learning. Our results motivate future work to better
understand the nature of these representational changes, as well as generalizability to broader




Stimuli, Motor Responses, and Graph Assignment
Stimuli: 15 visual stimuli (Fig. 4.1a, left) were generated in MATLAB using ShapeTool-
box (https://github.com/saarela/ShapeToolbox), by perturbing a sphere with sinusoids.
Each shape consisted of two oscillations. Each oscillation could vary in amplitude (either
0.2 or 1), angle (0, 30, 60, or 90 degrees), frequency (2, 4, 8, 10, or 12 cycles/2π), and the
second oscillation could also vary in phase relative to the first oscillation (0 or 45 degrees).
Out of the set of 3200 permutations, we selected a set of 15 visually distinct shapes for the
main experiment, plus a second set of 15 visually distinct shapes for the localizer. The same
set of stimuli was used for all participants, albeit in different order.
In order to study representations of high-level image features such as three-dimensional
shape, rather than retinotopic position or object size, we generated 5 variations of each
image, differing in both size and rotation, allowing us to isolate responses invariant to these
changes. The 5 variations were generated for each image:
1. Size 100%, No rotation
2. Size 90%, Rotated 5 degrees
3. Size 100%, Rotated 10 degrees
4. Size 90%, Rotated 15 degrees
5. Size 100%, Rotated 20 degrees
Image variations were balanced and randomized. That is, order was not predictable, but
no variation of that image would repeat until all other variations had been shown. For the
localizer, variations were balanced across the 120 trials of each type. For the learning and
representation runs, variations were balanced within the full run. Responses: The 15 motor
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responses were the set of all possible one- or two-button chords on a five-button response
pad (Fig. 4.1a, right). Response cues on the screen directly mapped onto response pad
buttons: the left cue indicated the thumb, the next cue from the left indicated index finger,
etc. Graphs: Each participant was assigned to one of two graphs, either modular or ring
lattice (Fig. 4.1b, left), comprised of 15 nodes, and 30 edges.
Stimulus-Response-Node Mappings: Each node was paired with both a) a motor
response and b) a visual stimulus (Fig. 4.1b, right). Pairings were both random and unique
to a participant. In other words, each participant was assigned the same 15 stimuli and
15 possible one- or two-button chords. However, the stimulus assigned to a given node
varied between participants, as did the motor response assigned to that node. There was no
underlying organizational pattern - instead, by randomizing assignments, our intent was that
any comparison across participants would not be driven by features of either the stimuli or
responses.
Pre-Training
Before entering the scanner, participants were provided instruction on the task, as well
as a pre-training session using a laptop and the keys ’space’, ’j, ’k’, ’l’, and ’;’ instead of
the scanner response pad. Here participants were familiarized with task instructions and
answered a short quiz to verify comprehension. They were then given an example series of 15
trials, identical to trials given during the training phase in the scanner (see below section).
Next, participants were familiarized with the associations between stimuli and their cor-
responding motor responses. To ease pre-training, the set of 15 stimuli was divided into
five subsets, each three stimuli. For each subset, participants were first shown a stimulus
alongside its motor response, and instructed to press the chord. They were then shown the
stimulus alone, and asked to press the correct chord from memory. Participants were given
two seconds to respond. Presentation was identical to the recall phase in the scanner. If the
participant did not answer in two seconds, the trial repeated. If the participant responded
incorrectly, the correct chord was shown on the screen, and then the trial was repeated. As
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soon as the participant responded correctly, the same process repeated for the next two
stimuli in the subset.
Next, for the same subset of three stimuli, participants had to demonstrate that they could
recall the appropriate motor responses: participants were presented with a sequence of at
minimum 12 trials, comprised of the three stimuli. Each trial was identical to the recall
phase. Participants continued to respond to the sequence until they successfully responded to
12 trials in a row, at which point the participant was given a brief break and then presented
with the next subset of three shapes.
To prevent forming incorrect associations, the three shapes in each subset were chosen to
be shapes which would never occur immediately before or after one another in the later
sequences. That is, they were not connected to one another in the graph.
Training
During the first scanning session, participants completed five runs consisting of a training block
and a recall block. Each training block consisted of 300 trials, during which , participants
viewed a display showing five square outlines, arranged horizontally left to right, and
corresponding with the five buttons on their response pad. Trial order was generated by a
continuous random walk on the graph assigned to that participant (either modular or ring
lattice), with a different walk for each block and participant. Each walk was required to
visit each node at least 10 times. Additionally, for the modular graph, at least 20 cluster
transitions were required. If a walk did not meet either of these criteria, a new walk was
generated and re-verified.
On each trial, participants were prompted with both the visual stimulus and the chord for
that trial, with the stimulus preceding the chord. First, the stimulus for the current trial was
displayed within the black border of each square, identically for each of the 5 squares. 0.5s
later, the target squares were highlighted in red. Either the visual stimulus or the highlighted
squares could be used by the participant - both provided identical information about which
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buttons to press. However, the stimulus was shown earlier to encourage participants to
attend to the stimulus in addition to the highlighted squares.
Participants were instructed to respond as quickly as possible. Trials in this section were
self-paced, meaning that the stimulus remains on the screen until the participant pressed the
correct chord. As soon as the correct chord was pressed, the next trial would appear, with
no delay. If the participant responded incorrectly, ’Incorrect’ would appear on the screen,
but the trial would still not advance until the correct chord was pressed.
Recall (Session One)
A recall block was included at the end of each run in session one. Immediately after each
training block, a brief instructional reminder was displayed, followed by the recall block.
This section was intended to measure stimulus-response association learning, as well as to
prepare participants for the extended recall phase in session two.
On each trial, the target stimulus was displayed in a single large square in the center of the
screen. The correct response was not provided; the participant was expected to answer by
memory. Participants had two seconds to respond. If they responded correctly within the
two seconds, the stimulus square outlined in green. If they failed to respond within the two
seconds, the trial was marked as incorrect. If the participant responded, and the response
was incorrect, the trial was marked as incorrect and the correct response was displayed
at the bottom of the screen for the remainder of the two seconds, to provide a reminder
for the next occurrence. In either case, after exactly two seconds the current trial ended.
Trials were shown with a variable ITI between presentations. The ITIs in each block were a
random permutation of [2, 2, 2, 2, 2, 3, 3, 3, 3, 4, 4, 4, 4, 4] (mean=2.8 s, total 42 s) with an
additional 6 seconds at the end of the run.
Recall (Session Two)
During the second session, participants completed eight recall runs, each comprised of four
recall blocks of 15 trials, for 60 trials per run. Each recall block was identical to the recall
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block presentation in session one. A 6s blank screen was present at the start and end of each
run, as well , and between each block in a run.
To generate a continuous walk for each block, the first block in each run began on a randomly
selected node, and each subsequent block in the run was rotated to be contiguous with where
the last set ended. This ensured that the full 60 trials within a block constituted a valid
random walk, despite not being generated as a single walk. Blocks 1, 2, and 4 followed a
random walk, whereas the third block followed a Hamiltonian walk, in which every trial was
visited exactly once. Across the full run of 60 trials, each node was required to be visited at
least twice. If not, the walk for the run was discarded and a new walk was generated. For
the modular graph, the Hamiltonian walk proceeded clockwise on runs 1, 3, 5 and 7 and
counter-clockwise on runs 2, 4, 6, and 8. On the ring lattice, the Hamiltonian walk was not
generated with any directionality.
Imaging
Acquisition
Data was acquired using a Siemens Magnetom Prisma with a 32-channel headcoil. BOLD
acquisition was based off the ABCD protocol, with the following parameters: TR=800 ms,
TE=30 ms, 2.4x2.4x2.4mm voxels, iPAT slice acceleration factor=6, phase encoding direction
A >> P, 60 slices.
The T1 acquisition used an MEMPRAGE sequence with the following parameters: 2530
ms TR, TEs=1.69 ms, 3.55 ms, 5.41 ms, 7.27 ms, 1x1x1mm voxels, A >> P, GRAPPA
acceleration factor PE=3.
Session one consisted of a blip-up/blip-down fieldmap, 2 pre-task resting state runs, 5 BOLD
Task runs, 2 post-task resting state runs, and finally a T1w MEMPRAGE acquisition. Session
two consisted of a blip-up/blip-down fieldmap, 4 BOLD Task runs, a T2w SPACE acquisition,
4 BOLD Task runs, the LOC localizer, and a DWI acquisition.
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Preprocessing
Results included in this manuscript come from preprocessing performed using fMRIPrep
20.1.0 (Esteban, Markiewicz, et al. (2018); Esteban, Blair, et al. (2018); RRID:SCR_016216),
which is based on Nipype 1.4.2 (K. Gorgolewski et al. (2011); K. J. Gorgolewski et al. (2018);
RRID:SCR_002502).
Anatomical data preprocessing A total of 1 T1-weighted (T1w) images were found
within the input BIDS dataset. The T1-weighted (T1w) image was corrected for
intensity non-uniformity (INU) with N4BiasFieldCorrection (Tustison et al., 2010),
distributed with ANTs 2.2.0 (Avants et al., 2008, RRID:SCR_004757), and used as T1w-
reference throughout the workflow. The T1w-reference was then skull-stripped with a
Nipype implementation of the antsBrainExtraction.sh workflow (from ANTs), using
OASIS30ANTs as target template. Brain tissue segmentation of cerebrospinal fluid
(CSF), white-matter (WM) and gray-matter (GM) was performed on the brain-extracted
T1w using fast (FSL 5.0.9, RRID:SCR_002823, Zhang, Brady, and Smith, 2001).
Brain surfaces were reconstructed using recon-all (FreeSurfer 6.0.1, RRID:SCR_001847,
Dale, Fischl, and Sereno, 1999), and the brain mask estimated previously was refined
with a custom variation of the method to reconcile ANTs-derived and FreeSurfer-
derived segmentations of the cortical gray-matter of Mindboggle (RRID:SCR_002438,
Klein et al., 2017). Volume-based spatial normalization to two standard spaces
(MNI152NLin2009cAsym, MNI152NLin6Asym) was performed through nonlinear regis-
tration with antsRegistration (ANTs 2.2.0), using brain-extracted versions of both
T1w reference and the T1w template. The following templates were selected for
spatial normalization: ICBM 152 Nonlinear Asymmetrical template version 2009c
[Fonov et al. (2009), RRID:SCR_008796; TemplateFlow ID: MNI152NLin2009cAsym],
FSL’s MNI ICBM 152 non-linear 6th Generation Asymmetric Average Brain Stereo-
taxic Registration Model [Evans et al. (2012), RRID:SCR_002823; TemplateFlow ID:
MNI152NLin6Asym],
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Functional data preprocessing For each of the 18 BOLD runs found per participant
(across all tasks and sessions), the following preprocessing was performed. First, a
reference volume and its skull-stripped version were generated using a custom method-
ology of fMRIPrep. Head-motion parameters with respect to the BOLD reference
(transformation matrices, and six corresponding rotation and translation parameters)
are estimated before any spatiotemporal filtering using mcflirt (FSL 5.0.9, Jenkinson
et al., 2002). BOLD runs were slice-time corrected using 3dTshift from AFNI 20160207
(Cox and Hyde, 1997, RRID:SCR_005927). A B0-nonuniformity map (or fieldmap) was
estimated based on two (or more) echo-planar imaging (EPI) references with opposing
phase-encoding directions, with 3dQwarp Cox and Hyde (1997) (AFNI 20160207). Based
on the estimated susceptibility distortion, a corrected EPI (echo-planar imaging) refer-
ence was calculated for a more accurate co-registration with the anatomical reference.
The BOLD reference was then co-registered to the T1w reference using bbregister
(FreeSurfer) which implements boundary-based registration (Greve and Fischl, 2009).
Co-registration was configured with nine degrees of freedom to account for distortions
remaining in the BOLD reference. The BOLD time-series (including slice-timing cor-
rection when applied) were resampled onto their original, native space by applying a
single, composite transform to correct for head-motion and susceptibility distortions.
These resampled BOLD time-series will be referred to as preprocessed BOLD in original
space, or just preprocessed BOLD. The BOLD time-series were resampled into several
standard spaces, correspondingly generating the following spatially-normalized, prepro-
cessed BOLD runs: MNI152NLin2009cAsym, MNI152NLin6Asym. First, a reference
volume and its skull-stripped version were generated using a custom methodology of
fMRIPrep. Several confounding time-series were calculated based on the preprocessed
BOLD : framewise displacement (FD), DVARS and three region-wise global signals. FD
was computed using two formulations following Power (absolute sum of relative motions,
Power et al. (2014)) and Jenkinson (relative root mean square displacement between
affines, Jenkinson et al. (2002)). FD and DVARS are calculated for each functional
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run, both using their implementations in Nipype (following the definitions by Power
et al., 2014). The three global signals are extracted within the CSF, the WM, and the
whole-brain masks. Additionally, a set of physiological regressors were extracted to
allow for component-based noise correction (CompCor, Behzadi et al., 2007). Principal
components are estimated after high-pass filtering the preprocessed BOLD time-series
(using a discrete cosine filter with 128s cut-off) for the two CompCor variants: temporal
(tCompCor) and anatomical (aCompCor). tCompCor components are then calculated
from the top 5% variable voxels within a mask covering the subcortical regions. This
subcortical mask is obtained by heavily eroding the brain mask, which ensures it does
not include cortical GM regions. For aCompCor, components are calculated within
the intersection of the aforementioned mask and the union of CSF and WM masks
calculated in T1w space, after their projection to the native space of each functional
run (using the inverse BOLD-to-T1w transformation). Components are also calculated
separately within the WM and CSF masks. For each CompCor decomposition, the
k components with the largest singular values are retained, such that the retained
components’ time series are sufficient to explain 50 percent of variance across the
nuisance mask (CSF, WM, combined, or temporal). The remaining components are
dropped from consideration. The head-motion estimates calculated in the correction
step were also placed within the corresponding confounds file. The confound time
series derived from head motion estimates and global signals were expanded with the
inclusion of temporal derivatives and quadratic terms for each (Satterthwaite et al.,
2013). Frames that exceeded a threshold of 0.5 mm FD or 1.5 standardised DVARS were
annotated as motion outliers. All resamplings can be performed with a single interpo-
lation step by composing all the pertinent transformations (i.e. head-motion transform
matrices, susceptibility distortion correction when available, and co-registrations to
anatomical and output spaces). Gridded (volumetric) resamplings were performed using
antsApplyTransforms (ANTs), configured with Lanczos interpolation to minimize the
smoothing effects of other kernels (Lanczos, 1964). Non-gridded (surface) resamplings
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were performed using mri_vol2surf (FreeSurfer).
Many internal operations of fMRIPrep use Nilearn 0.6.2 (Abraham et al., 2014, RRID:SCR_001362),
mostly within the functional processing workflow. For more details of the pipeline, see the
section corresponding to workflows in fMRIPrep’s documentation.
Analysis
Behavioral Analysis
We analyzed response time and accuracy performance measures for all participants, across
both sessions, to ensure participants were learning the intended visuo-motor associations.
For session one, training and recall blocks in each run were analyzed separately. For session
two, each run (four recall blocks) was analyzed as a whole.
Response Time: We computed the mean response time across all correct trials, for each
run and participant. For recall blocks, response time was naturally bounded by the trial
length of two seconds. For training blocks, in line with previous work (Karuza, Kahn,
Thompson-Schill, et al., 2017; Kahn et al., 2018), we excluded trials with response times >
3 SDs away from the mean for that run and participant, as well as those under 100 ms or
over 3 seconds. Response accuracy: Accuracy was given as the fraction of trials for which
participants responded correctly on the first attempt (training blocks) or correctly within
two seconds (recall blocks). Group Averages: We then calculated the mean of these values,
both within-group (modular vs. ring lattice) and across all participants, to arrive at mean
values for each run (Fig. 4.1).
Cross-Cluster Surprisal Effect
LS-S Trial Modeling
In MVPA (Multivoxel Pattern Analysis), we hypothesize that, in addition to the mean
activation of a brain region in response to a condition, the pattern of activation within a brain
region in response to a condition contains additional information about that condition. More
formally, we view each trial in our BOLD acquisition as a single point in an N -dimensional
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space, where N is the number of voxels in our region of interest, and the activity of each
voxel during each trial provides coordinates in this N -dimensional space. Given a point for
each trial, we can investigate how those points relate to one another.
Typically, BOLD timeseries are not used directly for MVPA. Instead, a typical choice for
features is the resulting beta weights having fit a GLM to the data. In rapid event-based
designs, such as ours, it has been suggested that running a separate GLM for each event,
where all other events are represented by a single nuisance regressor (a strategy typically
known as LS-S), leads to more stable estimates of beta weights (Mumford et al., 2012; Lee
and Kable, 2018). We used LS-S to derive a map of beta weights for each event, and for our
analyses used the resulting Z-statistic map.
Our GLM was implemented in nipype using FSL first-level analysis routines, using the
outputs (volumes and confounds) from fMRIPrep. All processing took place with BOLD
data mapped into MNI152NLin2009cAsym at native resolution. Our model consisted of a
double-gamma HRF plus derivatives, modeling 24 motion parameters (6-dof plus their 6
derivatives, as well as squared parameters). We used smoothing of FWHM=5mm, and a
high-pass cutoff of 60 seconds.
Due to non-steady-state BOLD effects, we removed the first 10 TRs (or eight seconds) from
each run. For each recall run, this left us with 59 instead 60 trials, as the first trial overlapped
with the non-steady-state period.
To implement LS-S, we ran 59 separate first-level analyses for each recall run - one for each
trial. Each GLM consisted of the 24 motion parameters, one column for the “target” event,
one column for the “nuisance” events (i.e. all remaining 58 events), and additional regressors
for any motion outlier volumes as indicated by fMRIPrep. All columns were then convolved
with the double-gamma HRF plus derivatives. We then discarded the “nusiance” regressor,
and combined the 59 “target” parameter estimates across the separate first-level analyses to
create our activation map across all 59 trials.
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LOC Localizer
At the end of the second scanning session, participants completed a run intended to localize
the Lateral Occipital Cortex. The run consisted of 30 blocks. The blocks were grouped into
10 sets of 3. Each set of 3 blocks consisted of, in order, a block of 12 stimuli, a block of 12
phase-randomized stimulus images, and a 12 second blank screen, for 36 seconds in total.
Each stimulus or image was shown in the center of the screen for 0.8 s, with a 0.2 s ISI.
Participants were instructed to passively view the sequence of images without responding.
To avoid confounds from learned stimulus associations, the stimuli consisted of a separate
set of 15 shapes, generated in the same fashion as the shapes used in the earlier runs, but
visually distinct from the 15 graph stimuli.
To control for the transition structure and the number of times each stimulus was shown, we
first generated 16 connected Hamiltonian walks, for a total of 240 trials. The 240 trials were
then split in half, with the first 120 assigned to object trials, and the second 120 assigned to
phase-randomized trials. These 120 trials were then split between the 10 blocks, such that
block 1 contained object trials 1-12 and phase-randomized trials 1-12, etc.
To identify voxels that were selective to the shapes but not their phase-randomized counter-
parts, we ran a GLM modeling shapes vs. phase-randomized trials for each subject, using the
same set of nuisance regressors and HRF convolution as in our LS-S analysis. This provided
us with a z-scored contrast for each participant, which was used to select for LOC voxels.
MVPA Classification
Classification was performed within-participant. Each recall run consists of 60 trials, dis-
tributed between the 15 nodes or trial types. Our goal was to predict the correct trial
type based on the activity pattern during the trial, by training on independent examples
of trial types. We used a linear SVM to predict which of the 15 trial types was most likely,
and our accuracy was computed as the fraction of correct categorizations. Classification
was performed via LinearSVC in scikit-learn, increasing the maximum number of iterations
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to allow convergence but otherwise using default parameters. To reduce overfitting, we
performed classification by cross-validation across runs. That is, given eight runs, we trained
on seven of the eight runs, and then predicted trial identity on the remaining held-out run,
and repeated for all eight runs. In order to improve SVM performance, standard practice is
that each feature should be zero-centered and of similar variance; We z-scored the weights
for each voxel within each of the eight runs for a given participant.
Behavior and Classification
For each participant, we fit MVPA classification accuracy as a function of that participant’s
mean response times on session two recall trials, in order to answer whether classification
accuracy depended on response time. We fit an OLS model of classification_accuracy ∼
response_time∗graph. Response time was taken as the mean response time, on correct trials
(both within 2 seconds, and with the correct response), across all 480 trials comprising the eight
recall runs. graph was 0 for ring lattice and 1 for modular subjects. To verify whether response
accuracy predicted classification accuracy, we fit a similar model of classification_accuracy ∼
response_accuracy ∗ graph where response accuracy ranges from 0 (missing all trials) to 1
(being perfect recall).
Representational Dissimilarity Matrices
There are a number of different ways we can organize trials:
1. Shape (as a visual attribute)
2. Motor Movement (fingers used to produce the response)
3. Graph Location (how shapes temporally relate to one another)
For instance, we might expect that two trials share a similar representation if both responses
use the ring finger: We would predict the trials using ‘thumb + ring’ and ‘index + ring’
to be more similar to one another than trials using ‘thumb + pinky’ and ‘index + ring’.
Visual attributes can also impact representations - while our shapes were chosen to all be
distinguishable, undoubtedly some of the shapes share features that others do not. Finally,
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graph structure may influence representation. If two nodes are in the same graph cluster,
that cluster may be represented, heightening the neural similarity of those two nodes.
For a given participant, all three of these organizations are consistent - a node is always
paired with both the same motor movement and the same shape - and so similarity is driven
by a combination of these factors that we can’t disentangle. However, when we compare
across participants, pairings vary: shape A might be ‘thumb’ for participant one, and ‘pinkie’
for participant two. We can therefore separate which factors drive representational similarity
when we compare across participants. Comparing shapes A and B across all participants
should no longer depend on the assigned motor actions, or on the location within the graph.
We can use the noise ceiling bounds to ask where in the brain, and under which organization
of trials, do participants have similar organizations to one another. Side note: How does this
relate to RSA? RSA asks how a particular weighting of the representational similarity matrix.
Here, we compare different ways of ’organizing’ our trials to compare across participants, and
ask under which organization are there brain regions which show a consistent organization.
RSA would step in here to posit a particular weighting of, for example, how similar shapes A
and B should be to one another. But more fundamentally, we need to choose how we compare
stimulus organization across participants, given that doing so by node, motor movement, or
shape will lead to completely different results.
For each subject, we estimated an RDM based a cross-validated Euclidean metric: First,
within each run, we averaged LS-S beta weights for trial type, resulting in 15 activa-
tion patterns for that run. We then calculated the squared Euclidean distance between




j 6=k(xju − xjv)(xku − xkv)T , resulting in a 15 x 15 RDM for each subject. Next, we
divided each matrix by its largest element, such that it ranged from 0 (all diagonal elements)
to 1 (largest element), to enable cross-subject comparison. We then arranged the RDM for
each subject based on the modality of comparison - either by node, motor response, or shape,
such that this ordering would be consistent across subjects. Finally we took the mean of
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RDMs across participants. We performed this averaging separately for modular and ring
lattice groups.
Intersubject RDM Similarity
To assess what brain regions contained similar representational structure across subjects, we
conducted a whole-brain searchlight where we correlated RDMs across subjects. First, for
each subject, PyMVPA was used to calculate the Euclidean-distance RDM in the radius-three-
voxel sphere surrounding each voxel. The upper right triangle of the RDM was then taken,
providing a 105-dimensional vector for each voxel. Next, for each subject, we correlated
the RDM vector with an average vector across all other subjects, resulting in a Pearson
correlation coefficient for that voxel and subject. Before comparing, RDMs were reordered
to follow either graph, motor response, or shape ordering. Finally, we averaged correlation
coefficients across subjects to create a map of similarity.
Intrasubject RDM Consistency
Whereas Intersubject RDM similarity identifies shared representational organization, in-
trasubject consistency can potentially identify a broader set of regions: those for which
representational organization is consistent for each subject, even if the representational
structure differs between subjects. Therefore, instead of comparing between subjects, we
compare between runs for each subject. We employ a similar procedure to our intersubject
RDM similarity: for each run, we correlate the RDM of that voxel with the mean RDM
of the other seven runs, giving us a Pearson correlation coefficient for that voxel and run.
We take the mean across runs to create a whole-brain map for each subject. Finally, we
average those maps across subjects to identify where we observe heightened intrasubject
consistency. To estimate ROI differences in intrasubject consistency, we employ a similar
procedure. However, instead of operating on a whole-brain searchlight, we use our bilateral
LOC ROI. Again, we calculate an RDM for each run, and then compare that RDM with the
mean of the other seven runs.
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Intrasubject Pattern Consistency
RDM similarity measures stability of relationships across runs. We may also be interested in
stability of the patterns themselves. For each subject, we compute a per-run mean pattern
for each of 15 trial types. We then measure the distance, using squared Euclidean distance,
between that each pattern and the same subject’s pattern in each of the other seven runs.
We average this distance across all trial types and run combinations to arrive at a consistency
value for that subject.
Dimensionality
To estimate dimensionality, we adapted the procedure taken in Tang et al. (2019). We
take our ability to split our data between arbitrary groupings of classes as a measure of its
intrinsic dimensionality: high-dimensional data will allow more separable groupings than
low-dimensional data. To estimate this, we enumerate over both the number of classes, m,






types, and for each combination, 2m−1 unique ways to divide those trial types into two
groups. Dimensionality is estimated as the fraction of these assignments which we find to be
linearly separable. In practice, this means that for a given value of m, we choose m out of 15
trial types, and then assign a binary label (+ or -) to each of the m trial types. We then train
an SVM to separate the + from the - trial types, and calculate the fraction of assignments
above a threshold. However, in following Tang et al. (2019), we note that for fMRI data, this
full calculation is both computationally intractable, and that between-subject differences can
be understood from the mean classification score, rather than thresholding a classification as
correct. We therefore choose a representative subsample of possible combinations and binary
assignments for each value of m.
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Lateral Occipital Cortex Coef. Std.Err. df t P>|t| [0.025 0.975]
Intercept 0.25 0.0198 27 12.6 <0.001 0.209 0.29
graph[Modular] 0.053 0.0247 27 2.15 0.041 0.00231 0.104
z_RT 0.0237 0.0209 27 1.13 0.267 -0.0192 0.0667
z_RT:graph[Modular] -0.00591 0.0261 27 -0.227 0.822 -0.0594 0.0476
Postcentral Gyrus Coef. Std.Err. df t P>|t| [0.025 0.975]
Intercept 0.134 0.00849 27 15.8 <0.001 0.116 0.151
graph[Modular] -0.0117 0.0106 27 -1.11 0.278 -0.0335 0.01
z_RT 0.0191 0.00898 27 2.13 0.0425 0.000699 0.0376
z_RT:graph[Modular] -0.0152 0.0112 27 -1.36 0.185 -0.0382 0.00772
Table 4.1: OLS regression results for classification accuracy. Both tables summarize model
fit for classification_accuracy ∼ z_RT ∗ graph where z_RT is the z-scored response time.
Legend: +: p<0.1, *: p<0.05, **: p<0.01, ***: p < 0.001
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Figure S4.1: Separability dimension in postcentral gyrus. The separability dimension
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Figure S4.2: Motor RDM consistency in cerebellum. Average Pearson r when the
RDM in the neighborhood of a voxel is correlated with the average RDM of all other subjects
in that neighborhood, centered on a region of high consistency in the cerebellum.
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Surprisal Effect
Prior work suggests that response times can reflect not only whether and to what degree
a participant learned the graph structure, but also how they perceive that structure. In
modular graphs, response times are longer when moving between clusters than when moving
within clusters and this effect has been referred to as the cross-cluster surprisal effect (Karuza
et al., 2017; Kahn et al., 2018). Although the effect is commonly observed in behavioral
studies with a much larger n than our current study, we nevertheless examined whether
cross-cluster surprisal was evidence in our data. By fitting a mixed-effects linear model
similar to Kahn et al. (2018), we estimate a surprisal effect of 24 ms (t15 = 1.80, p < 0.92;
95% confidence interval (CI) of -2.53 to 49.95; see Table 1). The non-significant effect is
perhaps not surprising as the study was not designed to be sufficiently powered to detect it.
To model the cross-cluster surprisal effect, we combined trials across the five training blocks
for each modular participant. We fit the following model using the MixedLM function in
stastmodels 0.11.1 (Seabold and Perktold, 2010):
response_time ∼ trial ∗ crosscluster+movement+ shape+ (1 + trial ∗ crosscluster|subject)
(4.1)
where trial is the consecutive trial number between 0 and 1500, z-scored to improve fitting,
crosscluster is 1 at cross-cluster trials and 0 elsewhere, and both movement and shape are
modeled as a categorical variables for each of the 15 possible shapes and movements. The
cross-cluster surprisal effect was taken as the fixed-effect estimate of crosscluster. Our model
was based on Kahn et al. (2018), with the addition of a regressor for shape. Random effects
structure was chosen as the most complete such that the model converged.
Power analysis for Cross-Cluster Surprisal Effect: We conducted a bootstrap analysis using
the data collected for Kahn et al. (2018). We chose subsets ofm participants with replacement
from the full set of n = 30 participants used to model the cross-cluster effect in that study.
We verified how often we detected a statistically significant effect, for values of m between 2
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and 30, across 10000 subsets for each value of m. We found that to achieve a false positive
rate of α = 0.05 and power of 1− β = 0.8, we would need at least 19 participants.
Est. Std. Err. 95% Conf. Int. df t Pr(>|t|) Sig.
(Intercept) 0.998 0.036 0.926 1.069 16 27.36 <0.001 ***
trial -0.087 0.022 -0.130 -0.044 15 -3.99 0.0012 **
crosscluster 0.024 0.013 -0.002 0.050 15 1.80 0.092 .
movement[01000] -0.044 0.008 -0.059 -0.029 20799 -5.86 <0.001 ***
movement[00100] -0.045 0.008 -0.059 -0.030 20801 -5.88 <0.001 ***
movement[00010] 0.001 0.008 -0.014 0.016 20774 0.10 0.92
movement[00001] 0.013 0.008 -0.002 0.029 20770 1.66 0.097 .
movement[11000] 0.123 0.008 0.108 0.138 20819 15.76 <0.001 ***
movement[01100] 0.078 0.008 0.063 0.094 20801 9.78 <0.001 ***
movement[00110] 0.133 0.008 0.118 0.148 20775 17.30 <0.001 ***
movement[00011] 0.176 0.008 0.161 0.192 20788 22.78 <0.001 ***
movement[10100] 0.227 0.008 0.212 0.243 20798 29.13 <0.001 ***
movement[01010] 0.183 0.008 0.167 0.198 20779 23.58 <0.001 ***
movement[00101] 0.365 0.008 0.349 0.381 20826 44.62 0 ***
movement[10010] 0.201 0.008 0.186 0.216 20807 25.92 <0.001 ***
movement[01001] 0.195 0.008 0.180 0.210 20794 24.86 <0.001 ***
movement[10001] 0.150 0.008 0.134 0.166 20805 18.72 <0.001 ***
shape2 -0.044 0.008 -0.059 -0.029 20816 -5.76 <0.001 ***
shape3 -0.013 0.008 -0.028 0.002 20804 -1.70 0.089 .
shape4 -0.107 0.008 -0.122 -0.092 20735 -14.04 <0.001 ***
shape5 -0.067 0.008 -0.082 -0.053 20766 -8.84 <0.001 ***
shape6 -0.077 0.008 -0.092 -0.062 20819 -10.22 <0.001 ***
shape7 -0.027 0.008 -0.042 -0.012 20825 -3.49 <0.001 ***
shape8 -0.028 0.007 -0.042 -0.013 20811 -3.74 <0.001 ***
shape9 -0.081 0.008 -0.095 -0.066 20822 -10.74 <0.001 ***
shape10 -0.126 0.008 -0.141 -0.111 20722 -16.34 <0.001 ***
shape11 -0.073 0.008 -0.088 -0.058 20790 -9.47 <0.001 ***
shape12 -0.047 0.008 -0.061 -0.032 20782 -6.13 <0.001 ***
shape13 -0.043 0.008 -0.059 -0.028 20818 -5.61 <0.001 ***
shape14 -0.023 0.008 -0.038 -0.008 20821 -3.05 0.0023 **
shape15 -0.134 0.008 -0.149 -0.119 20778 -17.48 <0.001 ***
trial:crosscluster 0.008 0.009 -0.010 0.027 20819 0.91 0.36
Table S4.1: Cross-cluster surprisal mixed-effects model
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CHAPTER 5: General discussion
RESULTS AND OVERALL DISCUSSION
Learning statistical structure is fundamental to human cognition and the ability to create
useful models of the world. Despite significant progress in understanding how the brain infers
statistics from temporal sequences, our understanding of how differences in structure impact
these learning processes remains incomplete. Graph learning leverages existing work in both
network science and statistical learning in seeking to quantify how structure drives learning,
as well as the neural processes underlying this learning. Here we reported the results of three
studies, which contribute to the field of graph learning in complementary ways. In what
follows, we will briefly summarize those contributions.
In the first study, we asked whether variability in structural connectivity could explain
behavioral differences between individuals performing a simple visuo-motor sequence learning
task. Using diffusion-weighted MRI to reconstruct white-matter connectivity between brain
regions, we complemented existing findings highlighting the role of functional connectivity
between motor and visual modules when learning a discrete sequence production task (Bassett,
Wymbs, et al., 2013; Bassett, Yang, et al., 2015; Mattar, Wymbs, et al., 2018). We found
that higher streamline count among intrahemispheric visual regions, as well as indirect
connectivity between visual and motor regions, were associated with higher learning rates.
Our analysis reveals a potential biomarker for predicting motor skill learning in healthy
individuals, and enables future research asking whether injury-related deficits in motor
learning and subsequent recovery may be predicted from structural imaging.
In the second study, we investigated the role of topological structure when learning from
complex environments. We observed that sensitivity to higher-order structure, a phenomenon
previously observed in perceptual learning tasks (Schapiro et al., 2013; Karuza, Thompson-
Schill, and Bassett, 2016), extends to a serial motor response task. By training participants on
sequences derived from topologies both with and without modular structure, we demonstrated
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that higher-order graph organization can lead to systematic differences in performance.
Specifically, modular structure enabled faster responses from learners when compared to a
lattice structure, even when local statistics were held fixed and homogeneuous. Our findings
suggest that the human mind is especially attuned to modular structure, and that this
sensitivity may be domain-general, opening up the possibility of asking whether certain
structures better facilitate the learning of more complex forms of information.
In the third study, we analyzed the effect of topological structure on neural representations.
We trained participants on a shape-motor association task, with sequences drawn from
either a modular or ring lattice graph, and found that patterns of BOLD activation decoded
from areas in visual cortex differed between graphs in a manner that allowed us to better
classify trials from the modular graph. Modular graph sequences induced patterns that were
both more reliable across repetitions and more dissimilar from other stimuli compared to
the ring lattice, suggesting structure-driven adaptation (Mattar, Olkkonen, et al., 2018).
Finally, trials from the modular graph exhibited higher dimensionality, a property observed
in representations of efficient learners (Tang et al., 2019). In summary, we found that
graph structure induced systematic differences in BOLD representations, suggesting a neural
correlate to previously observed behavioral differences in learning modular structure.
FUTURE DIRECTIONS
In this section, we will discuss three complementary directions that the work could be
taken in the future. Research on both structural connectivity and functional connectivity
suggest that sequence learning on a discrete sequence production task depends in part on
coordination of a set of visual and motor regions. Interestingly, baseline visual-motor function
connectivity is correlated with learning rate (Mattar, Wymbs, et al., 2018), as is indirect
structural connectivity, but dynamics observed during learning indicate that disengagement of
a fronto-cingulate system rather than visual-motor autonomy predicted individual differences
in learning rate. That sequence learning involves a diverse set of regions is of little surprise,
and future research will be required to understand the relationship between structural and
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functional connectivity in this context.
Current behavioral research on graph learning has focused on relatively small graphs composed
of 10-15 nodes (Karuza, Kahn, et al., 2017; Tompson et al., 2019). Real-world interaction
networks such as language or music are significantly more complex, and so a necessary
direction of research is to investigate human learning on these larger structures. One obvious
difficulty in studying structures approaching those found in the world is that the length of a
walk necessary to adequately sample the graph will likely scale proportionally to the number
of edges as O(n2), precluding the possibility of in-lab training on the kinds of novel motor and
visual stimuli used in the experiments discussed in prior chapters. Instead, it may be valuable
to assess differences between real-world communication networks. Properties believed to
drive efficient information transfer are present in many real communication networks (Lynn
et al., 2020), suggesting that future research in this direction may depend on novel methods
to study behavior utilizing prior knowledge from these preexisting structures.
It has become evident that that graph learning induces structure-dependent changes in how
stimuli are represented in the human brain, not only in terms of representation fidelity, but
also clustering (Schapiro et al., 2013) and graph distance (Garvert, Dolan, and Behrens,
2017). While these and other current studies provide substantial support that the brain
represents underlying structure, it remains an open question as to what type of underlying
representation these observations signify. Further investigation is required to understand
whether structure is explicitly encoded, or if not, what derived information about structure
is encoded, and how that encoding supports behavior.
CONCLUSIONS
This work is focused on understanding both behavioral and neural correlates of sequence
learning, characterizing pathways subserving learning, and how learning can be driven by
complex structure underlying probabilistic sequences. We have gained insight into both
behavioral and neural signatures of learning higher-order structure. In the future, these
approaches may provide valuable diagnostic tools for deficits in statistical and sequence
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learning, whether resulting from injury or disease, Finally, we hope that these approaches
may further our understanding about how complex structure is learned and represented in
the brain and the types of structures that best support efficient learning,
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